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@STRACI

This report describes approaches to calculating and expressing radiation
doses to the embryo / fetus from internal radionuclides. Information was
obtained for selected, occupationally significant radionuclides in chemical
forms that provided a spectrum of metabolic and dosimetric characteristics.
Fractional placental transfer and/or ratios of concentration in the embryo /
fetus to that in the woman were estimated for these materials, and were com-
bined with data from biokinetic transfer models to predict radioactivity
levels in the embryo / fetus as a function of stage of pregnancy and time "ter
entry into the transfer compartment or blood of the pregnant woman.

'
Medical Internal Radiation Dosimetry (MIRD) methodologies were extended

to forna112e and describe details for calculating radiation absorbed doses to
the embryo / fetus. Calculations were performed for representative situations;
introduction of 1 pCi into a woman's blood at successive months of pregnancy
was assumed to accommodate the stage dependence of geometric relationships and
biological behaviors. Summary tables of results, correlations, and dosimetric
relations, and of tentative generalized categorizations, are provided in the
report.

These approaches yield radiation absorbed doses, and multiplication by a
quality factor converts them to dose equivalent. This is the most common
quantity for stating prenatal-dose limits and is appropriate for those effects
that are unique to prenatal exposure. Our knowledge is currently insufficient
to warrant the use of radiation protection limits for prenatal radionuclide
exposures that are based on lifetime alterations.
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UFCUTIVE SUMMARY

International recognition that the embryo / fetus is especially susceptible
to radiation injury has led to ongoing efforts to develop recommendations and
draft regulations to limit its egosure. Recomended limits are usually
specified in terms of the radiation doses to the embryo / fetus or conceptus,
although they are sometimes stated relative to exposure of the pregnant woman,
and radiation dose equivalent is th? most comon and relevant quantity for
purposes of this project. These recomendations usually include comments
regarding the difficulties in calculating prenatal radiation doses from intern-
ally deposited radionuclides, especially those resul ting from inadequate
quantitative information about prenatal radionuclide concentrations and placental
transfer and kinetics. This project was undertaken to identify, locate, and
interpret available information to develop recomendations to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Comission (NRC) for addressing the questions associated with
calculating radiation dose to the embryo / fetus from internal radionuclides.

Our previous activities have included assembling the available literature,
analyzing and tabulating data on placental transfer and concentrations in the
embryo / fetus relative to the pregnant woman, determining ways to estimate
prenatal radioactivity levels from minimal information, and developing dosimetric
approaches for calculating radiation absorbed doses to the embryo or fetus from
incorporated radionuclides. This report reviews the current status of our
approaches to these determinations and discusses the applicability of expressions
that have been proposed for stating radiation doses to the conceptus from
deposited radionuclides. The appendixes in the current revision give a wide
array of calculations and tabulations of dosimetric factors and radiation doses.

Two main types of approach may be used to estimate concentrations or
activities of radionuclides in the embryo or fetus for calculating energy
deposition and radiation absorbed dose. One approach is particularly relevant
when little information is available; it uses measured ratios of embryo / fetal

_

concentrations to those in pregnant animals er women, together with the dilution
of activity that results from growth, to estimate relative fetal activity. The
other approach estimates fractional transfer from maternal blood to the
embryo / fetus, or uses transfer kinetics and patterns to the conceptus as a
function of stage of pregnancy, route of intake by the pregnant individual, and
time after intake or placental transfer. The implications inherent in the two
approaches differ somewhat, but they may be combined to provide complementary
analytical and dosimetric results.

To expedite' efforts, biological data were first assembled for a selected
set of radionuclides that were expected to be of greatest significance for
prenatal exposure in the work environment. These materials, which will be
referred to as the priority radionuclides, are 1) tritium and carbon in inorganic
forms, 2) tritium and carbon in three typical organic forms, i.e., glucose,
amino acid, and thymidine, 3) cobalt in inorganic forms and as vitamin B-12,
4) strontium, 5) ruthenium, 6) iodine, 7) cesium, and 8) plutonium. These
priority elements are widely available, and substantial amounts of comparative
information were available for many of them in human and animal pregnancies.
These radionuclides also provided a reasonable spectrum of metabolic

xix
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characteristics. For the present report, the metabolic models were expanded,
several additional isotopes ~or chemical ~ forms in selected cases were included,
and more complete tables were developed to illustrate biokinetic and dosimetric
differences associated with their physical properties. Moreover, tabulations
presenting dose rates and monthly doses are provided. It was anticipated that
a wider range of elements would be evaluated in subsequent efforts and, because
of their.importance, biokinetic models and tables of calculated doses for uranium
and_ americium have been added in this report.

The data for the priority materials were used as the primary basis for
,

developing approaches. Radionuclide concentinions in the conceptus are depen-
dent on stage of gestation, which also affe :.s geometry. The Medical Internal
Radiation Dosimetry (MIRD) methodologies were used as a basis for efforts that
dr.veloped procedures to make direct calculations in cases where dosimetric values
were available, and to formalize and describe details of approaches for calculat-
ing radiatioa absorbed doses relative to unit maternal burdens.

These approaches were used to provide representative examples of the calcu-
lations and to prepare tabulations of results for relevant radioisotopes of the
priority materials. These ' efforts assumed a burden of 1 pCi in the first trans-
fer compartment (blood) of the pregnant woman at initial times corresponding to
each month of gestation. Activity in the woman and in the embryo / fetus at each
successive month was estimated from the biological considerations and biokinetic,

behaviors. These'were used to select, or calculate when necessary, corresponding
values of specific absorbed fractions and S-values for self-dose relative toc

stage of gestation, as well_ as the contribution of activity in the woman to the,

dose, with specific allowances.for configuration and size of the embryo / fetus and-

woman throughout pregnancy.

Our analyses-and calculations for these radionuclides provide illustrative
examples. Summary tables and graphs of the resulting relationships and of
general dosimetric relations are included as appendixes. We also provide some

o tentative -and simplified categorizations _ for other materials by stage of
'

gestation-and dosimetric features. Until additional information on placental
transfer and biokinetics for other radionuclides- is collated and analyzed,
however, the application of the recomended methodologies for calculating-dose
to the embryo / fetus will be restricted. It is suggested that the most appro-'

--- priate-interim approach to approximation would be to use the sum of the self-dose
to the uterus, or uterine contents if available, plus the dose.from radioactivity

-in the- pregnant woman;- these could be based on publisned geometrical models
determined for specific gestational stages.

It has been proposed that overall radiation protection concerns might be
best met if prenatal dose limits were stated in terms of effective dose equiv--
alent or comitted dose equivalent. Limitations in our knowledge lead to uncer-
tainties in determining these quantities; it seems advisable to defer their use
until 'further information becomes available, when their use may have greater
validity. . The approaches to calculation suggested in this report' result in
radiation absorbed doses, and multiplication by the appropriate quality factor
readily: converts these to dose equivalent. This is the quantity most comonly

XX
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used for stating prenatal doses limits from radionuclides, and is considered to !

be the most appropriate _ expression relative to controlling for the unique effects
associated with prenatal exposure,

t
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fpREWORD

This document. was prepared to sumarize information of various types that
we assembled, concepts that evolved from analyzing this information, and interim
recomendations concerning approaches to expressing and calculating radiation
doses to the embryo / fetus from internal radionuclides. This version of the
report has been prepared in response to reactions to a draft that was widely
distributed to members of the radio'. vgic al protection and health - physics
comunities to solicit their comments. In particular, it now accomodates
requests for expansion and clarification of text, inclusion of additional
radionuclides, and preparation of a wider Uray of biokinetic and dosimetric
tables . Useful coments and suggestions were received that have facilitated
making revisions, which, we hope, have resulted in a document that will be
generally acceptable and useful.

The original format selected for the report allowed much of the numerical
information to be presented in appendixes. These were considered inherent
components of the report and recomendations, although it was anticipated that

I further values, relationships, and concepts would be developed and made
available. This approach has facilitated integration of other biokinetic and
dosimetric information and of the enhanced approaches to calculations in this
report. In addition, this approach will allow subsequent analyses of information
and resulting calculated values to be disseminated as a series of supplemental

,
appendixes or revisions.

|
| Appreciation is again extended to Pacific Northwest Laboratory colleagues,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission staff, and investigators from other
institutions who took time to review earlier working drafts of this report. We
are also grateful for the helpful suggestions that were made in response to the
request for comment; these led to revisions and extensive expansions of content
that form the basis for the report in its present form.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS

Mamalian embryos and fetuses are more susceptible than adults to being
adversely affected by radiation. Prenatal irradiation can result in intra-
uterine growth retardation, increased prenatal and postnatal mortality, and
malformations or congenital def.icits of central nervous system function. The
likelihoods of producing these various effects are related to the specific
stages of prenatal development during the period of exposure. The intent
of current regulatory guidance statements of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), as well as recomendations of other national and inter-
national organizations, are generally consistent with the recently revised
10 CFR Part 20. In general, all involve limiting total radiation d(se to the
conceptus through placing more stringent restrictions on exposure o' pregnant
women than on other members of the occupational population and requ'. ring that
the allowable dose does not vary markedly from a uniform monthly rate through-
out gestation.

Historically, a more restrictive limit was based on the potential for
produt ng developmental abnormalities, as well as for carcinogenesis; this
limit and its rationale appear in sequential versions of NRC Regulatory
Guide 8.13. The evolution of the relevant concepts was reviewed in National
Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP) Report No. 53 (NCRP 1977b) among other
documents, but-the limit has long remained at a total of 500 mrem (5 mSv) to
the embryo / fetus throughout gestation. Epidemiologic evaluations and some
analyses of dose-response relationships for central nervous system dysfunction
in the Japanese offspring who had received atomic bomb irradiation during
specific stages of gestation suggested that the response was linear and non-
threshold. Although this characterization of the relationship has not been
unanimously accepted, it led the NCRP to recomend in Report No. 91 (NCRP
1987) that the monthly fraction of the permis-ible radiation dose should be
no more than one-tenth of the total.

Tumor development following prenatal o .,eonatal exposure of experimen-
tal animals has been studied for external p 'ons and for a limited number of
internally deposited radioisotopes. The United Nations Scientific Comittee
on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR 1986) calculated that the risk for
mental retardation by prenatal irradiation was greater than that for carcino-
genesis. The question of carcinogenesis by prenatal radionuclide exposure,
however, presents special problems (Sikov 1989). Radionuclides for which

- perinatal care'nogenesis has been studied include hydrogen, carbon, strontium,
iodine, and piutonium; these are among the priority radionuclides to be
discussed here. The results illustrate some of the difficulties in deriving
direct relationships between maternal exposure to radionuclides, prenatal con-
centrations, and radiation doses, as well as the role of inhomogeneities of
radiation doses to-fetal and neonatal tissues and differing effectiveness
among particulate radiations.'

1
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When considered relative to exposures of short duration from external
photon beams, the specific dose-effect relationships for various r&dionuclides
differ among indices of early or prenatal effect, as well as for delayed
embryo / fetal toxic effects, such as life-shortening and oncogenesis. These
relationships further change throughout progressive developmental stages and
interact with the well-known stage-dependent sensitivity differences (critical :
periods), which are superimposed on dose-rato effectiveness factors (DREF)
associated with protraction of the radiation exposure from internal radio-
nuclides, all of which may lead to apparent differences in responsiveness.
Thus, the combined contributions of dosimetric factors and developmental
considerations help explain the observations of stage related differences in
responses, which range from radionuclide specificity in target organs and
tissues and in morphologic lesions to the )redominant tur.cr types and sites at
which tumors develop. Ihn e factors also > ear on the question of appropriate
approaches to determine and interpret doses to the embryo / fetus. '

B. RATIONALE FOR EFFORT

The scope of this project does not involve an evaluation of the specific
effects a~ssociated with p enatal irradiation, nor does it include addressing
the % sis for determining dose limits or their appropriateness, it is clear
that these tasks are the responsibility of other scientific groups. The
efforts that were undertaken specifically resulted from the recognition that
inadequate wa11 ability and ut'lization of information led to major uncertain-
ties in determining and expressing the radiation duse that the human embryo
or fetus would receive as a result of radioactive materials in the pregnant
woman, irrespective of the values that are established as dose limits, the |uncertainties in dose detemination led to difficulties in defining appro-
priate operational procedures and in establishing meaningfoi regulations. The )
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) has undertaken this project to provide the i

NRC with specific types of dosimetric information that are considered to be
useful in oeveloping regulations and guidance concerning practices in the 1

occupational Jse of radionHclides.

This report surt arizes our efforts to collate available information con-
cerning the placentai transfer of radionuclides, to develop strategies for
estimatbig embryo / fetal concentrations or activity levels, and to cealuate '

expressions for stating radiation doses to the human embryo or fetus from
radionuclides in the pregnant woman. In particular, this effort has included
developing interim recommendations concerning general methodologies for calcu-
lating prenatal doses from radionuclides and performing representative dose
calculations, which are based on placental transfer and on metabolic and
dosimetric considerations that were developed as part of this project. These
ihitial evaluations were considered in formulating relevant sections of the
Code of Federal Regulations, and the more detailed information in this report i
will assist the NRC in preparing subsequent statements that will provide '

licasees with ac'ditional detailed regulatory guidance. |

2
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C. MORIELCSit CHARACTERISTICS AND STAGE Of CESTATION

The term embryo / fetus is often used as an encompassing exprestion in
referring to prenatal stages in statements of exposure limits; this is useful
and appro)riate terminology for that purpose. It is important to distinguish
between tie embryo and the fetas, however, when estimating radionuclide'

concentrations, performing dose calculations, or considering specific effects.
The term embryo is used in reference to the earliest stages of development,
before the time at which external characteristics make it recognizable as a
member of the major t.xon to which it bolongs. This tvansition occurs during
the period between 2 and 3 months in the human conceptus, and it is properly
referred to as a fetus i,um that stage until birth. The following diagram
(figure 1), which is not to scale, shows the embryo, the early fetal stage,
and the late fetus in relationship to the uterus, and will be used with the -

following considerations to help provide orientation.
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of geometric relationships between
the conceptus, supporting structures, and the uterus

,

1. Early Staaet

in most mammalian species, the ovum passes from the oviduct into the
uterine lumen a few days after fertilization and implants in the mucosa
through a complex series of processes, starting at about I week. The early
embryo, or blastocyst as it is called at this stage, begins its internal
development and initiates maternal responses that result in placentation and

L formation of related transfer and support structures and mechanis.as.

F
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There is consensus that radionuclide concentrations in the embryo before.

implantation and during early post implantation stages usually may be con-
sidered as approximately equal to the average concentration in the uterus.
Uterine muscle may hava a radionuclide concentration that is different from
the mucosa; alpha-emitters (a) and beta emitters (p) in muscle may not reach
the omtryo, which could decrease the effective concentration. It would be
more accurate to use concentration in the uterine fluids or in the mucosa,
rather than average through the uterus, but these values are rarely known.

A lack of information prevents making allowance for the possibilities of I

concentration inhomogeneities in the early embryo. This may not be a major
problem because the p-emitters that are considered to nave the greatest like-
lihood of inhomogeneous distribution are those with the most energetic emis+
stons. Analyses were made, using a modification of a PNL computer code, to
quantitatively examine this problem (Traub et al. 1987). At early develon
mentalstages,whentheconceptusis"approximatedbya0.1-cm-diameterspiere,
these calculations show that H and C will deposit more than 95% of emitted
energyinthesp,here,butthisfallstoabout22%withtheenergetic
p particles of P.

Thus, a straightforward approach to calculation may apply during early |
gestation. For S-emitters, it will often be appropriate to regard the small
developing embryo, with its extraembryonic trophoplastic structures, as being
contained within a large mass of homogeneous concentration, and to apply con- !

ventional calculational procedures. The anatomic relationships are such that,
for photon emitters, the embryo can be regarded as a point in the center of a
sphere, which represents the uterus, and S factors that are being developed in ;

this roject and by other various groups can be used to estimate absorbed dose>
,

(Smiti and Warner 1976; Elsssser et al.1986). ;

2. Subsecuent Dgyglg a ntal Stiqn

The human conceptus is considered as a fetus during the second and third
trimesters of gestation, and often during the last month of the first tri- .

mester. There are significant differences among species during these stages >

of pregnancy; however, organogenesis has been completed and progressive histo-
genesis and growth are the characteristic processes in the human conceptus ,

during this period. The human fetus, as well as those of almost all other '

mammtlian species, is contained in the amniotic fluid and is surrounded by
various fetal membranes and modified uteriae structures. The fetus is nur-
tured via the closely located placenta, to which it is attached by the umbili-
ct.1 cord.

,

Several groups of researchers, including investigators at Oak Ridgei

; National Laboratory and Oak Ridge Associated Universities, are dev. loping
geometric models and computer codes for internal dosimetry in the pregnant
woman and conceptus. Davis et al. (1987) have published detailed models for 1

,

| 3 months of gestation; these also s6rve as a fair approximation of morphology |
at 2 months, the stage at which the embryo has undergone sufficient transition 1

to be considered a fetus, although its linear dimensions and tissue masses are |
smaller. Other models have been presented for later stages of pregnancy i

(Watson and Stabin 1987).|

4
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Little formel consideration of the geometry of the conceptus in the |
period between midorganogenesis and the fetal period has been reported. This '

does not greatly constrain the dosimetric approach, particularly since the
models are most relevant to exposure from radioactivity distributed throughout-

the pregnant woman. Dimensions deliberately have been omitted from the,

diagrams in figure 1 to maintain their general nature; later sections provide,

representative values and references to tabula 'ons and the literature. These
include data from the foregoing references, equations, and values obtained
from International Committee for Radiological Protection (ICRP) Publication 23
(ICRP 1975), and calculations found in appendixes to this docum?nt. These
sources provide adequate information to approximate the anatomy, dimensions,
and masses of the pregnant woman and her embryo or fetus.

Linear distances in the pregnant uterus usually are relatively large
compared to the pathlengths of the p particles. As a broad generalization in i
this case, we would expect that the contribution to exposure of the embryo /
fetus from radionuclides in both nearby and distant maternal organs would be
mostly from photons, but a primary contribution to the p radiation absorbod

| dose to the embryo / fetus would be from its internal radionuclide content.
Thus, if total fetal activity were divided by nss of the embryo / fetus, the'

| resulting values would be the concentrations used in traditional formulas for
j dose calculation, such as those described by Quimby and Feitelberg (1963).
; The fetal volume at this time is sufficiently large as to not require correc-

tien for unabsorbed p particles, other than perhaps at its surface. Accurate
I assessment is obviously more complex than the:e generalities, and the remain-
l der of this document will provide details of approaches to calculations and of
! the component factors that are required for their implementation.

D. B10 KINETIC CONSlQff@llMS AND LIMITATIDMS

1. Extrapolations frogiqbgLDda: Basis _and Validity

Most available data regarding placental transfer to the human conceptus
and resulting r.dionuclide concentrations in the conceptus have been obtained
from analyses performed following exposures to labeled metabolites or radio-
pharmaceuticals. Other data concerning radionuclides of occupational and
environmental concern were 7btained from radioanalyses of abortuses, still-
births, neonatal decedents, and placentas; interpretations are often clouded
by uncertainties regarding corresponding maternal body burden or exposure
level. Additional information, primarily applicable to calculation of kin-
etics, has been obtained through in vitro perfusion studies using human
placentas.

The limited breadth and depth of the human database makes it necessary to
use data from studies of placental transfer and fetoplacental distribution in
animals despite uncertainties associated with extrapolation to humans. These
animal data range from values that are derived from toxicity studies, in which

-

terminal measurements of fetoplacental concentrations were performed, to
values nbtained from sequences of deliberate, dynamic measurements, which,

provide a basis for calculating kinetic parameters. The latter types of study'

were directed at measuring concentrations in maternal blood and tissues,
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throughout the placental structures, and in tissues of the conceptus as a
function of time after exposure. Other studies investigated transport
processes and mechanisms, and examined factors that affect or modify placental
transfer and fetoplacental distribution. The similarities and dissimilarities
between the prenatal development, placental structure and function, and radt-
ation responses of laboratory animals and the human conce)tus will not be
described here because details and comparisons are availa>1e in other docu-
ments (Sikov and Hahlum 1969; Shepard 1980; llNSCCAR 1986; NU 1988).

To expedite efforts leading to preparation of recomendations, initial
emphasis was directed at a set of priority radionuclides that were expected to
be of greatest significance for prenatal exposure in the work environment:
1) tritium and carbon in inorganic forms, 2) tritium and carbon in three
typical organic forms, i.e., glucose, amino acid, and thymidine, 3) cobalt in
inorganic forms and as vitamin B-12, 4) strontium, 51 ruthenium, 6) iodine,
7) cesium, and 8) plutonium. In general, based on their properties and
general availability, most comparative information was available for these
nuclides in human and animal pregnancies, and they provide a spectrum of meta-
bolic and dosimetric characteristics. These analyses, and evaluations of a
few additional materials, were used as the primary basis for developing analy- -

tical approaches; these will be used to provide illustrations and tabuiations
of results.

2. Factors Confoundjna Extrapplaticos

a. tigtabolite

The general aspects of mamalian gestation are remarkably similar among
manaalian species, but the developmental stages that are attained at specific
elapsed fractions of the gestation period and the degree of maturity at birth
differ greatly. Moreover, there are metabolic differences among prenatal,
juvenile, and adult stages and among members of different species that may
affect transport, the rate of clearance from. blood, and tissue deposition. As
a consequence, the temporal patterns of the amounts available for placental
transfer and components of kinetic calculations may differ.

b. U.t_ter Sjn

In contrast to human pregnancies, in which a single fetus is the usual
situation (monotocous), most of. the animal species from which transfer and
deposition data have been obtained bear litters consisting of multiple
offspring (polytocous). In these species, the total mass of the fetuses or
fetoplacental units relative to that of the pregnant animal tends to be much
greater than in the human. The quantitative impact of this situation has not
been evaluated in detail, but it tentatively appears that total stage-adjusted
transfer to the products of conception is greater in polytocous than in
monotocous pregnancies, but that the concentration in each individual fetus or
placenta is less.

6
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c. Acute _Versn Chronicluotute

Hany of the data from animal studies were obtained following a single
exposure to readily measurable amounts of activity. Despite applicable
caveats, such experiments provide data that are primarily applicable to an
accidental exposure of a pregnant woman. Many human exposures, however, may
involve repeated intakes of low levels of activity, in some instances,
radioanalyses of human autopsy materials have resulted in calculated ratios of
fetal-to-adult cnncentrations that are greater than those that would be
expected from animal data obtained after acute exposure. It appears that
these differences may result from the contribution and/or interaction of
several factors, including mass effects, sumation of the contributions of
different time periods available for post-exposure excretion, and kinutic and
deposition differences relating to the metabolically different stages of
gestation during the successive intaltes.

3. Ingrcas Contributino,_lo_ Total Doit

As indicated, information on effects of exposures from sources external
to the pregnant woman provided the stimulus for setting special limits for
radiation doses to the embryo / fetus. Exposure of the conceptus from external
sources can be terminated by discontinuing the generation of radiation,
physical separation of the woman and the source, or introduction of shielding.
In contrast, radionuclide intake before or daring pregnancy also can irradiate
the embryo / fetus; this exposure may continue for various periods, and there
mcy be residual radioactivity in the child at the time of its birth, which can
result in radiation exposure during postnatal life. This project was origi-
nated to develop recommendations concerning prenatal dose, and calculations
were restricted to thIs aspect of the problem. The major uncertainties relate
to the duse attributable to radionuclides in the embryo / fetus, o- in the
imediately surrounding placental and uterine tissues, and so then received
special consideration,

in addition, it is. necessary to include radiation doses from radio-
nuclides that are incorporated or contained in other major organs or struc-
tures of the pregnant woman, such as her liver or bladder, or are distributed v
throughout her body. Dosimetry for radionuclides external to the uterus are *

essentially direct, but complex, calculations. Together with the physical
factors (presented herein or indicated in references), computation may be made
from knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the woman, dimensions and
masses of the embryo, fetus, uterus, and radionuclide disposition or activ-
itles with time and stage of gestation.

4. Components of Internal Dose

A major component of the effort involved estimating placental transfer
of radionuclides and resulting amounts in the embryo / fetus relative to those
in the pregnant woman. Consequently, emphasis was directed toward procedures
for estimating exposure of the embryo / fetus from radionuclides that were
deposited in the erribryo/ fetus or remained in the tissues of the woman. These
calculations directly provide values relating to energy deposition, which are
expressed as radiation absorbed doses (rad or gray [Gy]).

7
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Current recommendations and regulations of the NCRP and NRC for prenatal-

exposure limits are stated in terms of dose equivalent (rem or Stevert [5v]),
which accomodates differences among biological effectiveness of photons and'

some particulate radiations. Conversions are readily accomplished by multi-'
plying absorbed dose values by appropriate quality factors (Q), which provides :

the corresponding values of dose equivalent. 1he values of Q for specific j
particles are established, and occasionally revised, by appropriate i

organizations, and so use of this approach further accomodates any subsequent ::

i revisions in the assigned value. The caveat is offered, however, that special '

i dose limits are based on unique responses by the conceptus, and that the
' validity of these quality factors generally has not been established for these

responses.
4 .

Haking a distinction between two general ct,tegories of biological deft-
1 ,

i cits that can result from irradiation during gestation may be especially -

useful for some considerations of radionuclide exposure. One category oft

effects, which includes prenatal growth retardation, malformations, and
_

reduced postnatal mental capacities, results specifically from exposure of the .

embryo / fetus and is the current basis for setting special limits for exposure i
during gestation. The other category involves the contributior, of the i

prenatal irradiation to lifetime exposure, including such long term eff i . as '

carcinogenesis. As indicated, the derivation, validity, and magnitude of the
limits for either prenatal or cumulative exposure do not fall within the scope
of this project. ;

Concepts have been developed relative to protection from deleterious'
.

changes of a delayed or cumulative nature and have led to radiation exposure,

limits that are expressert as more complex dosimetric quantities such ast

i effective and comitted dose equivalent. The uso of comitted and effective
dose-equivalents for stating "arenatal radionuclide dose limits has certain
merits, but is considered to se premature because the current lack of infor-
mation does not permit acceptable determinations of these quantities. The.

quc-tion warrants later consideration, however, when adequate information'

,

becomes available 1) to calculate prenatal doses from a wider range of radio- '

nuclides and isotopes at relevant stages of gestation and 2) to define dose-
response relationships that will allow the assigning af weighting factors.
Our suggested approaches and analyses have provided estimates of radionuclide

i content of the fetus at 9 munths of gestation, following administration at the
start of each sequential month of pregnancy. These valucc are available for '

some selected radionuclides and are presented to provide a basis for calculat- :
Ing postnatal radiation doses (see Table El).

I

These factors all suggest that exposure regulations should be expressed
in terms of our best estimates of the absorbed dose and dose equivalent to the
embryo or fetus, and our recomendations regarding calculations of dose have
been directed toward provioing these values.i

i

f
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1I. IRIE1MLDQSLCM.GLAl10M1 AND ESTllMILS

A. BASIC CDRElDiM110R1

1. Underivinglgncn11

The most relevant consideration is that absorbed doses and rates could
be directly calculated from concentrations in the target tissue and in sur-
rounding tissues, using traditional techniques that combine the energies of
the emissions, the number of emissions per unit time, the time over which the
emissions are integrated, energy lostis in the target tissue, and accepted
constants and conversion factors. As is presented here in further detail,
these values should be adjusted by appropriate factors such as fractional fenergy absorption. which is a function of path length and dimensions of the
tissue or organ (t conceptus in this instance). In addition to calculations.

of radiation dose trom radioactivity in the embryo / fetus, it is also important
to account for radiation dose arising from radioactivity in the maternal
organs. Changing biological conditions influence some of the factors, such as
anatomical dimensions, but these are relationships that may be defined. As
indicated in the following section, these considerations lead to two general
approaches to estimating the radiation absorbcd dose to the embryo or fetus
from radionuclides incorporated in the conceptus or the immediately
surrounding tissues. The approaches overlap in some of their details "d
underlying concests; both have several potential variations, and insuf* M9t
information is tie limiting factor. As a cor sequence, determination or
estimation of the concentrations and activities to be used in calculations is
the most difficult and uncertain aspect of tie process,

2. Estimation of Concentration and Activit;

Gne of the approacbes to estimation of co' centration is based on ratios
of embryo / fetal to maternal concentrations, either in specific tissues or in
average or total body, and usually as extrapolated from reports of animal
experiments. This approach is assumed by some to serve as the basis for the
most conservative (or maximal) estimate of dose to the conceptus.

The other approach is based on estimates of fractional transfer from
maternal blood to the conceptus or of transfer kinetics and patterns to the
conceptus as a function of stage of pregnancy, route of intake by the pregnant
individual, and time after intake or placental transfer. This approach has
greater theoretical validity and may be more amenable to biologically valid
extrapolation, although it initially requires more information than does the
ratio method. However, physiologic information can be introduced into these
calculations to extend their potential and accuracy. >

3. C_urrent Statuj and limitA11gf_1

The lack of clear precedents necessitated making decisions concerning
the desirability and validity of ways to generalize from sometimes limited
informction and disparate reported values relating to placental transfer and
relative fetoplacental concentration. The alternatives include calculating

9
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means snd confidence intervals, selecting a mode or median to serve as a rep-
resentative of the true age-related value, and using approaches that accommo-
date broad ranges of values. None has proven to be consistently useful, and
efforts are required to resolve this problem. In the case of radionuclides
for which reports of prenatal concentrations are not available, it is nec-
essary to interpolate from results with chemically related elements or
compounds.

Extrasolating concentration values from animals to human pregnancies +

should be )ased on anatomic and metabolic co respondence of developmental,

stages, and other biological factors to some extent. However, the validity
of the extrapolated valuet also depends on the nature, amount, and homogene-
ity of the calculated values. General schemes have been addressed for using
concentrations or activities in the conceptus to calculate radiation doses.
These were first generalized to be independent of the metabolism of the radio-
nuclide, but are highly dependent on the fetoplacental norphology that is
characteristic of each major sequential stage.

B. DOSIMElfuG f_NJLCWCENTRATION PATTERNS RE.lATIVE TO STAGE OLGESTATION

1.. General Considerations

The availability of reliable estimates of fetal concentrations or of
relative concentration values for maternal and fetal tissues is a limiting
factor in dose determinations. Continuing efforts are being made to develop
procedures for interpolation and extrapolation of the database and of broad
metabolic information for eventually establishing time-integrated concentra-
tion values and their patterns in the embryo and fetus. Attempts are ongoing
to manipulate such data to calculate incremental depositions from transfer'

coefficients or successive ratios, and to estimate concentration decreases at '

times subsequent to that represented by a reported ratio. Recent studies
examined data from noncontemporaneous experiments and found that placental
transfer kinetics from one experiment could be used to correctly predict fetal
concentrations as measured in other experiments (Sikov and Kelman 1989).

Although the data are neither complete nor quantitative, we can now gen-
eralize about important biological relationships affecting dosimetry, such as
changes in transfer kinetics during pregnancy, total fetal activities or con-

1

centrations, and the role of developing target organs or tissues. Early
attempts at categorization were based on stage-independent approximations of
relative availability and net deposition in the conceptus. The major limita-

| tions to this nonquantitative approach highlighted the need to develop more
objective criteria for evaluation.

2. Eclituyk Dose Estimates from Fetal-to-Maternal Concentration Ratios
|-

The ratio of embryonic / fetal concentration to maternal _ concentration
j requires the least amount of information. It is also particularly relevant

because when few quantitative data are available, they often consist of one or'

I ,more ratios of activities or concentr tions. The absence of reported data for
a radionuclide may suggest that it is not of major concern as a source of

10
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occupational exposure, but its behavior should be extrapolated from chemically
related radionuclides. Such reported, calculated, or interpolated ratios of
concentrations in the embryo or fetus to those in the woman are used to
ap;,roximate actual activities in the embryo ( fetus for calculation of
radiation doses.

When this ratio approach is used with values that were calculated from
measurements soon after intravenous exposures of animals, it provides maximal
estimater of prenatal radiation dose; subsequent concentrations would be
decreased by progressive growth. Greater precision can be achieved when
ratios are available at sequential times after exposure or when exposures and
determinations are made at several stages of gcstation, it ecold be possible
to incor? orate the growth equation into such calculations, but this apparently
has not seen done directly for such analyses.

Other aspects of the ratio approach implicitly require invokir.g a number
of unproven and 30tentially inaccurate assumptions, some of which also pertain
to chiculations sased on kinetics. For example, extrapolations from animal
to human uften assume that the ratio is the same, without allowing for the
problem of monotocous versus polytocous pregnancies, which was considered
earlier. The ratio approach also does not incorporate the possibility of
greater transfer or deposition at later stages because of physiologic
differences, such as the functional development of target organs in the fetus
and their effect on transfer coefficients-concepts that are inherent in the
kinetic approach.

3. Dngjtand Concentrations Calc.uhted from Kinetin

Blokinetics may provide more accurate information in those situations
where it can be applied; the results may have greater theoretical validity and
be more amenable to biologically valid extrapolations. Proper implementation
requires greater amounts of information, so that it would pertain most com-
monly for radionuclides that have been of greatest interest. Under ideal
conditions, the biokinetic approach is based on use of transfer measurements
and metabolic data to determine the time course of fractional transfer from
maternal blood to the embryo / fetus. From such information, it is possible to
calculate deposition or infer kinetics and patterns of transfer to the con-
csptus as a function of stage of pregnancy, route of intake by the pregnant
individual, and time after intake or piacental transfer, and to superimpose
modifications by retention and growth functions,

in subsequent practice for repeated exposure, calculation might involve
estimating each of the fractional amounts that would be transferred and,
because each incremental increase in activity is diluted by subsequent growth,
obtaining the sum of the resulting integrals of concentration in the conceptus
with time. The total contributions from sequential depositions give estimates
of time-weighted activities that can be used for calculating radiation doses
to the conceptus. These calculations should allow for the continually
changing kinetics relating to stage of gestation, fetal growth, and
localization within specific tissues of the conceptus.

11
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4. [2mIAttmRalALAnitivses and Impart of Stagt_hleltd Distribution '

Even with limited data, simple two- or three-compartment analyses are
u,ually possible from a phusiologic or metabolic basis, or relative to implied t

,

i kine''es from sequential re los. As mtntioned in the foregoing descriptions,
acti ty usually needs to be in the blood of the pregnant woman to be avail-
able Or transfer to the conceptus. Most transfer is between the maternal and i

foto olood circulations, which are not in actual contact, so exchange occurs
across the placenta and other fetal nembranes. This concept, illustrated in

: Figure 2, may demonstrate qualitative factors that sometimes can be incorpo-
rated into analyses with ccmpartmental models and the enhanced understanding :

that can be achieved.
!
'

Entry into blood varies with the specific radionuclide, its chemical
i form, and its associated route of exposure and absorption patterns; these have

been considered and tabulated in numerous documents and reports. The effect
,

'of pregnancy is less well known; the placenta has a potential for affecting
| kinetics via material specific facilitated or active transport, but some nuc-

,
4 lides are removed and deposited in placental tissues. The rate and degree of '

i deposition in maternal tissue also affect blood concentrations on an absolute
and temporal basis; this _is of major importance in that decreased concentra- -4

tions will reduce transfer. On the other hand, as specific sites of deposi- |'

tion begin to develop and function in the fetus, this will increase the rate |

of removal from the fetal blood and drive the placental transfer kinetics in i

the direction of the fetus. In the nr;re quantitative sense, the model illus-
|trated in Figure 2 can be expressed in the alternate format of Fi ure 3, which ,

i is more compatible with the nomenclature used by the ICP.P and wil be utilized |in developing the detailed approaches to dosimetric methodology (Section Ill).

r 3 r 3 r %
: Maternal Fatal* > Placenta 4 y

Circulation Circulation
Q J L_ J L J

- A A
,

V y
r 3 r 3

Maternal Fetal
| Tissues Tissues

% J V J

Figure 2. Generalized comphrtmental model to illustrate concepts of exchange
| between maternal and fetal circulations, and interactions relating

;to maturation of fetal target structures: '
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k kr , u r , a r ,
I Y

Labile LabileFirst Transfer < 4
Compartment k kir _ 2r

Non Labile Non Labile
L J L > c j

Pregnant Woman Placenta Embryo / Fetus

Figure 3. Compartmental model for maternal-fetal exchange as based on ICRP
concepts and incorporating kinetic coefficients

As mentioned, stage-dependent differential deposition patterns may also
involve _inhomogeneous tissue distributions, but these have not becn identified
as posing a special radiological protection problem. In the present context,
therof.re, consideration is limited to their general influence on kinetics,
total C ivity, and concentrations in the fetus, as well as the resulting net
dosimetric consequence.

5. Comoarison.gf Concentration Estimators and Use for Prediction

If results were available from both types of calculational approach, it
obviously would be of interest to compare them and examine their compati-
bill'", but the paucity of quantitative data has restricted this effort to a
few elements Some of the data that were assembled for the priority radio-
nuclides wer combined to establish the central values used for descriptions
in Section IV; tnese display reasonably good agreement for comparable stages
of gestation.

On a similar basis, and through the use of alternative extrapolation
procedures, rough approximations of relativa concentration and activity values
in the conceptus may be made for other elements. These efforts have not yet
progressed far enough to prepare summary tables, but ongoing efforts are
expected to lead to reasonable approximations in the near future. As an
example, following the ICRP approach will result in '.ne assumption that those
alkaline earth elements for which there is ng spectile inforintion will behave
in a manner similar to cerium.

There are several radionuclides for which there is neither information
nor a basis to extrapolate. With a few notable exceptions, the absence of
reported studies may be taken as suggesting that intake is very unlikely, or
that there is no special prenatal affinity for such materials. Therefore, the
average embryo / fetal concentration could be assumed to be no more than in the '

woman. There are occasionally reports of a high ratio in specific tissues,
although the overall concentration ratios are not affected. It should cause
minimal impact if concentration ratios of uncommon radionuclides were assumed
to be 1, even when they are probably less, but it will be important to avoid
marked underestimates.

13
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III. . RADIATION DOSE CALCULATION METHODOLOGY

At the inception of this effort, i' was decided that the method for cal-
culating radiation dose to the embryo / fetus should be corcpatible with internal
dosimetry methodologies currently employed by practicing health physicists.
The method should be sufficiently modular for other investigators to extend
the calculational system by including additional data. Also, the methodology
should be sufficiently robust to allow radiation dose calculations to be per-
formed from a variety of input data. This will accommodate situations in
which the dosimetrist may have data that are not always consistent; sometimes
the data might be in magnitude of an intake, at other times in body burdens,

For these reasons, the calculational method selected for use in this
project is a continuation and extension of the radiodosimetry methodology
developed by the Medical Internal Radiation Dosimetry (HIRD) Committee of the
Society o' Nuclear Medicine. The MIRD schema, or methodology for calculation
of radiation dose due to radioactive material in the body, has mostly recently
been described in detail by Loevinger et al. (1988), among others. The MIRD
methodology provides a system fer calculation of the radiation dose to a tar-

get region, designated r$, r .sulting from radioactive material contained in are
source region, designate In most instances, both r and r are distinctg g norgans, although they need not be. The systen allows the two regions to be
separated in space or to be the identical region.

The following briefly summarizes the HIRD calculational methodology; the
reader is referred to Loevinger et al. (1988) for a more complete description.
The equation for the nean dose rates to a target region, r , can be written ing
the three forms shown below.

A I a, e, (r - r ) -

n g g

R ( r, - r ) = (1)g

m, 1

R (r -r)-Ah5^i't k-r) Wg n k n

R (rg-r)-AnWg-r) Wg n
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whcre R (r - r ) - average absorbed dose rate in target region r fromg g g

activity in source region r3 (in rad /hr (Cy/sec])

A - activity in source organ h (in pCi (Bq))
3

A, - mean energy emitted per nuclear transition, the product
of the number of particles multiplied by the mean energy w
per particle (in g-rad /pci-hr [kg-Gy/Bq-sec]).

4, - Kf, E, (4)

where K - unit conversion factor
(K = 2.13 when in 9-rad /pCi-br-HeV;
K - I when in kg-Gy/Bq-sec-MeV).

f, - fraction of the disintegrations resulting
in radiation, i

E, - the mean energy of radiation,1 (in MeV).

When the units for A, are rad-g/pci-hr, K - 2.13;
however, K - 1 if SI units are used.

e,(r, - r ) - absorbed fraction, the fraction of the energy of ,

n type,i radiation emitted from the source organ that '

is abscrbed in the target organ (unitiess)

m, - mass of the target region (in 9 [kg])

6,(r - r ) - specific absorbed fraction, the absorbed fractiong n
ner unit mass of the target region (in 1/g [l/kg)

wi.tro e, - e,/m ) .g

-

S - mear, absorbed dose to a target organ per unit
cumuiated activity in the source organ in
rad /gCi-hr [Gy/Bq-sec]).

Because there are usually many source regions, r , dat c.onWde to neg
the contributions from all sourcedose received by the target region g,ddition of the contributions fr'm allregions must be added together. The a

source regions is shown in the following equation:

R(r ) - I R(r - r ) @)g g g

h

where R(r ) is the average absorbcd dose rate in target region r3 (in rad /hr
(Gy/sec])

The ICRP has adopted an internal dosimetry system that is conceptually
similar to the MIRD methodology, lhe ICRP methodology employs terminology
that is different than that of MIRD, and the ICRP nethod also employs a qual-
ity factor to account for differences among radiation types in their ability

16
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to cause biological damage. The ICRP methodology is described in ICRP Publi-
cation 30, Part 1 (ICRP 1978); supplementary information can be found in
Parts 2 and 3 of ICRP Publication 30 (ICRP 1980,1981) as well as Appendix I
of ICRP Publication 23 (ICRP 1975). The MIRD notational system is employed in
these interim recommendations because there is a large body of literature that
describes its use and several tabulations of dosimetric factors are available.

The preceding equations were derived for the situation in which the
values of the parameters that comprise the S-value are constant over the time
for which the dose calculations are ap)11 cable. In the case of estimating
radiation doses to the embryo / fetus, tie values of the parameters that compt <e
the S-value are rapidly changing. Consequently, it is not usually sufficient
to compute a single S-valua and, then to estimate an integral activity A M3
the entire remaining course of pregnancy. It is necessary to determine the
dose rate to the embryo / fetus at sequential stages of pregnancy, and then to
integrate the time-dependent dose rates to determine the total dose:

R(t) - A (t) S(t) (6)n

where R(t) - time dependent dose rate (in rad /hr [Gy/sec])

A (t) - activity in source organ h at time t (in pCi (Bq))
3

S(t) - S-value at time t (in rad /pCi-hr [Gy/Bq-sec]).

The total average dose to the target region is then given by the
integral:

Dtotal-fR(t)dt (7)

where D total is the total average dose (in rad [Gy]). Using this equation,
it remains only to determine the proper values of A N and W W vamus3
values of time, t, during the gestational period.

The advantage of this system is that it allows the dose calculation to
be partitioned into two conceptually separate parts. The first part, repre-

is a biokinetic calculation. The biokinetics are determined by
sented by A'I, ions of the physicochemical properties of the radionuclide (e.g.,the interac
particle size, if inhaled, and solubility) and the physiologic processes of
the individual. The second 3 art, represented by the S-value, is the radiation
dosimetry portion of the pro)1em. Radiation dosimetry calculations are depen-
dent on the physical properties of the emitted radiation, and the anatomical
characteristics (e.g., physical dimensions) as well as the elemental composi-
tion and density of the individual.

{

|
.
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A. B10 KINETIC CALCULATIONS

The purpose of biokinetic calculations is to provide estimates of the
radionuclide content of the maternal organs and of the embryo / fetus, placenta,
and uterus to allow the calculation of radiation doses to the embryo / fetus due
to intakes of radionuclides by the mother. The embryo / fetus, along with its
placenta, may be described as having the three primary compartments shown in
Figure 3. The maternal transport compartment shown in the figure is identical
to the first transport compartment that is <iescribed in ICRP Publication 30
(ICRP 1978). Both the other two compartments, the placenta and the embryo /
fetus, may consist of (at least) two subcompartments: labile and nonlabile.
The labDr subcompartment represents that fraction of the radionuclide which
is in a form available for transport to some other compartment. The nonlabile
subcompartment represents the fraction of the radioactive material that has
been incorporated into anatomical structures, for example, and is thus not
available for transport.

The arrows in the figure representing movements in the reverse direction
provide for the possibility of cycling. An algorithm to compute the activity
in compartments of a recycling system has been described (Birchall and James
1988,1989). In most instances, data are not sufficient to allow the use of
cycling compartmental analysis. In a conceptually simpler system, the reverse
arrows of Figure 3 are eliminated from consideration, and recycling of the
radioactive material is not modeled. In this case, the compartmental analysis
methods, such as those given in Birchall (1986), ICRP Publication 30 (ICRP
1978), or Skrable et al. (1980), may be appropriate.

Summaries of the biological behavior of the priority radionuclides are
presented in Section IV. For some radionuclides, the available data are
insufficient for the derivation of even simple, nonrecycling coefficients,
although concentration ratios are available in many cases. These generally
can be converted to ratios of activ"y in the embryo / fetus relative to
activity in the woman or her organs. The sparseness of data concerning
maternal concentration varies among radionuclides: for some isotopes, the
comparison will be to specific maternal organs; for others, the maternal
reference is the woman's whole body.

The calculational approach described in these recommendations requires
activity content rather than specific activity (concentrations). It may be
necessary to determine the activity in the embryo / fetus using an estimation
such as thr.t determined by the following equation:

a = A C m/M (8)

where a - activity in the embryo / fetus

A - activity in the maternal organ relevant to the ratios

C - ratio of nuclide concentrations

m - mass of the embryo / fetus or organ

18
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M - mass of the relevant maternal organ.

The mass of the embryo / fetus may be taken from Table 1, which was obtained
from data in ICRP Publication 23 (ICRP 1975). More typical values of embryo /
fetal mass and crown-rump length were developed from data in several sources,
and are provided graphically in Appendix E to facilitate visualizing the
pattern of growth.

W

Table 1. Assumed physical characteristics of the human embryo / fetus
,

Stage of
Gestation length Major Axis Minor Ax'-

(days) _fgniL _!ian lgl_ __Jcm) (cm) -

30 0.4 0.0335 0.2 0.2'
60 3.34 5.24 1.7 0.85
93 10.6 28.1 5.3 1.1

120 18.9 146 9.5 1.9
150 26.8 421 13 2.7
180 33.7 859 17 3.4
210 39.8 1432 20 4.1
240 45.1 2103 23 4.6
270 49.6 2836 25 5.1

The mass of the maternal organ may be obtained by estimation based on
observation of the woman in question or any of several data compilations,
e.g., Icht Publication 23 (ICRP 1975) or Cristy and Eckerman (1987). Masses
for the whole body of the woman at various stages of gestation, as employed
for this report, are shown in Table 2.

.

Table 2. Assumed masses of the pregnant woman at various stages of pregnancy

Stage of Uterus Plus Mass of Total Mass of Total Mass
Gestation Woman Mass of Soft lissue Maternal of Pregnant
(days) Bass (g) Con (ents (gl (a) Skeletqn_Isl Woman

0 53721 79 53800 4200 58000
30 53721 330 54051 4200 58251
60 53721 580 54301 4200 58501
90 53721 831 54552 4200 58752

120 53721 1186 54907 4200 59107
130 53721 1693 55414 4200 59614
180 53721 2416 56137 4200 60337
210 53721 3449 57170 4200 61370
240 53721 4923 58644 4200 62844
170 53721 7027 60748 4200 64948

19
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The activity in the relevant maternal organ, A, following an intake
could be estimated from the concentrations in air or ingested materials. More
appropriately, it would be determined by direct bloassay (whole-body counting
or thyroid counting) of the woman in question, or from indirect bioassay
(urine or fecal assays) used in conjunction with the results of biokinetic
models of radionuclide transport, such as the various comercially available
internal dosimetry codes or data compilations, such as lessard et al. (1987).
The major sources of data employed for this report are indicated in discus-
sions of each radionuclide. *

8. RADIATION 00SIMETRY CALCULATIONS

The S-value is computed using the following equation (see Eqs. 1-3):.

S(r +- r ) - I A, e, kg - r ) Wg n s
i

The calculation of the components of this equation is described below.

1. Eneray Emitted oer liuclear Transition L i

The mean energy emitted per nuclear transition is tabulated in various
compendia. MIRD Pamphlet 10 (Dillman and Von der Lage 1975) tabulates delta
(4) for severa? radionuclides of importance tc the nuclear medicine community.
The value may also be determined from Eq. 4, which is repeated below:

A, - Kf, E, (4)

where, as before,

K - conversion factor (in rad-g/gCi-hr MeV [Kg-Gy/Bq-sec MeV))

f, - fraction of the disintegrations resulting in radiation, i

E, - the mean energy of radiation, i (in 58eV).

When the units for a,in ICRP Publication 38 (ICRP 1983), among other sources.,
are rad-g/pci-hr, the value for K is 2.13. Values of f

and E are published
These, values are physical .onstants and do not depenr1 on the stage of
gestation.

2. Mass of the Taraet mg

The mass of the embryo / fetus was calculated from the equations given in
! ICRP Publication 23 (ICRP, 1975). These equations seem to be appropriate at
| times greater than 84 days. The mass of the embryo / fetus for 30 and 60 days

was obtained by extrapolation of the curves that were obtained from the equa-!

tions, and are consistent with values presented in other sources. The mass of
the extraembryonic or trophoblastic structures is greater than that of the
embryo at early stages. These masses, employed for calculations in this

. report, are also presented in Table 2.
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3. Sargific Abiorted frAE110L _t

The determination of the proper value for the specific absorbed frac-
tion, e - e/m and, in particular, the calculation of e, may require some
explanation. g In the HIRD schema, radiations are divided into two major
categories, penetrating and nonpenetrating. Nonpenetrating radiation deposits
energy in a target tissue only if the source and target are the same; further,
if the source and target regions are the sane, all the emitted energy is con-
sidered to be deposited. Thus, e - 0 or 1. Penetrating radiation, en the
other hand, will deposit a fraction of the emitted energy in all target
regions; thus, e ranges from 0 to 1. Alpha particles, beta particles, and
electromagnetic radiation having energy less than 10 kev are usually
considered nonpenetrating. Electromagnetic radiation having energy greater
than 10 key, and neutrons, are considered penetrating radiations. In the case
of the embryo /fotus, the small size at early gestational stages seems to
require consideration of the range of beta and electron radiations. 1hese
range considerations are discussed for each type of radiation.

3. 81dliLDrti_c.lu

Alpha particles have very short path lengths in tissue and, reasonably,
should be considered nonpenetrating radiation. In situations where rg- r,
then s - 1; otherwise, e 0. Consequently, 6 = 1/m , 0, respectively. II
should be noted that calculation of dose from alphr, , particles does not readily
fit into the usual MIRD methodology, but the above approach is presented in
that mode to maintain consistency. It is clear that mean absorbed dose has
little meaning for alpha particles in any specific volume other than perhaps
during the earliest stages of gestation, and that microdosimetric con-
siderations may be more relevant. Some laboratories have utilized the concept
of average concentrations or specific activities under these circumstances for
relating dose to potential effect, which is proper for that purpose. An
appropriate modification of this approach would seem to be a logical inclusion
in future formulations of prenatal dose regulation and reporting.

b. fleta Particln
Beta particles are usually considered nonpenetrating radiation.

However, in the case of the embryo / fetus, especially at early stages of
development when the embryo / fetus is vcry small, e may be much less thag 1,
g6articulgyforhigherenergybetaparticlessuchasthoseemittedby P,

Y, and Rh. Conversely, for the same radionuclides, e will be greater than
zero when the radionuclide is in tissues external to the embryo / fetus. This
latter situation occurs only when the tissue that contains the radioactive
material is in direct contact with the embryo / fetus. The following describes
the calculational methodology that was developed for purposes of these
recommendations, to assist in accounting for the range of beta particle and
other electron radiations.

Fo this report, the embryo / fetus was assumed to be an ellipsoid having
the dimensions given in Table 1. The dose to the ellipsoid from activity
contained within the ellipsoid was calculated using the Berger (1971) point
kernel for beta dose. The Berger kernel can be written as:

21
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where r - distance from source point to target point (in cm)

R,(r) = beta dose rate (per unit activity) at the target point
at a distance (r) f om the source point (in rad /s pC1)

Y - beta yield per disintegration

k - unit conversion constant (- 1.6 x 10-8 g-rad /MeV)

E,,, - average beta energy (in HeV)

F, - scaled absor' bed dose distribution (unitiess)

radius of a sphere in which 90% of the beta energy isX
g - deposited (in em)

3p = density of the ellipsoid (in g/cm ).

The radionuclides were considered to be point sources for the purpose of
dose calculation. The beta dose to a target point is the sum of the dose con-
tributions from all the source points within the range of the beta particles,
and dose to the target organ is given by:

Rj(r - r ) " ^v(h' h' h $ h {}})g h

fdVg

where R,(r - r ) - beta dose rate to the target organ k from sourceg 3
organ h (in rad /s)

, .

A, - source activity at the source point (x ,yh,z )3 hper unit volume (in pCl/cm )
3

Y = source volume (in cm )h

3V - target volume (in cm ).g

The distance, r, between the source point and the target point (x ,y ,z )g g g
is given by:

x )2 , (yh ,yk) ,(7 -Zr = [(x -

h g h k

For the purpose of dose calculation, the range of beta particles was
estimated to be 1.8 times-the X,3 (Berger 1971). The absorbed fractions
calculated using this method'were compared to the alues repnrted by Akabani
et al. (1991) using the electron transport code EGS4 (Nelson et al.1985).
The results generally agreed to within 1%. The S-values computed for these
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recommendations are based on the continuous slowing down approximations for
energy deposition by electrens. Calculations of energy depositions by
electrons, which account for straggling effects, are being performed at the
National Institute for Standards and Technology (personal conununication from
S. Seltzer, NIST). These more precise calculations may be used when they
become available.

c. Ehgtgni

Photons are penetrating radiations. In this section we describe
approaches to account for the penetrating abilities of photons,

i. Dose to embryo /fehs from radionuclides in matttnal oraans.
At present, no compilations of data exist that present the values of the
specific absorbed fraction for the embryo / fetus as the target tissue. In the
interim, three compilations of specific absorbed fraction data for photons
should be employed: these tabulate specific absurbed fractions for the
uterine contents as the target tissue which, for now, represents the embryo /
fetus. There are two compilations that may be employc1 for the nongravid
uterus, which will serve as a surrogate for the embryo during the early stages
of pregnancy: the MIRD tables and those described by Cristy and Eckeraan
(1987). For the 3-month pregnant woman, the data published by Davis et al.
(1987) are suggested. The data for the nongravid uterus may be employed for
the first two months of pregnancy while the compilations for the 3-month-
pregnant woman may be employed for the third through ninth months.

Comparison of the Cristy and Eckerman (1987) data with those of Davis
et al. (1987) indicates that, as the pregnancy progresses, values for the
cross-organ dose to uterine contents decrease as uterine size and attenuation
increase. These limited data suggest that the use of S values derived from
calculations applicable to earlier stages of pregnancy will result in con-
servative dose estimates. Whether the specific absorbed fractions continue
to decrease as pregnancy progresses is not known with certainty. Specif1c
absorbed fractions of photons that are applicable to other stage:, of gestation
should be employed as the data become available.

ii. Dose to.tmhrg/ fetus from rg,grLttglides in embryo /ft1M.
Because appropriate values were not otherwise available, the computer code
MCNP, described by Briesm31 ster (1986) among others, was employed to compute
specific absorbed fractions for the situation in which the embryo / fetus was
both the source and target tissues. The embryo / fetus was assumed to be an
ellipsoid having major and minor axes given in Table 1, with an elemental com-
position that was assumed to be the composition of the newborn phantom that
was described by Cristy and Eckerman (1987). For the times from 30 days to
210 days the composition was that of the newborn soft tissue, while for the
240- and 270-day calculations, the composition was assumed to be a combination
of the newborn soft tissue and skeleton. Individual organs were not modeled
for any case, so that the present calculations will not represent an adequate
treatment when the goal is to calculate dose to the fonning bone or thyroid.

The computer code was set to calculate the energy deposition due to
Compton, pair production, and photoelectric interactions. Version 3B of HCNP
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(Briemeister 1986) was employed, and this version does not transport eluc-
trons; the energy transferred to electrons is treated as being deposited at
the site of energy transfer. Because electrons are not tracked, kerma, rather
than dose, factors were calculated. The activity was assumed to be uniformly
distributed throughout the embryo / fetus. 1he code was set to ru'i for
150,000 histories; the relative errors of the calculations were less than 1%.

Table 3 prasents the calculated specific absorbed fraction values for
photons having energies ranging from 10 kev to 4 MeV, and for specific monthly
gestational times that range from 1 to 9 months or 270 days, which was assumed
to be the normal length of gestation. Table 3 also shows the relative error
of the Monte Carlo calculation. The reader should be aware that the relative,

error is an indication of the error associated with the Monte Carlo calcula-
tion, and does not indicate how well the phantom description represents
reality,

iii. Eqse to the embryo / fetus from radionuclids in the extra _
g&tyonic or olacental tistyg. At present, methods for specific calculations
of specific absorbed fractions for radioactive materials in the extraembryonic
or placental tissues have not been performed. In the interim, results may be
approximated by estimating the self-dose to the uterine contents. This calcu-

-lation may result in some " double counting" of radiation dose to the embryo /
fetus when combined with the dose calculations of item 11 (above). However,
because few data exist to allow calculation of the activity in the extra-
embryonic or placental contents, this difficulty should be considered on a
case-by-case basis. Future supplements to this report may provide specific
absorbed fraction values for uterine. contents as the source tissue.

3

C. OPERATIONAL METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMATING DOSE TO EMBRY0/ FETUS FRQ11
MATERNAL,3URDEN OF RADIONUCLIDES

1. Assuctions

a. The radionuclide(s) will be known or can be. identified.

b. The dosimetrist will be able to estimate one of the following:

1. Integral air concentration of radionuclide exposure in
DAC-br

11. Intake of radionuclide by the woman in pCi (Bq)

lii. Maternal body burden in pCi (Bq)

c. The dosimetrist will be able to relate the dates of exposure or
intake or period of burden to the stage of gestation.

d. The dosimetrist will wish to determine either the dose rate at the
time of maternal body burden determination or the integral dose to the
embryo / fetus following the exposure / intake.

:
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2. Method

a. De' ermine the date of intake and approximate stage (days) of
gestation at intake.

b. Compute the maternal radionuclide burden in the conventional way.
That is, use biokinetic analysis for radionuclides not amenable to direct
(in vivo) bioassay procedures, and employ whole-body and/or specific organ
count.ing for those situations where direct b'iassay is appropriate.

c. Employ the tabulated data and procedures from this report (or other
sources) to estimate the activity in the embryo / fetus and the consequent
radiation dose rate at monthiy intervals. The dose due to activity in the
maternal organs should be included in the calculation of dose to the embryo /
fetus. For calculations of dose due to activity in the maternal tissues, the
interim suggestion is to use the uterine contents as the target tissues. For
doses to the embryo / fetus during the first month of pregnancy, consider the
dose to the nongravid uterus,

d. Compute the integral dose for the entire pregnancy.

If the dose rates were known at different time points throughout the
pregnancy, then the estimate of the total dose, D total, would be given by the
cquation:

f I [R(t,.3) + R(t,)] w, 3 - t,) (13)D total -
i

where t, and t,.3 are consecutive time points for integration, R(t, 3) and R(t,)
are dose rates at times t, and t,.,, respectively. The total dose, dose rates,
and the time differences are given in consistent units. This equation is, in
effect, application of the trapezoidal rule to the Integration shown in
Eq. (7).

The appropriate time spacing for dose calculations should be chosen so
that the error introduced by use of the trapezoidal rule is minimal. In this
report, only the' dose rates at the beginning of each monthly postexposure
intervals are presented. However, for many radionuclides evaluated in this
report, dose rates decrease very rapidly, sometimes by more than an order of
magnitude during a monthly period. Thus, using a 30-day time spacing for dose
integration would significantly overestimate the dose. Therefore, unless
otherwise stated in the text, the time interval used in the tabulations of
calculated dose was chosen as 1 day (Appendix D). The dose rates for each day
were determined by cubic-spline fitting for the purpose of integration.
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Table 3.

Specific absorbed f ractions for p)hotons for embryo / fetusas source and target tissues (g'

Otilall2n31 Staae
30th 08Y E21h_Oly 90th DGY

Photon Specific 3pecific __ Specific
Energies Absorbed Relative Absorbed Relative Absorbed Relative
(MeV1 frAcliani Er_rfnlil fracti001 ._ fan rl_. Erntiani Errors

0.01 1.3E+01 2.lf-03 1.6E-0 2.5E-03 3.2E-02 2.6E-03
0.015 5. 0 E+)0 1.9E-03 1.lE-01 2.3E-03 2.4E-02 2.4E-03
0.03 6.5E-01 1.8E-03 2.3E-02 2.lE 03 6.3E-03 2.4E-03
0.05 1.8E-01 1.8E-03 7.lE-03 2.2E-03 2.1E-03 2.5E-03
0.1 1.lE-01 1.7E-03 4.2E-03 1.EE-03 1.2E-03 2.2E-03
0.2 1.3E 01 1.7E-03 4.6E-03 1.8E-03 1.3E-03 2.lE-03
0.4 1.4E-01 1.7E-03 5.0E-03 1.6E-03 1.4E-03 2.lE-03
0.6 1.4E-01 1.7E-03 5.0E-03 1.00-03 1.4E-03 2.lE-03
0.8 1.4E-01 1.7E-03 4.8E-03 1.8E 03 1.3E-03 2.1E-03
1.0 1.4E 01 1.7E 03 4.7E-03 1.3E-03 1.3E-03 2.lE-03
1.5 1.2E-01 1.7E-03 4.3E-03 1.8E-03 1.2E-03 2.lE-03
2.0 1.1E-01 1.7E-03 3.SE-03 1.8E-03 1.lE-03 2.lE-03
4.0 9.2E-02 1.7E-03 3.lE-03 1.8E-03 8.7E-04 2.lE-03

Ecstation11_S13se
120th Day 1501h_ Day ]H0th Day

Photon Specific Specific ___ Specific
Energies Absorbed Relative Absorbed Rclative Absorbed Relative
DieV) Fractiond Errorsf11 [ rag 11tni Errors fractions _ Err.ari_

0.01 6.4E-03 2.EE-03 2.3E-03 2.6E-03 1.1E-03 2.6E-03
0.015 5.4E-03 2.6E-03 2.00-03 2.5E-03 1.0E-03 2.6E-03
0.03 2.0E-03 2.4E-03 9.0E-04 2.4E-03 5.2E-04 2.5E 03
0.05 7.6E-04 2.6E-03 3.9E-04 2.6E-03 2.4E-04 2.6E-03
0.1 4.4E-04 2.2E-03 2.3E-04 2.2E-03 1.5E-04 2.2? 03
0.2 4.5E-04 2.0E-03 2.2E-04 2.0E-03 1.4E-04 1.9C-03
0.4 4.6E-04 2.0E-03 2.3E-04 2.0E-03 1.4E-04 1.9E-03
0.6 4.6E-04 2.lE-03 2.2E-04 2.0E-03 1.4E-04 2.0E-03
0.8 4.4E-04 2.lE-03 2.2E-04 2.0E-03 1.3E404 2.0E-03
1.0 4.3E-04 2.1E-03 2.lE-04 2.0E-03 1.3E 04 2.0E-03
1.5 3.9E-04 2.1E-03 1.9E-04 2.lE-03 1.2E-04 2.lE-0%
2.0 3.6E-04 2.1E-03 1.7E-04 2.1E-03 1.lE-04 2.lE-03
4.0 2.9E-04 2.lE 03 1.4E-04 2.lE-03 8.6E-05 2.lE-03
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Table 3. (contd)

._GfJi1Lt1DD31.ll3at
210th Day

__
240th Day 270th Day

Photon Specific Specific Specific
Energies Absorbed Relative Absorbed Relative Absorbed Relative
DitYL Etas11 tai Errors (11 f.txtigni _.fft0rL f_t19. liqui Errort
0.01 6.8E-04 2.6E-03 4.7E-04 2.6E-03 3.5E-04 2.0E-03
0.015 6.3E-04 2.5E-03 4.EE-04 2.6E-03 3.3E-04 2.0E-03
0.03 3.5E-04 2.6E-03 2.tE-04 2.5E-03 2.2E-04 1.9E-03
0.05 1.7E-04 2.6L-03 1.tE-04 2.6E-03 1.2E-04 2.0E-03
0.1 1.lE-04 2.2E-03 8.7E-05 2.3E-03 7.2E-05 1.7E-03
0.2 ' 0E-04 1.9E-03 7.9E-05 1.9E-03 6.5E-05 1.5E-03.

0.4 1.0E-04 1.9E-03 7.8E-05 1.9E-03 6.3E-05 1.5E-03
0.6 9.7E-05 2.0E-03 7.5E-05 1.9E-03 6.lE-05 1.5E-03
0.8 9.3E-05 2.0E-03 7.2E-05 2.0E-03 5.9E-05 1.5E-03
1.0 9.0E-05 2.0E-03 6.9E-05 2.0E-03 5.6E-05 1.5E-03
1.5 8.2E-05 2.0E-03 6.3E-05 2.0E-03 5.lE-05 1.6E-03
2.0 7.6E-05 2.lE-03 5.8E-05 2.0E-03 4.7E-05 1.6E-03
4.0 6.lE-05 2.lE-03 4.7E 05 2.lE-03 3.8E-05 1.6E-03

(a) Relative errors are the errors associated with the Monte Carlo
calculations.

3. ADoroximation by Vtering Doses

As was discussed |n Sections I.D and 111.0, radioactivity contained
within the embryo / fetus provides the self-dose component of its internal
radiation dose while additional dose may be contributed by emissions from
radionuclides in tissues of the pregnant woman. For the radionuclides of
occupational concern considered in th;s report, tabulations are presented to
provide fractional amounts of radioactivity and radiation doses in the embryo /
fetus in months subsequent to an intravenous injection. There will be other
nuclides for which the dosimetrist may wish to make determinations before the
availability of definitive biokinetic models and dosimetric calculations,
and it is suggested that the biological behavior of some elements might be
approximated from information in ICRP Publication 30 (ICRP 1980,1981), or,
when necessary, the nonpregnant uterus or uterine contents at selected
gestational stages might be used as surrogates for the embryo / fetus. Some
compilations of specific absorbed fraction are available and can be used for
this purpose (Davis et al.1987).

The validity of using values of uterine dose from materna11y distributed
activity as a surrogate for estimating photon dose to the embryo / fetus and the
inherent accuracy or error associated with this approach require considera-
tion. Some of the basis for the observed stage-related deviations from com-
plete correlation were discussed in Section Ill.C; these relate to target
sizes and their effect on geometric relationships and specific absorbed frac-
tion. Clearly, the location and dimensions of the nongravid uterus do not
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accurately represent the near-term fetus, but models of intermeritate stages
are increasingly becoming available so that the degree of accuracy will con-
tinue to improve. Most current dosimetric models generally assume homogeneous
soft tissue composition, but in actuality there are areas of enhanced absorp-
tion that assume increasing importance as the fetal skeleton develops and
ossifies. This m4y be a relatively minor source of uncertainty, however, when
compared to other assumptions and approximations that are inherent in current
development of the model.

The dosimetric calculations of contributions from maternal tissues that
were used for developing tabulations'in this report did not consider localiza-
tion in structures such as bone, liver, or bladder. Our calculations have
shown, however, that this does not significantly affect the results when the
energy of the photons is above 0.01 HeV, irrespective of decay complexity.
This would be true also with use of a uterine-content surrogate for the
embryo / fetus, although the dose from soft photons emitted by radionuclides in
maternal tissues would be less accurate in both cases.

Estimation of dose from localization of beta-emitter deposition in the
uterine mucosa assumes equivalence of concentrations in the embryo and uterine

!. mucosa, which should be reasonably accurate during the early stages. We
calculated the impact of disparities between uterine and embryonic concen-

i trations and found that this would range from a two- to threefold overestimate4

or underestimate, numerically corresponding to concentration differences of
the-same magnitude. Another major inaccuracy during early stages would be
the precision to which the activity in the uterus can be estimated, and there
is no basis to generalize these estimations to the later fetus. This is
particularly pertinent for radioactive elements and/or compnunds for which
such estimations will be mostly required, those for which minimal information
is available. A calculation based on the assumption that average fetal
activity is the same as average maternal soft tissue concentration seems to be
the most conservative, but all the indicated caveats apply.

To facilitate use of the uturine dose surrogate approach, we employed
information on the committed dose equivalent to the uterus per unit intake,
as generated during preparation of ICRP 30. This was supplied to the NRC by
Dr. Keith F. Eckerman of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, together with
corresponding fractional absorptian values (f ) from the gastrointestinalttract or lung for relevant chemical forms. Comitted dose equivalent was

value to convert to the assumed 1 pCi introduced
divided by the highest f,in other calculations in this report. The resultinginto maternal blood used;

' estimates of uterine doses (or surrogate embryo / fetus doses) are shown in
Appendix F. It must be emphasized that these are based on committed dose
equivalent and there may be major differences from the absorbed dose to the
embryo / fetus. Sources of these differences include length of time over which
the dose is integrated (the 9 months of gestation versus the 50-year comit-
ment) and avidities of the conceptus for the nuclide.

To illustrate the uncertainties, especially as they relate to stage of
gestation and associated metabolic factors, Table 4 presents a comparison for
nuclides that were used for embryo / fetus dose calculations; minimum and maxi-

I mum values are shown to account for stage of gestation at exposure. Good'
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Table 4. Comparison of ICRP 30 uterine doses (converted to an injection of
1 pCi into blood) with embryo / fetus doses calculated in this report

IUterine Embryo / Fetus Dose *I Ratio of DosestW
Dose t r_ad/ncil (Embryo / fetus_

Nuclide frad/uCil tijRIEWD fitximum to Uterus)

H-3 6.40E-05 9.03E-06 5.87E-05 0.14 - 0.92 '

C-14 2.09E-03 1.89E-04 1.29E-03 0.09 - 0.62
Co-57 7.62E-03 1.04E-03 2.20E-03 0.14 - 0.29
Co-58 3.56E-02 6.00E-03 9.17E 03 0.17 - 0.26
Co-60 1.53E-01 1.60E-02 4.18E-02 0.10 - 0.27
Sr-89 2.96E-03 5.23E-03 1.84E-02 1,77 - 6.20

Sr-90 - 1.86E-02 1.68E-02 5.22E-02 0.90 - 2.80-

i Ru-106 1.12E 01 2.53E-03 7.23E-03 0.02 - 0.00 |

l-125 1.09E 04 8.31E-05 1.38E-03 0.76 -12.69'
1

1-131 1.59E-04 6.29E-05 2.07E-03 0.40 -13.04
'

1-132 9.95E-05 8.43E-05 1,56E-04 0.85 - 1.57
I-133 1.39E-04 2.81E-04 9.04E-04 2.03 - 6.52
I-134 4.59E-05 2.22E-05 4.83E-05 0.48 - 1.05
1-135 1.42E-04 1.95E-04 3.70E-04 1.37 - 2.60
Cs-134 8.25E-02 3.24E-02 1.11E-01 0.39 - 1.34
Cs-137- 5.33E-02 1.60E 02 5.94E-02 0.30 - 1.11
0-233 '9.69E-03 1.44E-03 2.92E-02 0.15 - 3.02
U-234 9.55E-03 1.43E 03 2.92E-02 0.15 - 3.06
U-235 9.32E-03 1.32E-03 2.67E 02 0.14 - 2.87
U-238 8.51E-03 1.26E-03 2.07E-02 0.15 - 2.43 14

Pu-238 1.63E-03 2.74E-03 5.56E-02 1.68 -34.11
Pu-239 1.50E.03 2.58E-03 4.23E-02 1.72 -28.19
Am-241 5.55E-03 5.48E 04 1.110 02 0.10 - 2.00

,

(a) Minimum and maximum values are shown relating to differences
- attributable to stage of gestation at exposure.

(b) Fractional relationship of the tabulated minimum and maximum
embryo / fetus doses and the doses to the uterus are indicated.

agreement was obtained for materiais such as tritiated water, which have
uniform distributicn and relatively short biological (and thus effective)
half-lives. With alkaline earths such as strontium, the overestimate that

'results_ from the long retention component in hone is counterbalanced by the
incrcasing amcunts that enter the conceptus throughout progressive gestational
stages so that there is reasonable agreement of net values. With many actin-
ides, there is a comparable set of- retention and increasing activity factors,
which implicitly differ with stage of gestation, so that a pronounced divers-
ity in the range of relative values is =found (Table 4). _ The tabulations for -

-

the uterine dose surrogate from transuranic elements of interest, as providedL

i in Appendix F, do not reflect these stage-related differences, it is

suggested that uterine dose should not be used as a surrogate for other alpha-
emitting, long-lived actinide elements. Instead, greater (but still :
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incomplete) accuracy might be obtained by the use of the "8Am tabulations,
with adjustr.ent by proportionation for differeiices in alpha emissien, if
desired.'

|

|

|

|
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IV. CUARACTERISTICS OF PRIORITY Rhul0NUCL1DL GROUPS

In this section, we present biological considerations that summarize our
evaluations of the literature and which will form the basis for the blokinetic
component of the dose calculations. Complementary information from the rela-
tive concentration and kinetic approaches was integrated to develop the
following descriptions and the dosimetric considerations that are presented
in the appendices. Where insufficient quantitative information could be
obtained, it was supplemented using available physiologic and metabolic
knowledge.

These considerations provide the basis for ongoing efforts that are
expected to lead to greater ease and precision by facklitating introduction of
physical dosimetric factors into the numerical calculation of doses. Consis-
tent with the HIRD approach, absorbed doses (rad, Gy) will be calculated rela-
tive to a specific total body burden or activity,1.0 pC1, that is considered
to instantaneously enter into the blood circulation, er first transfer com-
partment, of the pregnant woman at the initial moment of consideration,
defined as t - 0. To the extent pessible, pertinent characteristics will be
presented to provide an understanding of the metabolic assumptions that under-
lay the calculations, which were sometimes perforned differently for major
gestational periods. There are accepted fractional absorption factors that
allow the dosimetrist to relate available estimat. ors of intake levels and
these burdens, but the contributions of repeated intakes need to be roughly
approximated by summation. Preliminary extrapolations of metaboiic patterr.s
that are given in Appendix E will summarize anticipated embryo / fetal doses
relative ta maternal doses for representative exposure conditions.

A. 11 ASIS Fqt'_SEECTIOW 0F PRIORITY RADIONU(LLQLL!M_ GROUPS

To expedite interim recommendations for determining radiation doses to
the embryo / fetus, initial emphasis was placed on detailed analysis of
restricted groups of radionuclides. The priority radionuclide groups were
selected because they provided a representative spectrum of biological, phys-
ical, and dosimetric attributes; some are of potential importance for occupa-
tional exposure, and because hinher level exposures may involve health
concerns. They are, in order ti increasing atomic number: 1) tritium and
carbon in inorganic forms; 2) tritium and carbon in three typical organic
forms - glucose, amino acid, and thymidine; 3) cobalt; 4) strontium;
5) ruthenium; 6) iodine; 7) cesium; and 8) plutonium. Limited biological
features of the lead / polonium / radon / radium complex were also presented to
provide a basis for comparisons. Based on responses to the document that was
disseminated for comments, analyses have been extended to include additional
isotopes and chemical forms of these priority nuclides, as well as a few other
elements.
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B. RELEVANT FEATURES OF PRIORITY GRQVPJ
.

The following presents the information and general models that led to
W dosimetric approaches and expanded analyses related to typical forms in

,

iry.n these radionuclides may be found in work environments. A few repre-
sentative exam 21es of relevant relationships and factors that were derived to
facilitate biodnetic calculations are provided in Appendix A. Summartes of-
assumptions and approaches to determination of their _blological behaviors are
given in Appendix B, and the retained fraction of several isotopes of these
materials, which Ore the basis for dostmetric calculations, are presented in
Appendix C. Tabulstions of the numerical results for initial monthly uose
rates and integral ooses are in Appenoix 0. The bibliography, with keywords,
and quantitative datat:ases for these materials became so extensive that there

.

was general agreemcnt that they should be presented in a separate document.
' Only a few particularly relevant referenros, or reviews, for each nuclide and

form are provided in the literature citations.

1. Jnornanic Tritium and Carbon ,

a. Inornanic Tr.h ium

Trace amounts of tritium in gaseous form or incorporated into water are
readily absorbed from the lung r gestrointestinal (GI) tract; thus, it is

Lassumed that both' water vapor u.1 hydrogen gas readily cross the lung in both
directions equally. In air, however, most hydrogen (stabt or tritium) will

.

form water, as will some small amount of that which is absorbed, so that
; little tritium actually enters the body as gas. The fractions fer tritium

seem to be approximately the same as for stable hydrogen in air or unlabeled'

water, respectively. This behavior seems to be less distinctive than that of
deuterated water, in which the percentage content of tracer isotope is often
higher, so that it is more likely te lead to,a detectable _" mass" or " isotope
effect." Physiologic studies demonstrate that water crosses the placenta, and
other membranes, freely in both directions. Accordingly, tritiated water ist

L routinely used as- a "marbr" in studies- of phcental transport because a
change in: rate shows fur.ctional detet toration of the biological preparation.
The percentage water content of the embryo and fetal tissues generally is
measurably greater than that of the corresponding tissues in adults, so that

- their relative tritium concentrations may be slightly greater. = Fer practical
purposes, however,-it may be assumed that the initial concer.tration of tritium
in the conceptur will be the same- as that of the pregnant woman irreWctive
of stage of gest.ation, and that it would readily be excreted in paraliel with
its loss from her body.

.b. Inorcanig Carbon

Metabolic models used by ICRP (ICRP 1981) assume the f to be 1 for
tcarbon-labeled organic compounds but it is clear that transter to the embryo /

fetus varies with the molecriar species. As will be presented in the follow- >

ing section,^ patterns presrnted by Battaglia and Heschia (1986) make it
reasonable to assume, for our purposes, that carbon dioxide produced by
catabolism of organic compounds in the embryn/ fetus is immediately transferred
to the woman's circulation.

>
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The special s
-globinbindingof{tuationassociatedwithinhalation, absorption,andhemo-C-carbon monoxide is considered to be a roiote possibil-

|

ity, and does.not require specific evaluation for a pregnart woman. The more
likely scenario involves carbon dioxide, and it is assumed tnat all that
enters the respiratory tract is translocated to blood, where it will exist
mainly as sodium bicarbonate (ICRP 1981). If we ignore the small fraction
that may hava a long retention, whole-body retention of bicarbonate in the

[ first 120 minutes is given by

R(t) - 0.175 e'0"5 + 0.825e** (14)
i

The ICRP (1981) makes the assumption that "C-labeled compounds are
instantaneously and uniformly distributed with a biological retention half- -

life of 40 days. ICRP Publication 30 states that it is recognized that this (
provides en overestimate of dose from compounds other than metabolites, but
this relationship iequirgs that our model be based on introddCtion into the
trcnsfer compartment of C as bicarbonate. Detailed models involving its
transfer from the maternal to the embryo or the fetal circulation are not
available, but the release and transfer of carbon dioxide from fetus to mother
would be expected to interact with bicarbonate transfer. Although this
probably leads to an overestimate, the lack of full information about trancfer
and retention requires that conservative estimates should regard the initial
activity in the embryo / fetus from maternally injected bicarbonate as corres- ,

i

ponding to a concentration associated with the uniform maternal distribution.
It'will be assumed that one-half of this activity is involved in anabclic
processes in the embryo / fetus, incorporated into structural molecules and
retained throughout gestation, while the other half is rapidly excreted. This
anabolic utilization by the embryo / fetus contrasts with the 40-day half-life
for activity in adults assumed in ICRP Publication 30 (ICRP 1981).

-2. Qrqanically Bound Tritium and Carbon

;The literature on radiological protection gives relatively little con-
sideration to tritium in organic compounds, other than thymidine, but a broad
summary of placental transfer is provided in the review by Kistner et al.
(1987). It is otherwise considered in passing, almost entirely by comparison,

to thymidine (see NCRP 1979a,1979b). NCRP Report No. 63-(NCRP, 1979b) is
directed toward the relationship of tritium, and carbon to a minimal extent,
when incorporated in genetic material, especially DNA. There are many
unknowns, some of which are indicated here, that make it appropriate tc
consider aaterials after they have been absorbed and are present in the blood-
of the pregnant woman.in the form under consideration. Thus, materials that
first require digestion will be considered in the form that-is in the blood
after absorptior; this will be assumed to represent a nominal 1.0-pCl burden

-

in the pregnant woman at time zero. . The following, therefore, is based on
generalizations-that have been derived from relevant metabolic considerations
relating to prenatal development. The apprnach may be extended to include the
ingested form, based on accepted. metabolic models, but it is more likely that
this will be calculated by the dosimetrist.
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a. Gluco m

Glucose is actively transported from matern11 to fetal blood across the
placental layers, uterinr blood, and thence to the umbilical circulation and
fetus. The concentratiot difference between glucose in maternal and fetal
blood serves as a major . riving force for its placental transfer. The most
substantial quantitativt. data are available from studies of pregnant sheep,
but the general patterns are consistent with information from other species,
including man (Heschia 1982; Battaglia and Heschia 1978; Hay and Heznarich
1989).

Fetal brain, liver, kidney, and skeletal muscle are the major organs
that utilize glucose, and the overall glucose utilization rate is higher in
the fetus than in the pregnant woman. During late gestation, consumption
by the uterus and its contents represents 30% of total maternal glucose
utilization. Of this amount, 60% of the net glucose uptake is consumed by the
placenta and 40% is utilized by the fetus. Fetal glucose utilization rate is
higher during midgestation than in late gestation. r'etal glucose provides
energy and building blocks for synthesis and body growth. Umbilical gluccse

requirement for the fetal lamb, and anproxi-
uptake provides 50% of the energy'C glucose infused to the fetus is oxidized
matgly60%ofuniformlylabeledAs compared to the fetal lamb, the human fctus is characterind byCD .to
a highe,r ratio of brain-to-fetal weight, more efficient pucental glucose
transfer (a smaller maternal-to-fetal glucose concentratica dif ference), and a
higher proporticn of f at (16% versus 2% at term).

Glycolysis of tritium-labeled glucose produces tritiated water, which
then can exchange and distribute throughout the intracellular and extra-
cellular water pools in both maternal and fetal compartments. A limited frac-
tion of the tritiated water may subsequently become incorporated into lipid
via lipogeresis, but this is sufficiently small that it can be iggred for

Catabolism of "C-labeled glucose results in CO

This does not accumulate in the fetus; it i,s ran-dosimetry nurposes.
production in the fetus.
domly excreted to the mother via the placenta, and then exhaled. Graphic

-

representations of comparisons are presented in Figure Al, Appendix A, to
illustrate these patterns.

Fructose and other hexoses are absorbed from the small intestine and are
mostly metabolized in the liver, so that blood fructose concentrations are
generally negligible in adults of most species. The fetal ungulate has a high ,

fructose concentration in blood, which is produced from glucose in the pla-
The sheep placenta has a lower permeability to fructose than to glu-centa.

cose, but the situation is not clear for the human placenta (Meznarich et al. '

,

1987). Only trace amounts are present in human blood, and it is assumed that
negligible amounts of other hexoses are transferred to the fetus,

b. Aminu Acids

Amino acids fall into two main categories, based on their physiologic
and metabolic characteristics: essential amino acids, which are the most ,

thoroughly studied, and nonetsential. The usual studies of amino acids have
been directed at defining their metabolic aspects, which dictated experimental
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design, and so there is limited information concerning the relative fetal-to-
maternal concentrations of radioactivity in tissue for any one amino acid.
The essential amino acid, leucine, is the most comonly used marker for
studies of amino acid and protein metabolism'during fetal development, but
confirmatory data are provided by the results of studies with other amino
acids. The usual net flux of neutral and basic amino acids is from the
maternal birod circuiation to the fetal circulation. However, the net flux
for some ane,io acids, such as glutamic acid, is in the direction from the
fetus to the woman. Most amino acids are actively transferred across the
placenta in both directions. In general, the concentrations of free amino
acids in fetal tissues are similar to those in maternal tissues. Concentra-
tions of total amino acids in fetuses and newborns are similar among species
at comparable stages of maturation. Illustrative examples and their rela-
tionships to hexose metabolism are presented in Figures A2 and A3.

Amino acid nitrogen accounts for about 80% of total nitrogen in fetuses
of many species, including the guinea pig and sheep. The major function of
amino acids is to serve as metabolic components for synthesis of proteins.
When they are not required for protein synthesis, hcwever, amino acids are
oxidized to provide energy. Datt from oxygen consumption measurements indi-
cate that, on average, amino acids provide approximately 25% of the fetal
energy requirement.

"

Significant amounts of labeled amino acids are incorporated into protein
'during organogenesis or the growth phases of gestation. it may be anticipated

that there will be a high proportional retention of the activity aa compared
to the dam. Concentration concurrently would be reduced through dilution by
further incorporation of amino acids during progressive growth, so that con-
sistently majpr deviations from maternal concentration would not be expected.
Oxidation of H labeled amino acids produces tritiated water, which, as was
indicated for glucose, exchanges and distributes throughout the intracellular
and extracellular water pop'ls in both maternal and fetal compartments.
Although small amounts of C-labeled amino acids may ente
pool after oxidation, the predominant fraction will form ,r the carbohydrate ~'C0 ; this is
rapidly elimisted as described in the previous section, and ,would not make a
substanMal contribution to dose.

c. Thymidine

Essentially all information concerning thymidine in intact animals has
been obtained from deliberate irjections for labeling of cell populations.
Thus, biological behavior of radiolabeled thymidine under conditions of
accidental or environmental exposure is not clear (Commerford 1984; Ishiwata
et al . 1985) . The route was usually intravenous in animal experiments,

,

although intraperitoneal injection and subcutaneous infusion were used fur
studies of long-term toxic effects, which included developmental stages.

There do not ap ear to be any major differences between the metabolic
behaviors of H- or . pdc-labeled thymidine in intact animals, and both precur-8

sors are incorporated into the DNA of proliferating cells. Only a fraction of
that which enters the adult, often estimated as about 10%, is incorporated;
most of the remainder is catabolized rapidly and excreted. There is long-term
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retention of the incorporated thymidine; it remains in the DNA until the ccli
divides, when it is partitioned between the dsughter cells; some may be
reutilized when the cell dies.

The processes by which thymidine crosses the placenta and the relative i

importance of active transport versus diffusion have not been astablished.
Moreover, there are no reliable quantitative measurements of the extent of
placental transfer. It may be assumed that any preexisting maternal burdens
will be essentially unavailable for transfer. Calculations from the few data
suggest that there may be a lower fetal than maternal concentration after
either single or raultiple exposures, although the possibility that initial
concentrations are essentially the same in ttn conceptus and dam can not be
ruled out. Any difference in retention rates between the adult and conceptus,
because of differential division, is probably small.

-

3. Cobalt

Water, as well as many foods, contains low concentrations of inorganic
cobalt, and cobalt is an intrinsic component o' the vitamin B-12 molecule,
which is present in many foods of animal origin. Radioactive isotopes of
cobalt are produced by activation in nuclear reactors; this occurs incident-
ally as well as purposefully, and selected isotopes are also incorporated into
radiopha maceuticals. As a result, there are marked differences in the poten-
tial for exposure of woman to inorganic and organically bound forms of radio-
cobalt isotopes. ,

The basic metabolic patterns are based on ICRP Publication 30 (ICP,P ,

1981), and transfer information is generally consistent among other sources ,
'such as Chow et al . (1951), Luhby et al. (1959), and Zylicz et al. (3975). It

is ccmmonly assumed CoC1 is the form that enters the gut; f is considered to
be 0.3, and entry is into blood in that form. One-half of the activity in7

blood is excreted with a half-life of 0.5 day, and essentially all activity is
cleared from blood by 24 hours after injection.

.

Metabolism, includ;ng retention, placental transfer, and fetoplacental
distribution, is markedly different when cobalt enters the body in inorganic
form, rather than as vitamil B-12, the most common organic molecule. After
administration as the chloride, it distributes among several organs and
tissuee including cartilage, liver, kidney, and pancrocs, and is also found

respiratory tract. Some investigators report that
in mucous secretions of thg'Co reach their maximal level on the day afterhepatic concentrations of
injection and that concentr ation in cartilage increases with time, reaching
levels that may be four tines greater than that in the liver at 4 da;s after
injection. It is usually assumed that of the half that is not excreted, 0.05
goes to liver and 0.45 is uniformly distributed through the rest of the body,
so that hepatic concentration is four times that in other tissues of body;
this is the most common casis for calculation and has been usea in tnis
report.

The rate af placental transfer of inorganic cobalt is dependent on the
stage of gestation at administration; transfer appears to continue throughout
the first dsy after administration. In the several studies on metabolism
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during gestation, the fetal-to-maternal concentration ratios differ by a 10-
fold range for animal experiments; most commonly, the values center about
unity. The ratio in most soft tissues of the fetus tends to be slightly less <

than 1. Concentration in fetal cartilage increases with gestation stage, and |
in later gestation, the stage at which radiocobalt enters the fetus most '

rapidly, it may tend to accumulate in fetal Nne (Figure A4)

The biological half-life of vitamin B-12 is about 48 to 70 days; it is
actively transported across the placenta, and the distribution in soft tissues
of the fetus is similar to that in the mother. Some reports indicate that
vitamin B-12 levels in maternal plasma may decrease progressively throughout
human pregnancy and reach subrormal levels at term, so that plasma levels of
the neonate may be two to five times greater than the corresponding maternal
level. The ratios for average concentyation in fetus to mother show a central
value that can reasonably considered to be 1. The range of values, however,
in exparimental animals as well as in human pregnancies, is even greater than
that reportd for inorganic cobalt. There is also a wide range of tissue con-
centration ratios, although the value for prenatal liver and kidney tend to be
greater, the spleon and pancreas the rame as, and other organs substantially
less than that of corresponding materc11 tissue.

After single or multiple exposures of the pregnant woman to organic or
| inorganic cobalt, the average fetal concentration might reasonably be taken as

being the same as in the woman, while recognizing that the variations among'

| tissue activities in relation to gestational atage would be substantial.
Under the same circumstances, however, the relative concentration in the early'

embryo would be expected to be substantially less than 1.,

!

! 4. Strontium

Strontium is an alkaltne earth. A. described in ICRP Publications 20
and 30 (ICRP 1973; ICRP 1978), Griess1 (1987), and Hays and L.loyd (1966), its
aetabolic behwior is similar to that of calcium in many respects. There are
quantitative differences in the net transfer of the two elements between
metabolic compartments, however, which is usually expressed in terms of
observed ratio (OR) values between biological compartments. These ratios
have been the subject of extensive measurement and publication throughout the
years. The ICRP considers soluble salts to be absorbed from the GI tract and
lung with f values of 0.3, but witn 0.01 for insoluble oxides.t

Calcium is the most important inorganic component of bone, but it also
serves as a membrane component and intracellular messenger. It is not clear
to what extent this second function may be assumed by stror. tium, but it does
not seem to represent a major quantitative fraction and is probably indepen-
dent of time of postnatal or prenatal life or of stage of gestation. In con-i

trast, bone is not present in the embryo during the early gestation period,
and it does not begin to assume definitive shape or form until early in the;

i fetal period. The development and calcification of bone matrix become
| progressively more important through later gestatior, and postnatal life, Con-

sequently, deposition becomes progressively greater as the fetus approaches|

term. This is especially pertinent in human development, and is a factor that'

needs to be considered in extrapolations becat:se the extent of prenatal bone
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maturation is substantially greater in the humaa fetus than in some common
laboratory rodent species, such as the mouse and rat, in which substantial
calcification takes place in the postnatal period (Figure AS).

This pattern, seen also with some of the other nuclides considered here,
illustrates an important factor that was 011y mentioned in foregoing sections>

of this report. Almost all the strontiut. content of the late fetus is in bnne
and, in one sense, skeletal mass shoult' be used for calculating average
concentration from total activity. However, current recommendations are
stated in terms of dose to the embryo / fetus, so that its total body would be
the appropriate mass to consider at prasent.

5. Ruthenium

Ruthenium is among the most abundant fission products in waste effluent
from reprocessing of nuclear fuels (Nishimura et al. 1988). A primary reason

.

'

for its selection for consideration here was because of an early whole-body
autoradiographic study that had detected a marked deposition in the fetal mem-
branes, as well as in maternal kidney and connective tissue (Nelson et al.

'

1963). They had found a lesser concentration in the placenta, which seemed to
follow blood clearance. It therefere seemed to be one of the few elements,
other than actinides and soms of the ether heavy metals, that localized in the
yolk sac. This phenomenon is of interest because of its possible ralevance
for induction of postnatal effects.

This localization hap"been confirraed in more recent studies that mea-
sured the biokinetics of Ru in rats (Hishimura et al.1988). Biological
disposition varied with anima? age and the chemical form in which the ruth-
eniumwasadministered,butthepercentageoftheinjectedgctivitytrans-ferred across the placenta after intravenous injection of RuC1 in rats3consistently incraased with gestational age. As an example, approximately
0.4% of the activity was transferred to the totality of the fetuses at 20 days
of gestation, whi:h may be calculated as equivalent to an average concen-
tration that is loss than 5% of that in the dam. This study quantitatively

i

! confirmed that the concentrations in the fetal membranes, and in the placenta
j to a lesser degree, are higher than those in the fetus.
l

I 6. JMing

lodine has several radioactive isotopes, with a wide range of half-lives
. and decay scheme.s. There are numrous routes and circumstances through which
| members of the population, including pregnant women, may recei w an iodine

burden. These range frca deliberate administration for medical procedures,
occupational intake of sterials being prepared or administered as radiophar-!

maceuticals, and deposition via accidantal releases or' contamination in the
general environment. Other than when administered as organic radiopharma-
ceuticals, which may release inorganic iodine, direct availability is in the
form of iodides. These are readily absorbed into the blood from the gastro-
intestinal tract, the lung, or from many other sites. The f value for
inorganic iodide is considered to be 1, and 30% is assumed to be rapidly taken
up from the blood by cells of the thyroid gland, which specifically concen-
trates iodide. Once inside the thyroid, iodide is incorporated into thyroid
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hormones and stored as colloid in the lumen of the thyroid follicles. Under
pituitary control, thyroid hormones are released into the blood, and are
present in the circulation until transported into tissues.

The literature on the dosimetry and effects of radhiodine is among the
most voluminous of that of all elements. There have beer, several independent
assessmenti of radiation doses to the fetal thyroid from specific isotopes
under varied exposure conditions (Book 1978; Johnson 1982, 1987; Roedler
1987). In contrast, little attention has been directed toward other isotopes
or the calculational methodologies applicable to radiation doses to the

- embryo / fetus.

Inorganic lodides, and iodine-containing thyroid hormones to a lesser ,

extent, cross the placenta and are readily accessible to the embryo or fetus.
The thyroid gland undergoes substantial morphologic and physiologic develop-
ment before it has the rapacity to trap and metabolize iodide into hormone;
these changes are affected by development of pituitary function. In the
human, hormone synthesis first occurs at about gestational day (gd) 90, well
into the fetal period. The relative concentration in the fetoi to maternal
thyroid is sometimes thought to be greatest in midgestation, but the peak
ratio is anost commonly accepted to occur shortly before parturition.

- Depending on the radioisotope, the decay scheme, the half-life, and whether
exposure is chronic or acute, the thyroid concentration in the final months of
pregnancy has been estimated to be three- to ninefold greater in the fetus
that in its mother.

In addition to the stage of gestation, the time course and magnitude of
iodine concentrat ons' in the embryo / fetus, the relative degree of localiza-i

tion, its retention, and the biological consequences depend on the specific
isotope half-life. Although there is no specific localization during the
embryonic period, a generalized distribution of circulating iodides may be

; expected, with concentrations approximating those in the maternal blood when
adjusted for differences in body weight. Localization in the fetal thyroid

' will increase as its function progresses. <

Iodine may enter the body associated with materials as an iodinated
tracer used as a research or nuclear medicine procedure, or become bound to an
organic molecule in a biological process. In such cases, the compartments in
which it is contained are dependent on the characteristics of the organically
bound iodine per se, but thyroid localization can occur once inorganic iodide
is released from the molecule. There are many iodinateo organic molecules in
use as tracers, and they may cross the placenta to varying degrees. However,
once released from the organic molecule, iodide will display behavior that is
characteristic of the inorganic form at th:t stage of gestation.

7. ,C.edis

Cesium is chemically related to potassium, and its behavior is similar
in mast biological tissues and fluids, where it usually would be in ionic
form. Many reports state that pregnancy does not have an appreciable effect
on its absorption, distribution, or excretion, although it is commonly
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accepted that turnover rates are increased in pregnant wcmen (NCRP 1977a; ICRP
1975, 1978).

As would be expected from its similarities to potassium, cesium ha> a
generalized distribution, with similar concentrations among soft tissues, both
in women and in adult animals. Some reports suggest that its transfer ir, less
than that of potassium, but cesium also readily crosses the placenta; the
initial concentrations are essentially the same ir, comparable tissues of the
pregnant woman and conceptus. There are reasons to expect that concentration
in the embryo / fetus would be greater than in the woman, but this has not been
reliably demonstrated by empirical measurement, and the pattern is essentially
independent of time of gestation, including early stages. Composites of
measurements of activity in the rat fetus indicate that the loss rate is about
0.02% dose /g weight / day, but concentrations decrease more rapidly because of
growth. As shown in Figure A6, the rate constants for decreases in concen-
tration (K ) in the embryo / fetus and in the placenta do not change withg
gestational age.

Some r..easurements have found differences among concentrations in various
tissues on the day after injection; these remain fairly constant, but their
magnitude is not sufficiently great as to require special consideration. For
practical purposes, the concentrations throughout the embryo / fetus may be
assumed to be uniform and to be the same of those of soft tissues of the preg-
nant woman.

8. Uranium

The metabolism and toxicity of uranium isotopes have been extensively
studied in adult animals of various species, but few data are available con-
cerning its placental transfer or developmental toxicity (Sikov 1987). In

studiesofdistributiop33and effects in rats after intravenous exposure to
citrated solutions of U, the highest fetoplacental concentrations were
found at I day post exposure. The concentrations in the embryo or fetus and
the placenta progressively decreased thereafter, but the concentration in the -

fetal membranes remained relatively constant. After injection during the
fetal stages, there was selective deposition in some fetal organs. The
placental concentrations tended to be similar at 1 day after irijection at any
time during the fetal period, and were consistently less than corresponding
values for the fetal membranes. Exposures of pregnant rats at 9 or 15 dg
produced dose- dependent trends toward increased prenatal mortality, decreased
fetal and placental weights, and increased malformation frequency. The
evidence suggested that the effects resulted' from chemical toxicity to the
pregnant animals and their conceptuses.

Significant concentrations of * U were found in three of seven first-
trimester samples in determinations of environmental actinides in human
abortuses. The concentrations were similar in the fetal and placental tissue,
and the highest concentration was for *U (Weiner et al. 1985; Wegst,
personalcommgication). Among'the 16 second-trimester samples, 12 were
posiijve for U. When all uranium isotopes were summed for samples that
were puitive, ranges of 0.097-0.32, 0.31-0.52, and 3.5-3.8 dpm/kg wer e found
for the fetuses, placentas, and umbilical cords, respectively. The concen-
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tration in reference adult tissue was 2.1 dprVkg, and it was concluded that
the fetus did not selectively concentrate uranium.

9. Plutonium

Plutonium 1.s the most thoroughly documented of the actinides. As
,

reviewed in several publications (ICRP 1978, 1980, 1981, 1986; Sikov 1987; NEA i
1988), its behavior is generally representative of this group of elements, :
although there are important differences among them. Animal studies have |

shown that it crosses the placenta af ter injection in pregnant animals, albeit
poorly, and it can also can be transfarred to offspring via lactation. Essen-
tially all animal studies, however, indicate that the extent of placental i

transfer is less than that of bone-seaking alkaline earth elements such as I
strontium, and that its clearance fro'n maternal to fetal circulations is I

lower, as measured in niacental perfusion studies.

The biological disposition pattern of plutonium is complex, and involves
stago-dependent changes in degree and patterns of deposition within the feto-
placental unit, in gross and microscopic localization in the developing
skeleton, and in metabolian relative to that of the pregnant animal.
Plutonium primarily deposits on bone surfaces, in contrast to calcium,
strontium, and radium, which are incorporated into the matrix of the bone.
After prenatal or neonatal exposure to plutonium (and other actinides), how-
ever, remodeling of bone results in a progressive movement into the matrix.
Because the predominant deposition of plutonium is in the skeleton and liver
of adults, concentrations in. soft tissue are relatively low. Although the
activity in the embryoNetus of animals also is low after single exposures,
the hverage concentration is usually found to be as high or higher than in the
dam. As the-result or deposition .a fetal liver and bone, this concentration
is consistently found to be greater as injection is made later in gestation.

The relative fetal concent' ration values for plutonium, as calculated
from d3ta of numernus studies in various animal species, differ from ratios
from limited numbers of radioanalyses of prenatal human tissues that were
obtained after chronic exposures at environmental levels. Ongoing efforts are
developing composite analyses that provide relative concentrations as a
function of chro"ological time and stage of gestation and allow application to
either acute or t.hronic exposures (Sikov 1987; Sikov and Kelman 1989; Morgan
et al. 1991). It is anticipated that these may partially reconcile apparent
interspecies diffe m ces. -It appears that many differences among concentra-
tion ratios are related to species-specific gestational stages and to the
chronicity of exposure, but maternal metabolic differences remain a potenti-
ally i.nportant factor. These efforts emphasize the need, however, to develop
an acceptable basis for extrapolating results from animal experiments to the
human and to provide sufficient data for estimating concentrations and
calculating ratios among maternal tissues, fetal tissues, and placentas.

10. Americium

Intravenousinjectiog3of rats (Sikov and Mahlum 1969; Weiss and Walburg
1980) with high dases of Am during the late embryonic and fetal periods
demonstrated that average maternal-to-fetal concentrations and americium
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content of the fetuses and placentis varied with stage at injection. A
smaller fraction of administered americium than of plutonium entered the
conceptus or fetoplacental unit, and there was proportionately le selective
deposition in the placentas and membranes.

The prenatal effects of americium were similar to those of plutonium,
and include prenatal mortality and rib malformations but not intrauterine
weight retardation. Effects are quantitatively less when based on dosages
administered intravenously to pregnant rats, but there is good correspondence
when considered relative to radiation doses to the components of the feto-
placental unit, especially the yolk sac. Embryo / fetal radiation doses rele-
tive to administered activity were consistently less than with plutonium.

In a series of determinations of transuranic nuclide content after
environmental exgo,sure, Weiner et al. (1985) were not able to detect signifi-

-cant amounts of Am in first-trimester abortuses. Six of the second-
trimester samples were positive, with concentrations ranging from 0.08 to

'0.29 dpm/kg in the fetuses. Substantially higher valuu,1.0 and 2.1 dpm/kg,
were measured in umbilical cords.

11. The lead / Polonium / Radon / Radium Complex

There have been long-standing health concerns about this complex of
naturally occurring elements. ~ Compilations of literature regarding this group
of nuclides were included in the expectation that they would provide a basis
for comparisons with the priority radionuclides. There is a large body of
information concerning lead, which has been used as a benchmark material in
other analyses (see Sikov [1987] for overall review). Surprisingly, much
less information was found concerning the placental transfer, fetoplacental
disposition, and dosimetry of some of these other materials than might be
expected from their potential for effects on health. The available informa-
tion has been summarized here to provide the comparative biological behavior
of these natural materials.

a. L9ad
-

t.ead has several radioactive isotopes but the most abundant isotope is
stable; exposure of pregnant animals to lead results in prenatal mortality and
a characteristic complex of malformations. Studies of placental transfer in
rats after intravenous injection during later gestations demonstrated an
exponential decline of blood and plasma concentrations that was paralleled by
a decrease in placental concentration. Fetal concentration increased through
the 24 hours after injection, reaching final values that were about 60% of
those in placentas. Direct measurement of maternal to fetal transfer in a
perfused guinea pig placental preparation found a relatively low clearance
value; it appeared that the circulating lead affected maternal blood flow to
the placenta, and that the true clearance may have been higher. Other studies
have shown that lead metabolism (blood clearance, tissue distribution,
fetoplacental concentrations) and toxicity are affected by the presence of
carrier, dosage level, and route of administration in pregnant rats exposed by
gavage, inhalation, or intravenous injection, and that fetoplacental
distribution is dose-dependent. The relationship between dosage and the lead
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content during the early postimplantation/organogenesis period was especially
complex.

As reviewed by Sikov (1987), mean concentratf ons of lead are signifi . |
cantly higher in pregnant women from urban than from rural environments, but i

were not related to stage of gestation, and overall mean concentrations in i
neonatal cord olood were similar to those in maternal blood. There was a {
high correlation between lead levels in mothers and c.orresponding infants j

A highly significant correlation between lead concentrations in cord and
maternal blood has been also found by other research groups, and some also
detected a weaker tsut statistically significant correlation with the cencen-
tration in the olacenta. These results on placental lead concentrations are
the most comon findings, although up to fourfold greater placental concen-
trations have been reported.

,

Radiation after direct exposure is not usually an important considera-
tion for lead because the radioactive isotopes are rarely used other than as
tracers in biological experiments. To the extent that lead serves as surro-
gate for related radioactive materials, however, one would c::pect that
embryo / fetal radiation absorbed doses would be approximately equal to those
received by the pregnant woman, irrespective of the route and multiplicity of
exposure. Lead may deposit through radon decay, in the placenta or in
hematopoiete, and a role in late effects has been suggested by Richardson
et al. (1990).

b. E.q] onium

It was reported more than 60 years ago thV salts of polonium deposited
in the chorionic epithelial cells of placenti ,yncytium after injection did

not pass into the fetgl,Po in rats; some of these studies also found intense
tissues. More recent reports confirmed the lack of

transfer of injected
labeling of Reichert's membrane and visceral yolk sac, but placental depost-
tion was detected consistently. These results are compatible with the few
observations in human materials, where elevated concentrations were measured
in placentas from populations who consumed reindeer and caribou meat during
the t.ae when fallout was important.

,

Itwouldappeargatthereisaminimalaverageradiationdosetothe
embryo or fetus from Po in the body of the pregnant woman, and that most
of'the dose would be localized to the bone marrow. The placenta and fetal
membranes might receive a radiation dose on an average basis. This could be
intense on a local or microscopic basis, as discussed for other radionuclides.
Polonium would be formed by decay of radon within the conceptus, and its decay
would result in desorption of energy; this would seem to be more a theoretical
than measurable event, and dose calculation would be difficult.

c. Radon

Despite recent interest in health effects associated with exposure to
radon and its decay pro Vts in the home environment, there is essentially no
direct information abou, prenatal radiation associated with exposure of.

.

!

pregnant women, and there are few data from studies of pregnant experimental
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animals. Examination of conclusions from dat'a obtained over 60 years ago
suggest that they may yield acceptable correlations with extensive information
concerning the behavior of other noble gases. Despite some differences in
solubility in lipid, it may be inferred that radon would readily cross the
placenta in both directions, but that predominant fractions of the radiation j
exposure from tiie radon per se would cease following the inhalation period.

From the behavior of lead and radium, it would appear that some of the
radon decay products might cross the placenta and could enter or leave the
fetus. This is in contrast with polonium and other radionuclides not
considered here, which show marked deposition in the placental structures but
only minimal accessibility to the fetus from blood. On the contrary, it may
be surmised that these other nuclides might not cross the placenta after
formation in the fetal compartenent.

As a general expectation, with support from a recent experiment in which
rats were exposed to radon and progeny, it is not unreasonable to accept that
the radiation dose to the embryo / fetus from the radon would be similar to, or
less than, that in the pregnant woman. The situation concerning the decay
products has not been completely analyzed, but some of the dosimetric con-
siderations relative to the human embryo / fetus have been discussad by
Richardson et al. (1989). ,

d. Radium
,

Early studies failed to detect radioactivity in placentas or fetuses <

after intraperitoneal injection of rats with dissolved radium chloride. It is
. not cle.r to what extent the nuclide was absorbed into blood under these
'

conditions, and the findings do not correlate with studies of human tissues.

A recently reported analysis of the skeletal remains of a 7-month human
fetus and its mother, a former radium dial painter who had died from compli-
cations of the regnancy, estimated that about 0.06% of thp" radium in the
mother had been tranderred to the fetus. Based on total Ra contents, Ra/g
Ca measurements in maternal and fetal bone, and factors from ICRP models, it
was calculated that there was a 1.4-fold-greater placental transfer of radium.
gis is in good general agreement with earlier reports of measurements of

Ra content of bones and soft tissue of large numMrs of human fetuses and
placentas. The specific activity of bone ash (10-" C1/9) was independent of

.

stage of gestation, and thus identical for fetal and adult , bone. Concentra-
tions in fetal soft tissues and placentas were similar (10'' Ci/g) and did
not change throughout gestation; the total content of the fetuses increased '

during geatation as a result of increasing fctal mass.

A series of evaluations of children borne to women who had been employed
4as radium dial painters detected burdens of less than 10 g of radium, lhese

were considered ta be in the normal range, even though the mothers had signif t-
cantly great radium burdens that subsequently became symptomatic.

Although minimal prenatal dose is probably associated with early stages
of gestation, it would seem reasonable to accept that radium concentrations in
fetal and maternal bone are similar. This would seem to pertain both for
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multiple occupational or continued environmental exposures. Continuing dif-
ferences in bone composition relative to stage of gestation might be expected,
which would influence the associated radiation doses. There would be con-
current changes in the size and shape of anatomic features, and their rela-
tionships would interact with composition. Thus, it would require detailed
analyses to even consider use of a fetal to maternal radiation dose ratio
other than unity.

C. FACTORS INFLUENC[RG DOSIMETRIC APPROACH

Operational health physicists have encouraged us to provide information
in simplified formats that would help them comply with regulations. Some
health physicists have hoped that derived levels based on objective criteria
might consc11date the extent of placental transfer, fetoplacental concentra-
tions, and potential for radiation exposures from radionuclides and might be
expressed in more usual chemical forms and patterns of intake. Such tummaries
could also help to identify materials for which information was inadequate,
and could also lead to quantitative tables, aomograms, or microcomputer
programs that would facilitate interpolation and calculation.

In ade" tion to direct calculational approaches, which are described in
this report. the information that provided the basis for the synopses and
calculations is being used more directly to prepare tentative collations. One
such simplified collaticn is Table E2, " Generalized Estimates of Fetal to
Maternal Concentration and Radiation Oose Ratios for Selected Doses for
Selected Internal Radionuclides in Humans." However, this collation includes
primarily the most commonly encountered radioisotopes and forms of the
elements, but will remain incomplete becausa of limits to our knowledge. This
collation is an attempt to qualitatively predict radiation doses that would be
received by the conceptus relative to the doses received by the pregnant
woman; the relationships are presented with respect to exposure pattern and
stage of gestation. Clearly, additional data and calculations would be
required to define specific quantitative relationships. Despite these
shortcomings, Table 'E2 may provide a basis for obtaining the relative impact
of the radiation dose to the embryo or fetus from radionuclide deposition in
the mother at various stages of gestation.

The results of another approach, summarized ... Table E3, " Simplified
Categorization by Placental Transfer and Biokinetic Features," presents an
overly simplified categorization by intrauterine ' haviors. This tabulation
typifies one approach toward using similarities ur dosimetric features and
identifying areas of uncertainty. We also have begun initial efforts toward
simplification and use of surrogate measures (see Appendix F).

It is important to emphasize the uncertainties that arise from the lack
of quantitative agreement among reports, the incompletely defined effects of
deposition and kinetics of various gestational stages, and the potential
inexactness of extrapolations. These uncertainties underscore the need for
further research to obtain more definitive relationships.
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V. [0NCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1

i

'

A. CONCLUSIONS

It is evident from the material- presented throughout this report that
there'are difficulties in' accurately determining radionuclide concentrations
and activities in the conceptus and surrounding tissues of the pregnant woman.
Calculation of radiation absorbed doses to the embryo / fetus from internally
deposited radionuclide activity is the sum laf two primary components: dose
imparted from the mother and dase originating from the embryo / fetus.
Estimation of activity in dosimetrically important maternal organs and
consequent doses to the embryo / fetus uses straightforward extensions of
currently accepted methodologies. This component could be termed the radia-
tion dose equivalent to the embryo or fetus from radionuclides in tissues,
organs, and cavities of the declared pregnant woman. Of greater importance to

'

our efforts, however, is tha radiation dose equivalent to the embryo / fetus
from radionuclides that are contained within the embryo / fetus and adjacent
structures. Based on currently available concepts, and until further informa-
tion is available for reasonable expansion, it seems prudent to calculate or
estimate absorbed doses in primary units of rad or Gy, and to multiply by
appropriate values of quality factor to obtain dose equivalents (rem or Sv).

To extend and enhance evaluations for additional radionuclides, we'

suggest tentative approaches of calculations in operational situations in the
' remainder of this section. Stage-related tabulations of the results for
selected radionuclides of current interest are presented in Appendixes C
and D.

B. ESTIHATION OF RADIATION DOSE

On an interim basis, we suggest e conservative approach for those
radionuclides for which there are litue or no data, even though this may
sometimes yield an overestimate of dose to the conceptus. Except for
situations in which unique metabolic characteristics may be anticipated or
some information is available, we should assume that the average embryo / fetal
concentration is ~ the same as that of the pregnant woman or of her soft tissue
mass. The general biokinetic and dosimetric approaches that we have prese,ueo-

often can be used to estimate the corresponding embryo / fetal activity and the
resulting corresponding self-dose uader these circumstances. As an alterna-
tive approach, this dose could be assumed to be the same as the dose to the
uterus or Llerinc contents shown in Taile F2.

Parenthetically, many human radionuclide exposures may relate to the
production and use of p'adiophgrmaceuticals. Several lof these materials,
. especially those with. C- or H-labels, pose unique problems, such that we
cannot generalize about their ability to cross the placenta. - Much of this
literature has been reviewed and summarized by Kistner-et al. (1987). Further
information on radionuclides that are used in nuclear medicine because of
their characteristic localization in specific tissues is being collected and
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evaluated (Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, TN 37831; Atomic
Energy Control Board of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario).

C. RESEARCH NEEDS

Research needs presented here include some that were mentioned in fore-
going sections, and many involve evaluations currently in progress or expected
to be undertaken under this or other projects.

1.-- A_bsent and Inadeaunte Data

Additional data would increase confidence in conclusions that are based
on-limited data from human experience. For most radionuclides, the major
source of data is experiments with animals, and the accuracy of estimation is
related to data availability and the validity of extrapolations to humans.
There are limitations to ccrrent approaches, and methodologies for enhancing
extrapolations should be developed and validated. Formal strategies are
needed to obtain the additional quantitative and blokinetic information that
is needed.

2. Eyaluation of Dosimetric Factors 891 D ncepts

a. Temocral Distribution of Dose

Temporal distribution of dose has marked qualitative and quantitative
effects on r4esponses to prenatal irradiation; fractionation or protraction of
exposures usually lessens the incidence and/or severity of developmental
ef fects . This influence is superimposed on the phenomenon that is commonly
quantified as the dose rate reduction factor (DREF). This problem is of
special concern for internal radionuclide exposures, where a single intake
will result-in lower dose rates at successive developmental stages. Because
many prominent effects of prenatal exposure are related to gestational stages
of relatively brief duration, concepts parallel to DREF should be developed to
-facilitate expression of dose.

| b. EgilmelCic_QonrJ:Dts for Short- and LQH9-Term Effects

| Currently, dosimetry concepts and the basis for intrauterine dose limits
are based on prenatal exposures and radiation doses that produce effects on
the embryo / fetus. However, residual radioactivity at birth may produce con-
tinuing doses and additional effects, which are of importance to radiation
protection. It is, therefore, necessary to develop rational concepts and
methodologies to combine postnatal doses from residual radioactivity and their
effects with prenatal doses and their effects.

c. Dose to Oroans and Tissues

Hany-radioactive materials have specific organ or tissue affinities or
localize in the conceptus and fetoplacental unit. Calculation and assignment
of the associated radiation doses are complicated by the interplay of
affinities, translocations; and growth. The absence of persistent tissues
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that can be identified us .the target for either dose or response may pose
constraints. Concentrated efforts are necessary to decide how to apportion
these organ and tissue doses at subsequent times, and when the exposed tissues
have differentiated into other structures and are no longer present in the
state in which they were irradiated.

d. Multiole or Chronic Exoorures

Essentially all transfer between the fetus and the pregnant woman takes
place across the placenta but no single term has been developed and validated

are used to express fractional absorption of radionuclides from, values that
for fractional placental transfer. Values comparable to the f

the gastro-
intestinal tract or lung would be useful. Development of this concept would
pose difficulties; although numerical values could change throughout gesta-
tion, values should be established that pertain to broad periods of gestation
and incorporate the role of relevant target tissues and their metabolic
capacities.

Entry of radionuclides into the human conceptus generally results from
1) maternal burdens prior to conception, 2) chronic or multiple low-level
exposures associated with intake during pregnancy, or 3) single accidental or
purpnseful administrations. The biokinetics associated with these different
scenarios need to be defined.

3. Development of Biokinetic Conceots

a. Extracol ation

C9rrelations of animal data with human data, which often do not involve
comparable exposure patterns, form the basis for extrapolations that are used
in calculating or estimating energy deposition and determining radiation
absorbed dose. Current approaches are not completely acceptable because they
do not fully incorporate the contribution of mobilization from maternal
tissues, repeated intakes, and growth of the embryo / fetus. Interspecies
comparisons at the kinetic and quantitative levels should be performed to
develop and test rational hypotheses.

b .- Nonuniform Fetal Deposition

There are theoretical problems with calculating average radiation doses
to the embryo / fetus when the radioactivity is not uniformly distributed
throughout the embryo / fetus. Nevertheless, this approach currently is
required from a regulatory standpoint. Methodology that will allow calcula-
tion of radiation doses to individual organs or tissues of the embryo / fetus
should be developed,

c. Extraembryonic Deposition

Some radioactive materials, such as thorium, are deposited in the
placenta, which restricts their entry into the fetus, while others, such as
actinides, deposit in the chorionic and yolk sac placentas as well as in the
embryo / fetus. The progenitor cells of the gametes and hematopoietic lines
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appear initially in blood islands of the yolk src, and therefore receive
selective irradiation while they are primitive stem cells. Methodologies

} should be developed to allow consideration of these exposures in evaluating
the dosimetry of these radionuclides and their potential detrimental effects.

4. Qperational Simolifications

a. Facilitation of Calculation and Interpolation

The procedures for calculating radiation doses should be such that they
; can be used in an operational context. The results of our initial attempts

were described above, and ongoing efforts are expected to provide more
sophisticated data, procedures, and summarizations. Efforts should continue
to develop summary tabulations, nomograms, or graphs that will facilitate -

$- operational procedures at field offices and by licensees. These efforts would a~ * be facilitated by the availability of computer software and databases that
" ld allow the dosimetrist to manipulate the data on niicrocomputers. These

! agrams might allow calculation of radiation absorbed doses to the embryo or
fetus from a variety of concentration data, and full use should be made ofi.. g

't both current and emerging dosimetric and modeling techniques.,

b. Interoolation and Extrapolation Factori

A broader use is possible for the various placental transfer and kinetic
data we are developing as well as the calculational procedures. This
information should be used to allow the generalized extension of models for
determination of time- and stage-weighted estimates of concentrations,
activities, and resulting radiation absorbed doses to the embryo and fetus
from counting or bioassay estimates of internal deposition in the pregnant
woman. To provide for planning and control, calculations should be extended
to relate radiation doses to the embryo / fetus with levels of radioactivity
that mignt be ingested or inhaled by a woman throughout all of her pregnancy
or during specific stages. -
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APPfNDIX B

DQSIELTRIC ASWMPTIONS. FAC10RS. AND TABULM10M ;

I

This appendix presents the assumptions used to derive dosimetric factors i
-

for calculating radiation doses to the embryo / fetus from selected isotopes
and chemical forms of the priority radioelements. It has been designed to
sunnarize and extend the dosianetric information presented in Section IV of
the report, and follows the same sequence. For consistency, in most cases
this information has been divided in three sections: (a) biological aspects,

,
~ (b) blokinetics, and (c) dosimetry.

Responses to the draft for comment suggested that it would be useful to
provide more extensive illustration of the results using the reconnended
dosimetric approaches, typical dcsimetric factors, and the impact of loMpic
characteristics. The illustrations include tabulations of the calculated
fractions o', administered activity in the embryo / fetus (Appendix C) and the
resulting dose rates and doses to the conceptus in the months following i

instantaneous introduction of unit activity (1 yCl) nto the first transfer
compartment of the pregnant woman, as determined at successive stages of
gestatio.i. These tables were prepared directly from the computer outputs,
which led to the values generally being expressed to three significant
figures. This clearly is greater accur:.cy thari is warranted by the dosimetry
model, but the results are presented in this form to facilitate comparisons
with calculationk by others.

1. Inoraanic Tritium and Carbon

11 tor.ganic...T ritlui

a. f!!ologi. cal Aspects

It is assumed that water vapor and hydrogen gas readily cross into the
capillaries of the lung, and do so equally in both directions. In air, how-

ever, most free hydrogen (stable or tritium) forms water, as does some of that
which is absorbed, but little tritiem is actually present in the body as gas.
An trbitrary value could be selected for dissolved gas, but the behavior of
this small fraction would not be markedly different from that of water and
does not require a separate calculation.

As was mentioned, proportional fetal hydration is greater than that of
the adult, but the magnitude of the differenge is small in comparison to
sources of uncertainty. The dos' metric impact would be relatively small,
and it is unlikely that a consistent difference could be established. Accord-
ingly, it will be considered.that the concentration of tritium in the concep-
tus is the same as that of the pregnant woman,-it would readily be excreted in

,.

parallel with its loss from her body, and activit9s in the conceptus could be ,

calculated on that basis.
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Because of the high diffusibility of water, mortover, there will be the
same concentration in the implanting blastula as in uterine or extracellular
G uids 31 most stages of gestation. Accordingly, the radiation dose may be
calculated assuming a uniform distribution throughout the uterine mucosa;
however, entry into the fertilized ovum is not instantaneous, so that there
will be negligible activity at t - 0. There will be rapid attainment of
equilibrium condition:,, so that doses will be reculved soon after injection.
Although these assumptions are not precisely correct and the typical uterine
mucosa might tend to have higher than the average tudy concentration, especi-
ally in the pregnant woman, these need to be considered as theoretical differ-
ences only, and without practical consequence.

b. B10 kin _g.tiqi

Tritium in the form of tritiated water is assumed to be uniformly dis-
tributed throughout the maternal and embryo / fetal soft tissues. For these
intcrim recommendations, it is assumed that tiitiated water has a biological
half-life of 10 days. The calculated values of retained fraction in the
embryo / fetus are shown in Table Cl for administration at successive montns of
gestation.

c. Dosimetry

Tritium decays by the emission of beta particles whose average energy is
5.683E-3 HeV; all of this energy is assumed to be deposited in the region
that contains the tritium. The dose is calculated with the embryo / fetus as
the target. The dose rates and integral doses to the embryo / fetus from injec-
tion of unit activity of tritiated water (3.C1) into the woman's blood are
shown in Table DI.

Ingraanic Carh D

a. Bioloaical Aspeqfd

Essentially all In
particular, attention, salient features were discussed in the text.is drawn to the factors that lead to bicarbonate being
considered as the chemical form that is present in blood (ICRP 1982).

b. Biokinetics

Consideration will be restricted to introduction of "C as bicarbonate;
appropriate adjustments can be made into the transfer compartment for other
materials, if desired. It is assumed that the initial stage-related activity
in the embryo / fetus corresponds to 50% of the activity that would result from
uniform maternal distribution. One half of this activity is instantaneously
excreted, and the remainder is retained throughout gestation. The initial
and retained fractions in the embryo / fetus are shown in Table C2 for adminis-
tration at successive months of gestation. It is to be noted that these
assumptions result in biological behavior that is essentially the same as
that pertaining after administration of HC in organic form.
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i c. Dosimetry

The dose rates and monthly doses to the embryo / fetus associated with
inhalation of CO,, represented by introduction of 1 pCi of "C as bicarbonate
into the woman's blood circulation are shown in Table D3.

2. Tritium and Carbon in Oroanic_fsmisjGenenH
,

s. Bioloaical Aspe.ch

Organic compounds usually rehuire digestiun prior to gastrointestinal
absorption, but they will be considered only in the form that is in blood
af ter they hue 'been absorbed, and form the woman's initial 1.0 pCi burden.

3There are essentially no aval1&ble concentration data for fi-glucose or
"C-glucose that are directly applicable to radiation dosimetry in the embryo /
fetus, liowever, from the high placental permeability to glucose, its high
catabolic rate, and the rapid clearance of its metabolic products, the maximum
fetal and maternal concentrations can be assumed to be similar. There is
inadequate evidence regarding other labeled hexoses, but it may be inferred
that fetal concentrations would be substantially lower than those in pregnant
Women.

After labeled amino acids have been incorporated into protein during
organogenesis or the growth phases of gestation, it is assumed that higher
proportional retention of activity, as compared to the mother, is balanced by
concurrently reduced concentration as the consequence of dilution by further
incorporation of amino acids; major deviations from maternal concentration

Oxidation of 3i-labeled amino acids produces tritiatedwould not be cx>ected. t

water which exc1anges and distributes throughout the intracellular and extra-
cellular water pools in both maternal and fetal conpartments. SmaD amounts
of "C-labeled amino acids may enter the carbohydrate pool after oxidation,
but the predominant fraction forms "C-carbcn dioxide, which is rapidly elimi-
nated, as described in a previous section. It is assumed that'the fetal con-*

centration of most amino acids, such as leucine, that enter a pregnant woman
will be similar to average concentrations in her metabolically active tissues,-

-

irrespective of whether they are labeled with 3i or "C.f

b. Biokinetica

The mass of distribution of both 311 or "C sugars and amino acids are
assumed to be the body of the wom&n, exclusive of the skeleton; in early

'pregtancy, glucose is uniformly distributed in soft tissues, including uterus
and uterine mucosa. At 2 to 3 months and later,- glucose readily crosses to
the fetus,'and th concentration is not considered significantly different
from the woman's .erage. Fetal concentration of some other hexoses may be
less, but for generic considerations the same average is assumed, recognizing
the possibility of overestimation.

Foi calculational purposes, it is assumed that one-half of the maternal
and embryo / fetal glucose is instantaneously catabolized for energy. The
products are tritiated water, which is retained with the 10-day half-life
used above, and carbon dioxide, which is considered to cross the placenta
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within minutes after formation and to leave via the woman's lung. The other '

half of the glucose may be assumed to be converted to glycogen or other
structural materials, and retained through the remainder of gestation.

There is added uncertainty in pooled considerations of the behavior of |
amino acids, as suggested by the ranges in the figures of A9pendix A. We,

assume that amino acids behave the same as glucose, with uniform initial
distribution at the same concentration as that in the soft tissues of the
woman. Thus, when weighted over the fetal period, about 50% may be considered
to be synthesized into proteins and retained throughout gestation. The

' partition of this activity changes during tissue differentiation, so that an
assumed uniform fetal distribution is considered appropriate. The comparable
value for catabolism of amino acids for energy production may be expected to 1

be higher in _the pregnant woman, but there is a lack of human data relating
metabolism to stage of gestation. As a time-weighted average, it is assumed
that 50% of the amino acids in the embryo / fetus are catabolized to water or
CO, during the first day. The calculated values of the retained fraction in '

the embryo / fetus after administration of H or MC as hexose or amino acid are3

shown in Tables C2 and C3, respectively, for administration at successive
months of gestation.

c. Dosimetr.y

The dose rates and integral doses to the embryo / fetus from introduction
Sof unit-activity of H as typical organic compounds into the woman's transfer

gmpartment are shown in Table D2. When the organic compeand is labeled with
C the dosimetric values are presented in Table D3.

3. Tritium and Carbon as Thymidine [

a. Bioloaical Asoccts

The overall metabolism of thymidine is variously defined. ICRP Publica-
tion 30 and~other sources give gastrointestinal absorption values ranging from

| one-tenth to one-fifth, while NCRP Report No. 62 suggests that one-eighth of i

| available thymidine is absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract. However, an-
i accurate value is not required because calculations will be based on introduc- ,

|_
tion of 1 pCi of activity, as thymidine, into maternal blood,

b. Biokinetics-

Although various standards give conflicting values and ranges for
,

thymidine metabolism in adults, a common scenario assumes the half-time in
maternal bloed to be I hour (or less), and that roughly one-half of the

| activity in maternal blood is incorporated into proliferating cells. Indi-
L vidual tissues have a wide range of proliferating fractions; this would pri- *

marily relate to adult dosimetry, and requires consideration only to obtain
the m' ass of distribution.

Although data are not available to directly estimate placental transfer,
it can be approximated by assuming that 10% represents the adult mass of
distribution (NCRP Report No. 63, p. 71, Table 5), i.e., 5.8 kg in a 58 kg
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nonpregnant woman. The uterine mucosa and embryo begin proliferating at or
wfore the time of implentation, and could be included in this compartment,
for 2 to 3 months of gestation withnut affecting its mass.

Thymidine would be expected to partition with roughly equal partici-
pation of the uterine contents (placenta and fetus, primarily), so that
fractiona? activity should progressively increast through gestation. Pro-
liferation is rapid and the proliferating fraction is 1erge, so reutilization
is high in the fetus. A definitive value is not available, but an assumption |

Of 80% as the fractional retention through the remainder of gestation should !
be acceptable. This fraction will change with the stages of gestation. |
Precision in calculation will be reduced by the pattern of division in which |

one of two daughter cells leaves the proliferating pool, by programmed cell i
death, and by other similar developments, parti.ularly during the decreased I
growth-rate period near term. The contribution of isotope mass effect and the |

differential reutilization of tritium- and carbon-labeled thymidine are felt
to be minor problems.

c. Postmetty 1

l

Thymidine dosimetry involves uncertainties that are independent of
I

placental transfer but which are germane to prenatal dosimetry and effect. :

Irrespective of the isotopic label, the thymidine is contained a]Hnost
entirely in the chromosoma. Because of the short path length of theB-particle, the primary dose is to the cell nucleus; with C, the exposure
to the labeled cell is more uniform. Irrespective of the specific volume in
which the energy is absorbed, the circumstances that lead to the dose calcu-
lation will influence the dosimetric approach. The energy may be averaged
over the nucleus, the whola cell, the tissue, or the organ, and nyer the
entire body mass of the conceptus for calculation of average dose to the
embryo / fetus.

In the absence of more specific information, it is necessary to assume
that the initial concentration in the conceptus after a single exposure (or
after each increment of multiple exposures) would be similar to that in pro-
liferating tissues of the pregnant woman; this assumption providas a basis
to calculate activities. Because of the long retention time, and the embryo /
fetal growth that takes place during this period, the concentration would
decrease more rapidly in the conceptus than in the adult, although the total
activity would not be affected. These several unknowns, uncertainties, and
variables make it inadvisable to present dosimetric tabulations at this time.

L 4. Cobalt

a. Sloloaical AsDects

| All relevant considerations were presented in the text. Attention is
! drawn, however, to the fact that cobalt may be accidently or environmentally

ingested in inorganic form, and deliberately administered as vitamin B-12 in
nuclear medicine procedures.
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.

b. Dji.okinetics

ICRP Publication 30 (ICRP 1979) gives the fractional uptake and i

retention equations, that, althcugh stratlar for inorganic and organic cobalt, ;'

have important differences. Of cobalt that enters the transfer compartment, '

one-half goes directly to excretion; of the remainder, hepatic concentration
is four-times that of the rest of the body, for both inorganic cobalt and

; vitamin B-12. Fehl concentrations are considered equal to the extrahepatic
: maternal concentrations, which amount to 45% of the activity initially in the
i transfer compartment. It is assumed that there is the same retention curve ,

for inorganic cobalt in all tissues. The curve involves three components, <

with frection sizes and half-lives of 0.6 for 6 days, 0.2 for 60 days, and !
d 0.2 for 800 days. However, a single excretion rate, with a half-life of

60 days, can be used for vitamin B-12 in the fetus and the woman, j

c. ROJimetr_y ;

67The most important radioactive isotopes of cobalt are C0, ssCo, and
60Co. Tables C4 to C12 show the retained fractions of the ionic forms of

' these isotopes, in compartments relevant to calculation of dose to the embryo /
.

fetus. The corresponding dose rates end +4e to the embryo / fetus are shown in
Tables 04 to 06. ;

The isotopes used for preparation of vitamin B-12 are 5'Co and 60Co.
i The biokinetic differences described above will affect the retained fractions

after intravenous injection of $700 and 6800 ir the form of vitamin B-12.
: Initial and-retained fractions are shown in Tables Cl3 to C18 and the corres-

pending dcse rates and monthly doses to the embryo / fetus are presented in
| Tables D7 and 08,
i
| S. S trontiurD

a. Biolooical Aspects

Most of the relevant considerations were presented in the text. The
ICRP and other organizations employ adult models that consider the skeleton as
the major compartment. We also presented the role of the developing skeleton, i

which becomes increasingly important throughout gestation on placental trans- .

for kinetics and embryo / fetal concentrations and activities. Through 2 months i

of gestation, therefore, it may be assumed that after tissue redistribution
has been completed, a maximum of 10% of the woman's burden will be distributed
throughout soft tissues, including the uterus. This distribution rattern does

| not pertain through the erbryo/ fetus / placenta compartment at t = 0, as will be
| discussed below,

b. Riokinetics

A generally accepted 9estational stage-related model for entry of
strontium into the embryo / fetus is not available. A simplified model was used
to illustrate a reasonable calculational approach that might be consistent '

| with the regulatory needs. Accordingly, calculations are based on the assump-
tion that the concentration of strontium in the embryo / fetus becomes the same
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as the concentration of strontium in the soft tissue of the mother, imedi-
ately upon introduction into the first maternal transfer compartment. The
activity is ahumed to remain constant in the embryo / fetus, but the strontium
concentration: will decrease because of the growth of the conceptus,

c. Quiratr_y

The mathematical destiiption of the embryo / fetus that is usually used
for dose calculation does not contain distinct organs. This model ignores
bone and skrietal tissue, and so the interim dose calculations in this report
have been are based on maternal soft tissue contents of strontium. The
strontium content of the maternal soft tissues is at a maximum imediately
after entry into blood, as shown, for example, in Table 29 of ICRP Publica-
tion 20; this maximum soft tissue content has been employed for the tentative
calculations. I

At early stages of gestation, the amount of strontium that is incorpo-
rated into the embryo is very 5. mall, almost neglig'.ble. The majority of tha
radiation dose to the embryo will be due to activity in the uterus. Infor-
mation for calculaticas of the radiation dose to the embryo from activity in
only the uterus is not yet available, and so radiation dose to the entire
uterine contents will be used to e:timate the radiation dose to the embryo.

Because all soft tissue has the same nominal cor. centration, a further
simplification nay be made by employing the radiation dose to all (maternal
and uterine contents) soft tissue as an estimate of the radiation doso to
the embryo / fetus during the early stages of gestation (i.e., first two
months). It is recognized that fetal bone contains significant amounts of
strontium after sufficient time has elapsed for deposition. This is implic-
itly accounted for in this calculational approach, in which average dose is
determined from initial burden in the transfer compartment. The retained
fractions in the maternal body and in the embryo / fetus are shown in Tables C19
to C22, and the corresponding dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus are
presented in Tables D9 and DIO.

6. Ruthentia

a. Dioloaical Aspnti

As was described in the text, there are only limited experimental data
from animal studics. These data suggest that ruthenium concentrations in the
embryo or fetus would be only a small fraction of those in the pregnant woman.
Radioactivity levels in the placenta are similar to those in many other
maternal tissues probably reflecting blood content. It should be noted that
"Ru decays to 1gRh, which emits a hign-energy B particle that also con-
tributes to the radiation dose to the embryo / fetus.

The reasons are not known for the observation of marked and persistent
location in the yolk sac. The possible significance of the resulting extra-
embryonic doses are mentioned elsewhere in this report, but the differences
between relative size ard location of the yolk sac in rodcots and in humans
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!
I

l

!

would be expected to influence the dosimetric implications of dm to the
embryo / fetus.

b. Biokinetict I

Based on ICRP Publication 30 (Part 2, p. 35) it is assumed that only
small amount of ruthenium is absorbnd from the gastrointestinal tract and
enters blood. Fifteen percent of authenium injected into the first transfer

,

i

compartment is excreted with a half-life of 0.3 days. The other 85% is
assumed to be uniformly distributed in all tissues. This presumably would
include uterus and mucosa. Thus, initial dose in the early embryo, with a
relatively greater contribution from maternal activity, could be different

ifrom dose to the fetus. The retained activity (85%) has three components with '

biological half-lives of 8 days (for 35%), 35 days (for 30%), and 1000 days
(for 20%). The placental transfer coefficient has not yet been determined but |

is considered to be minimal. We tentatively assume that the amount trans- '

ferred is such that it-will give an initial average fetal concentration that
is 5% of the average concentration in the pregnant woman, with stage .djusted
activity.

c. hilatiry

A conservative approachis to tentatively atsume that the amount trans-
ferred will give an initial average fetal concentration of 5% of the average,

' concentration in the pregnant woman, with stage-adjusted activities calculated
from Eq. 8 of this report. A decay product of 1"Ru, 1"Rh is also radioactive ,

and deca s by emission of a high energy 6-particle (3.55 MeV). The contribu-
tion of y*h te the embryo fetus dose has to be included in any calculations.
The retained fractions of ["Ru (in equilibrium with "Rh) in the pregnant
woman and her embryc/ fetus are presented in Tables C23 and C24. The corres-
ponding total dose rates and doses are shown in Table D11.,

C. 7. Jodinet

a. Riq1ooical Asoecti

Host relevant considerations were discussed in Section IV of the report.
Prior to active fetal thyroid function (90 days), the iodide in the maternalt

| blood may be assumed to be available to the embryo by diffusion. Embryo / fetal
concentrat' ions and activities are calculated as proportional to maternal blood
levels at these times, adjusted for differences in body weight,

b. BiglLingtjst

The blokinetics of iodide in the fetus have been discussed ty Book
(1978), Johnson'(1982,1987), Roedler (1987), and Elsasser (1986), among other
researchers. The biokinetic mod 91s these researchers employed range from
simple empirical ratios of fetal to unternal thyroid concentration, to recyc-
lir.g compartmental models with time-dependent transfer coefficients. There is
not cocolete agreement among these authors concerning the various paramtters,
althoug1 calculations of the concentration of iodide in the fetal. thyroid
using the methods of Book (1978) and Johnson (1982) yield similar results at ,
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3 and 5 months of gestation, even though they differ by nearly a factor of
5 at 8 months. Several reviews and analyses of the available data are in

1

progress; complete consensus has not been reached concerning the most appro-
priate model and parameters, and in the interim, a biokinetic model based on
that developed by Johnson (1982) has been employed.

The availability of several radioisotopes of iodine, moreover, illus-|

trates the effects of physical half-life and decay scheme on biokinetics,
which can have a substantially greater effect than other variations in param-
eters used in the model. Tables in tppendix C present retained fraction in
the fetal and maternal thyroid glands, as well as in their total bodies,

c. OgLimetry

Published dosimetry data have been mostly concerned with the radiation
doses from radiciodine to the fetal thyroid. Doses to fetal thyroid have been
calculated from localized activity in thyroid, a fetal organ that is not
considered to exist prior to 3 months of gestation. For a thyroid of a given
size, our radiation dose calculations agree well with those of Johnson (1982)
and Elsasser (1986). Current regulations require calculations and expression
of the radiation dose,to the whole fetus. To perform this calculation, we
determined the retained fractions of several isotopes of iodine in maternal
body and thyroid, as well as in fetal thyroid and the embryo / fetus exclusive
of its thyroid; thgse v{ues ge showgn Tables C25 through C54. The shortj' half-lives of the I, I, I I, and Iisotgsleagoextremelylow
retained fractions 1n subsequent months. For I and I, which have longer
radioactive half-lhes thegittg1 fractigs are presented as values at I dayg
after injection. For 1, I, I, and I, which have shorter half-lives,
the initial fractions -are shown as values at I hour after injection. In addi-
tion, for the radiolodines with short half-lives, the tables present peak
fractions in the maternal and fetal thyroid and the tienes at which peak frac-
tions occur. Linear increase was assumed through the peak, followed by a ,

decrease that reflects the physical half-time. The corresponding dose rates
and doses to the embryo / fetus and the fetal thyroid after radiciodine intro-
duction hto the transfer compartment are presented in Tables D12 through D23,

8. [esium
,

a. Biolooical Aspects

The general aspects of the biological _ behavior were presented in the
text,

b. Biokinettra

The biological half-life of cesium isotopes is 84 days in non-) regnant
women (NCRP Report No. 52). Cesium is uniformly distributed througiout the
entire body mass (ICRP Publication 30 [ICRP,1979]). The concentration of
cesium in the embryo / fetus and surrounding uterine tissues is assumed to be
equal to the concentration in the maternal tissues. Thus, all tissues are
considered to be a single metabolic compartment.

I B-9
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To be consistent with previous approaches to calculation, we use 58 kg
as the woman's mass at 3 months of gestation (see Table 2), the same or,

slightly less at conception (0 months), and proportionately consistent weights
at subsegunnt times. It is accepted that the biological half-life decreases
to 50 days in pregnant women, but we assume that this change does not occur'

until af ter 6 months of gestation. The biological half-lives that are assumed
were: 0-5 months - 84 days; 5 6 months - 70 days; 7-9 months - 50 days. For,

a single acute introduction into the transfer component. the initial concen-'

trations are asst:ned to be the same (equilibr jum) in estryo/ fetus and woman

coultf reas)o. The half-lives are the same, ai.J the embryo in early gestation(C,/C -1
nably be approximated by the uterus.

c. Dosimflu

The dose to the embryo / fetus was assumed to consist of the sum of the
dose due to photons emitted by the radiocesium (and progeny) in the maternal
whole body plus .the dose due to the betas and photons emitted by the radio-
cesium (and progeny) in the embryo / fetus. This distinction was made in the
dose calculations, because S values for photons were available for only two
gestational stages (nongravid and three-months pregnantf. Tables CSS through
C58 contain the initial and retained fractions of the 1 Cs and 33'Cs burden
remaining in the pregnant woman and in the embryo / fetus following introduction
into the transfer compartment. The corresponding radiation dose rates and
doses to the embryo / fetus are presented in Tables 024 and 025.

9. Uranium

a. Biolocical Asoects
'

The primary relevant considerations were presented in the text.
.

; .b. flio.tJnglics

The' data from experimental animal studies sucqcst that the distr!bution
pattern of uranium is similar to that of plutonium, especially at the early
stage of gestation. Tne biokinetics of plutonium (see Section 10, foll wing)
provida an adequate model for uranium. Accordingly, concentrations of uranium
in the embryo / fetus are taken to be the same as thase in the "other" maternal
tissue (all soft tissues excluding the kidneys) during the first two months,
1,5 times greater at 3 months, 2 times greater at 6 months, and 3 times
greater at 8 months. The factors by which these concentration ratios are
multiplied, however, need to be adjusted for uranium. In particular, the
fraction of activity that is retained in the "other" tissues is 0.12 (compared
to-0.1 for plutonium), and the biological half-life is 6 days (ICRP 1979). In
addition, the few animal data and human nmasurements suggest that the tenta-
tive estimates of the transfer fractions to the embryo / fetus are only one-half
of the stage-related transfer fractions of plutonium. Following transfer into
the embryo-fetus, uranium activity is assumed to be distributed uniformly and
to remain without excration. These factors have been introduced into the
calculations The resulting initial and retained fractions of uraniu:n in the
embryo / fetus af ter introduction to the maternal transfer cempartn.ent are shown-

,

in Table C59.
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c. Dosimetry

We assume constant activity in the fetus at all times subsequent to
exposure. As a result of the assumed relations to plutonium, dose calcula-
tions can be performed using these fetal activity values, which are 0.6 times
the multipliers that were used for plutonium. These doses are presented in
Tables D26 through D29 for four isotopes of urar.ium.

,

10. Plutonium

a. Bioloolq11 Aspec1E

The primary relevant considerations were presented in the . ext.

b. 31okinelira

irrespective of uncertainties relating to extrapolations and exposure
patterns, the radiation doses in the embryonic stages would be relatively
homogeneous, they would be a small fraction of the doses received by the
pregnant woman when averaged over all tissues, and euld constitute an even
smaller fraction of the dose to any tissue in which there was specific
deposition. High localized concentrations throughout the placental struc-
t9res, including yolk sac, may result in radiation absorhed doses that are as

,

great or greater than those to any of the maternal tissues. Because of their
short path length, alpha 1. articles from extra-embryonic areas would not reach
the embryo, but beta emissions could irradiate adjacent extra-cmbryonic areas.
As discussed elsewhere in this report, however, it is during the embryonic
stages that deposition in the yolk sac might have the greatest potential sig-
nificance for prodecing delayed deleterious effects.

As gestation progresses, there .., an increase in the relative concen-
tration in specific fetal tissues. There are uncertainties in the appropriite
values to be used for concentration and dose ratios relative to species and
chronicity, as was discussed in Section IV of the report. For our tent-tive
approach, however, it wili be appropriate to consider the average
concentration during the embryonic stages as being roughly the same as that in
soft tissues of the woman after a single introduction into the first transfer
compartment. For intakes on a continued or undefined basis, the few experi-
mental animal and human data suggest that the average concentration it higher
in the fetus during the second or third trimesters than in soft tissues of the ,

pregnant woman, exclusive of the liver. This concentration obviously would be
significantly less than that in maternal tissues of primary deposition, the

|- bone and liver.
|
! Following introduction into the transfer compartment, plutonium is

assumed to be distributed according to the description given in ICRP 30'

(1973). Ten percent of the plutonium in the woman is distributed to the
"other'' tissues- (all. soft tissues excluding the gonadc and liver). The activ-

,

ity in the embryo / fetus is assumed to be uniformly _ distributed, at concen-'

trations that relate to the "other" maternal tissue, but with values that
allow for increasing relative concentrations as pregnancy progresses. - The
concentrations are assumed to be the same as that in the "other" tissues of
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the woman during the first two months of pregnancy,1-1/2 times greater at
3 months, twice at 6 months, and thrice at 8 months. Following transfer into
the embryo / fetus, the activity 15 assumed to remain, without excretion.

c. Eosimetry

The alpha particles emitted by '88Pu would be the major contributor to
the radiation dose received by the embryo / fetus when the activity is contained
within the embryo / fetus. The S-value for photons is about five orders of mag-
nitude less than that for alpha particles.

Table C60 shows initial and retained fractions of the activity in the
embryo / fetus after administration at successive stages of pregnancy. The ,

convquentradiationdosesforactivigt contained in the embryo / fetus arepresented in Tables D30 and D31 for I Pu and rasPu, respectively.

I1, 6mff1Ej a
,

,

a. Biolooical Asurdi

Many relevant aspects of biological behavior were considered in Sec-
tion IV of the report. It is to be noted, however, that clearance measured in
perfused placentas is similar to that of plutonium, but rapid blood clearance
in the woman decreases the amount transferred to the embryo / fetus to about

-ona-fifth to one-tenth that of plutonium (Sikov 1987). The evidence indicates
that essentially all activity remains in the em'ryo/ fetus after entry.'

o

b. Blokinetics

Following the deposition pattern suggested by ICRP 30 (ICRP 1979), we
will assume that there is no activity in the general soft tissue of the woman,
but there is the indicated 0.45 fraction in the liver and in the sheleton.
This pattern does not provide a means to estimate activities in the embryo /
fetus, but these can be extrapolated from plutonium biokinetics. Therefore. '

we will assume that the initial fractional activity in the conceptus is
_

| one-fifth of the plutonium activity, with the same pattern of stage-rolated
activity only, and that all activity remains thereafter. The resulting values
for the initial and retained activities of roam in the embryo / fetus are pre-
sented in Table C61.,

1

c. EQ11mcirX

Using calculational
tonium, the dose from % procedures similar to the those described for plu-8 m in the embryo / fetus have been determined. These
are shown in Table 032.

|
.
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APPENDIX C

111111AL AND RETAINED FRACTIONI 0F ACTIVITY IN THE EMBRYO / FETUS

NfDELECTED SOURCE ORGANS F0ll0 WING INTRODUCT1011

0F NOMINAL ACTIVITY INTO THE MATERNAL TRANSFER COMPARTMENT

-
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APPENDIX C

LylIJALAt!D_ RETAIN [0 FRACT12iLQF ACTIVITY IN THE EMBRY0/ FETUS

bND SEllCTED SOURCE ORGA4S F0],1QENC INTRQQVCTION

OF NOMINAlf_Cllyll1 INTO THE BTERNAl. TRANSEEfLCOMA8JJi[fd

The tables in this appendix were constructed for selected radionuclides
and chemical forms, using the biokinetic models presented in Appendix B, which
usually incorporate the metabolic models of ICRP Publication 30. Pregnancy
was assumed to begin at the time of fertilization, approximately 2 weeks after
menses, and gestation was considered to consie.t of nine 30-day months. Sepa-
rate sets of values of initial fractions wera calculated for administration at
the start of gestation and for each subsequent 30-day time period, including
the assumed final day (270) of gestation.

These calculations are based on the assumption of instantaneous introduc-
tion of a nominal 1 pCi of activity into the maternal transfer compartment.
The resulting fraction of the activity in the embryo / fetus (or in other selec-
ted structures, when appropriate) immediately after administration at these
times anJ the fraction at the beginning of each subsequent month of gestation
are presented on each line.

It is noted that ICRP Publication 30 empleys a metabolic model in which a
fraction of activity in the first transfer compartment often is assumed to go
immediately to excretion. Because of the minuscule mass of the embryn at that
time, for some materials the biokinetic model thus predicts that there will be
negligible activity (indicated by N in the table) in the embryo after admini-
stration immediately following fertilization. The pattern of partition and
*:learance usually is such that there will be minimal activity in the maternal
bMd c later times to provide for subsequent transfer. It occasionally may
*'u:i ole to know the fraction that is present in the embryo after intakes-

u .c9 u e first month (0-30 days) of pregnancy. This could be er.timated
r oportionation, by elapsed times, of the fractions given for admini-m

Lwa at 30 days. Althoagh it likely would result in a greater overesti-
mata, the residual fraction at subsequent months could be estimated by the
same proportion.

Further, this ICRP publication commat s that some recognized overesti-
mates for certain chemical forms arise through the use of generalized meta-
bolic models that encompass multiple related forms. Incorporation of these
models as part of the basis for predicting the behavior of materials in the
pregnant woman together with their placental transfer and subsequent dispo-
sition by the embryo / fetus occasionally leads to irregularities. The use of
discrete transitions in the geometry of the pregnant woman and in the meta-
bolic behavior of the embryo / fetus may interact with these irregularities to
perturb the transitions otherwise anticipated to be regular in fractional
content or dose rate.

C-1
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, Table C1. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent ;
! 330-day periods after introduction of H, as tritiated water, into the maternal transfer

compartment (blood) |
|

Days of- ,

Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
'

!Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 1.36E-Il 1.69E-12 2.10E-13 2.61E-14 3.25E-15 4.04E-16 5.03E-17 6.26E-18 7.78E-19 9.69E-20
30 6.20E-07 7.71E-03 9.60E-09 1.19E-09 1.49E-10 1.85E-11 2.30E-12 2.86E-13 3.56E-14 -

60 9.65E-05 1.20E-05 1.49E-06 1.86E-07 2.31E-08 2.88E-09 3.58E-10 4.46E-Il !

90. 5.15E-04 6 ilE-05 7.97E-06 9.92E-07 1.23E-07 1.54E-08 1.91E-09 ,

120 4.66E-03 3.31E-04 4.12E-05 5.12E-06 6.37E-07 7.93E-08 |

i 150 7.60E-03 9.45E-04 1.18E-04 1.46E-05 1.82E-06 i

| 180 1.53E-02 1.90E-03 ?.37E-04 2.95E-05
!

|. 210 2.50E-02 3.12E-03 3.88E-04
| 240 3.59E-02 4.46E-03 i
' 270 4.67E-02 |
|

| [ Table C2. Fraction of activity in the erbryo/ fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent !

3! 30-day periods after introduction of H, as a hexose or amino acid, irto the maternal 3

transfer comoartment (blood) !

Days of' f
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Feriod) i

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 . 210 _._ __.240 270 !

-

{O N(*! N N N N N N N N N
I
! 30 6.20E-07 3.47E-07 3.12E-07 3.06E-07 3.04E-07 3.03E-07 3.01E-07 3.00E-07 2.99E-07

*

*

60 9.65E-05 5.40E-05 4.86E-05 4.77E-05 4.74E-05 4.72E-05 4.69E-05 4.67E-05
90 5.15E-04 2.88E-04 2.59E-04 2.55E-04 2.53E-04 2.52E-04 2.51E-04 !

120 /.66E-03 1.49E-03 1.34E-03 1.31E-03 1.31E-03 1.30E-03 i

150 7.60E-03 4.25E-03 3.82E-03 3.75E-03 3.73E-03 !

180 1.53E-02 8.57E-03 7.70E-03 7.5SE-03 |

210 2.50E-02 1.40E-02 1.26E-02
240 3.59E-02 2.01E-02 !.

j 4.67E-02270
|

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present throughout
gestation when activity is administered immediately after fertilizat'.on. Fractions resulting t

! from admir.istration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.,

,

: ;

i
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Table C3. Fraction of activity in the embryn/ fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of "C as bicarbonate or as a hexose or amino acid

f' into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)
,

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Periodi
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 ZIO 240 270 ,

1

N '3 N N N N N N N N N |IC !

6.20E-07 3.10E-07 3.10E-07 3.10E-07 3.19E-07 3.10E-07 3.10E G" 3.10E-07 3.10E-0730
9.65E-05 4.82E-05 4.82E-05 4.82E-05 4.82E-05 4.82E-05 4.82E-05 4.82E-0560

| 5.15E-04 2.58E-04 2.58E-04 2.58E-04 2.58E-04 2.58E-04 2.58E-04 ,

'

90 '

2.66E-03 1.53E-03 1.33E-03 1.33E-03 1.33E-03 1.33E-03120
7.60E-03 3.80E-03 3.80E-03 3.80E-03 3.80E-03150 1.53E-02 ?.65E-03 7.6fE-03 7.65E-03180 2.50E-02 1.25E-02 1.25E-02210 3.59E-02 1.79E-02

240 4.57E-02
270

n Table C4. Fraction of activity in the maternal liver initially and fractions at start of subsequent
O 30-day periods after introduction of 5'Co into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at - St.a_ge of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

5.00E-02 1.64E-02 1.25E-02 1.02E-02 8.47E-03 7.19E-03 6.19E-03 5.39E-03 4.73E-03 4.19E-030
5.00E-02 1.64E-02 1.25E-02 1.02E-02 8.47E-03 7.19E-03 6.19E-03 5.39E-03 4.73E-0330

5.00E-02 1.64E-02 1.25E-02 1.02E-02 8.47E-02 /.19E-03 6.19E-03 5.39E-0360
5.00E-02 1.64E-02 1.25E-02 1.02E-02 8.47E-03 7.19E-03 6.19E-0390

5.00E-02 1.64E-02 1.23E-02 1.02E-02 8.47E-03 7.19E-03120 5.00E-02 1.64E-02 1.25E-02 1.02E-02 8.47E-03150 5.00E-02 1.64E-02 1.25E-02 1.02E-02
160 5.00E-02 1.64E-02 1.25E-02
210 5.00E-02 1.64E-02
240 5.00E-02
270

N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present throughout ges-(a) tation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Fractions resulting from
administration later during the first raonth can be approximated as shown on page C-1.

-____
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| Table C5.
Fraction of activity in the maternal body (excluding liver) 5'Co inte the maternalinitially and fractions
at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of

( transfer compartment (blood)

; Days of
| Gestation at Stage of Gestation (Initial Day of Feriod)

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270
'

|

0 9.50E-01 1.48E-01 1.12E-01 9.14E-02 7.60E-02 6.42E-02 5.48E-02 4.73E-02 4.llE-02 3.59E-02.,

"

30 9.50E-01 1.48E-01 1.12E-01 9.12E-02 7.56F-02 6.37E-02 5.43E-02 4.67E-02 4.06E-02
60 9.50E-01 1.48E-01 1.12E-01 9.07E-02 7.51E-02 6.31E-02 5.37E-02 8 52E-02
90 9.50E-01 1.48E-01 1.11E-01 9.00E-02 7.43E-02 6.24E-02 5.31E-02.

!- 120 9.47E-01 1.47E-01 1.10E-01 8.91E-02 7.35E-02 6.17E-02'

150 9.43E-01 1.46E-01 1.09E-01 8.8IE-02 7.27E-02
180 9.35E-01 1.44E-01 1.08E-01 8.71E-02,

i 210 9.26E-01 1.43E-01 1.07E-01
| 140 9.16E-01 1.41E-01
| 270 9.06E-01
1

j p Table C6. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of 1 pCi of 57Co into the maternal transfer compartment+ *

; (blood)
Days of

| Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
i Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 .180 210 240 270
i

N *I 9.17E-08 1.08E-05 4.71E-05 2.03E-04 4.91E-04 8.52E-04 1.21E-03 1.53E-03 1.76E-03I0,

!. 30 5.89E-07 1.43E-05 5.77E-05 2.43E-04 5.79E-04 9.90E-04 1.39E-03 1.74E-03 1.99E-03
66 9.17E-05 7.62E-05 2.98E-04 6.94E-04 1.17E-03 1.62E-03 2.00E-03 2.26E-03
90 4.89E-04 3.93E-04 8.52E-04 1.40E-03 1.91E-03 2.32E-03 2.60E-03

120 2.53E-03 1.12E-03 1.72E-03 2.29E-03 2.73E-03 3.02E-03
| 150 7.22E-03 2.26E-03 2.81E-03 3.2SE-03 3.56E-03

180 1.45E-02 3.71E-03 4.02E-03 4.27E-03
,

210 2.38E-02 5.31E-03 5.23E-03,

: 240 3.41E-02 6.91E-03
j 270 4.44E-02

i. '(a) ' N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such tnat a negligible fraction is present initially when
i activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Fractions resulting from administration
j later during the 'first month can be approximated as shown en page C-1.
1
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; Table C7. Fraction of activity in the maternal liver and fractions at start of subsequent !i, 30-day periods after introduction of saco into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

i;

i Days'of '

!'

Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initial day of Period)
|Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 -240 270

>

'
.

(0 5.00E-02 1.32E-02 8.07E-03 5.30E-03 3.56E-03 2.43E-03 1.68E-03 1.18E-03 8.35E-04 5.95E-04 :30 5.00E-02 1.32E-02 8.07E-03 5.30E-03 3.56E-03 2.43E-03 1.68E-03 1.18E-03 8.35E-04 '
60 5.00E-02 1.32E-02 8.07E-03 5.30E-03 3.56E-03 2.43E-03 1.68E-03 1.18E-03
90 5.00E-02 1.32E-02 0.07E-03 5.30E-03 3.56E-03 2.43E-03 1.6SE-03

i 120 5.00E-02 1.32E-02 8.07E-03 5.30E-03 3.56E-03 2.43E-03 !

,

i 150 5.00E-02 1.32E-02 8.07E-03 5.30E-03 3.56E 03 !j 180 5.00E-02 1.32E-02 8.07E-03 5.30E-03 !| 210 5.00E-02 1.32E-02 8.07E-03 i; 240 5.00E-02 1.32E-02 ij 270 5.00E-02 ,c ,

| Table C8. Fraction of activity in the maternal body (excluding liver) 58 initially and fractions [at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction ofp Co into the maternal 6

; transfer compartment (blood)m

Days of I
'

Gestatior at Staae of Gestation finitial Day ef Period)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270,

'

: 0 9.50E-01 1.19E-Cl-7.26E-02 4.77E-02 3.19E-02.2.17E-02 1.49E-02 1.04E-02 7.25E-03 5.10E-03
i 30 9.50E-01 1.19E-01 7.'2SE-02 4.76E-02 3.lBE-02 2.15E-02 1.48E-02 1.02E-02 7.16E-03 l'
i 60 9.50E-01 1.19E-01 7.25E-02 4.73E-02 3.15E-02 2.13E-02 1.46E-02 1.01E-02 I

90
'

9.50E-01 1.19E-01 7.21E-02 4.70E-02 3.12E-02 2.11E-02 1.44E-02
t 120 9.47E-01 1.18E-01 7.15E-02 4.65E-02 3.09E-02 2.08E-02
| 150 9.43E-01 1.17E-01 7.08E-02 4.60E-02 3.05E-C2'

180 9.35E-01 1.16E-01 7.00E-02 4.55E-02
210 9.26E-01 1.15E-01 6.93E-02:

240 9.16E-01 1.14E-01
| 270 9.06E-01
:

f
I

'
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Table C9. Fraction of activity in the emoryo/ fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of Wo into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initial Day of Periodl
Introduction 0_ 30 60 90 120 .

150 ISO ZIO 240 270

0 NW 7.38E-08 7.01E-06 2.46E-05 8.51E-05 1.66E-04 2.32E-04 2.66E-04 2.70E-04 2.50E-04
30 5.89E-07 1.15E-05 3.74E-05 1.27E-04 2.43E-04 3.35E-04 3.80E-04 3.81E-04 3.51E-04

9.17E-05 6.14E-05 1.93E-04 3.62E-04 4.90E-04 5.48E-04 5.44E-04 4.96E-0460
4.89E-04 3.17E-04 5.52E-04 7.30E-04 8.02E-04 7.84E-04 7.08E-0490

2.53E-03 9.05E-04 1.11E-03 1.19E-03 1.15E-03 1.02E-03120
7.22E-03 1.82E-03 1.82E-03 1.71E-03 1.49E-03150

1.45E-02 2.98E-03 2.61E-03 2.23E-03 ,

180 2.38E-02 4.27E-03 3.39E-03210 3.41E-02 5.56E-03
240 4.44E-02
270

Table C10. Fraction of activity in the maternal liver initially and fractions at start of subr.cquent

{ 30-day periods after introduction of Co into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)5

Days of
Gestation it Staae of Gestation (Ir,itial Dav_ of t -iodl
Introduction 0 30 60 90 . 120 150 __ 160 210 240 270

0 5.00E-02 1.76E-02 1.42E-02 1.24E-02 1.10E-02 9.99E-03 9.15E-03 8.55E-03 8.02E-03 7.58E-03
5.00E-02 1.76E-02 1.42E-02 1.2aE-02 1.10E-02 9.99E-03 9.19E-03 8.55E-03 8.02E-03l 30

5.00E-02 1.76E-02 1.42E-02 1.24E-02 1.10E-02 9.99E-03 9.19E-03 8.55E-0360
5.00E-02 1.76E-02 1.42E-02 1.24E-02 1.10E-02 9.99E-03 9.19E-0390

5.00E-02 1.76E-02 1.42E-02 1.24E-02 1.10E-02 9.99E-03
| 120

5.00E-02 1.76E-02 1.42E-02 1.24E-02 1.10E-02150 5.00E-02 1.76E-02 1.42E-02 1.24E-02180 5.00E-02 1.76E-02 1.42E-02210 5.00E-02 1.76E-02
240 5.00E-02

|
270

(a) N indicates that the metat >1ic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially when
activity is administered ineediately after fertiMzation. Fraction resulting from administration
later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.

\
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Table C11. Fraction of activity in the maternal body (excluding liver) " initially and fractions |! at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of Co into the maternal !
'

transfer compartment (blood)
Days of )Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initial Dav of Periodl [Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 '

0 9.50E-01 1.58E-01 1.28E-01 1.11E-01 9.90E-02 8.93E-02 8.14E-02 7.50E-02 6.96E-02 6.51E-02
30 9.50E-01 1.58E-01 1.28E-01 1.11E-01 9.85E-02 8.86E-02 8.06E-02 7.42E-02 6.88E-02
60 9.50E-01 1.58E-01 1.28E-01 1.11E-01 9.77E-02 8.77E-02 7.97E-02 7.33E-02
90 9.50E-01 1.58E-01 1.27E-01 1.10E-01 9.67E-02 8.67E-02 7.89E-02 i120 9.47E-01 1.57E-01 1.26E-01 1.09E-01 9.57E-02 8.58E-02 !

150 9.43E-01 1.56E-01 1.25E-01 1.07E-01 9.46E-02 i
180 9.35E-01 1.54E-01 1.23E-01 1.06E-01 |
210 9.26E-01 1.52E-01 1.22E-01 |240 9.16E-01 1.51E-01 -

270 9.06E-ci i
!

. i
? Table C12. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially ad fractions at start of subsequent !

!

| 30-day periods after introduction of "to into the maternal transfer compartment (blood) |
"

lDays of
!:

| Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
!'

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 !
t

N *) 9.80E-08 1.23E-05 5.74E-05 2.64E-04 6.83E-04 1.27E-03 1.93E-03 2.59E-03 3.19E-0? I
IO,

) 30 5.89E-07 1.53E-05 6.59E-05 2.96E-04 7.54E-04 1.38E-03 2.07E-03 2.76E-03 3.37E-03 [
i 60 9.17E-05 8.14E-05 3.402 04 8.46E-04 1.52E-03 2.25E-03 2.97E-03 3.59E-03
; 90 4.89E-04 4.20E-04 9.72E-04 1.70E-03 2.49E-03 3.23E-03 3.86E-03

120 2.53E-03 1.20E-03 1.96E-03 2.79E-03 3.56E-03 4.20E-03 !
150 7.22E-03 2.42E-03 3.20E-03 4.00E-03 4.63E-03<

,

| 180 1.45E-02 3.96E-03 4.59E-03 5.20E-03 |
210 2.38E-02 5.67E-03 5.97E-03 :

'

240 3.41E-02 7.38E-03 i
-

270 4.44E-02 j

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially when I
activity is administered imediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from edministration j

'

later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1. !
i

1
i

!
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Table Cl3. Fraction of activity in the maternal liver initially and fractions at start of subsequent '

30-day periods after introduction of 5'Co, as vitamin B-12, into the maternal transfer
compartment (blood)

r
Days of

Gestation at Staae of Gestation finitial Day or >Jriod)
|Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 !
,

0 1.00E-01 6.55E-02 4.29E-02 2.81E-02 1.84E-02 1.20E-02 7.89E-03 5.16E-03 3.38E-03 2.21E-03
| 30 1.00E-01 6.55E-02 4.29E-02 2.81E-02 1.84E-02 1.20E-02 7.89E-03 5.16E-03 3.38E-03 ;

60 1.00E-01 6.55E-02 4.29E-02 2.81E-02 1.84E-02 1.20E-02 7.89E-03 5.16E-03 r
'90 1.00E-01 6.55E-02 4.29E-02 2.81E-02 1.84E-02 1.20E-02 7.83E-03

120 1.00E-01 6.55E-02 4.29E-02 2.81E-02 1.84E-02 1.20E-02 !,

| 150 1.00E-01 6.55E-02 4.29E-02 2.81E-02 1.84E-02 !

180 1.00E-01 6.55E-02 4.29E-02 2.81E-02 |i

i 210 1.00E-01 6.55E-02 4.29E-02 3

24G 1.00E-01 6 55E-02 l

270 1.00E-01 i

Table C14. Fraction of activity ir, the embryo / fetus maternal body (excluding liver)Co, as vitamin 8-12,
initially ande,

do 5fractions at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of
into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Stacc of Gestation (Initial day of Period)

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 .

0 9.00E-01 5.89E-01 3.86E-01 2.53E-01 1.65E-01 1.08E-01 6.99E-02 4.53E-02 2.93E-02 1.90E-02
30 9.00E-01 5.89E-01 3.86E-01 2.52E-01 1.64E-01 1.07E-01 6.92E-02 4.48E-02 2.90E-02
60 9.00E-01 5.89E-01 3.85E-01 2.51E-01 1.63E-01 1.06E-01 6.84E-02 4.43E-02
90 9,00E-01 5.88E-01 3.83E-01 2.49E-01 1.61E-01 1.05E-01 6.77E-02

.

;

120 8.98E-01 5.85E-01 3.80E-01 2.46E-01 1.60E-01 1.03E 01 f

i 150 8.93E-01 5.80E-01 3.76E-01 2.44E-01 1.58E-01
! 180 8.86E-01 5.75E-01 3.72E-01 2.41E-01
! 210 8.77E-01 5.68E-01 3.68E-01

240 8.68E-01 5.62E-01 '

270 8.58E-01 ;

;

I
!

a
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! Table C15. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of 57 Co, as vitamin B-12, into the maternal transfer.

;
: compartment (blood)
t

Days of
'

Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)'

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 ISO 210 240 270

t i
N a) 3.65E-07 3.72E-05 1.30E-04 4.40E-04 8.23E-04 1.09E-03 1.16E-03 1.09E-03 9.31E-04O I,

[ 30 5.58E-07 5.69E-05 1.99E-04 6.72E-04 1.26E-03 1.66E-03 1.78E-03 1.67E-03 1.42E-03 i
60 8.68E-05 3.04E-04 1.03E-03 1.92E-03 2.53E-03 2.71E-03 2.55E-03 2.17E-03 i
90 4.64E-04 1.57E-03 2.93E-03 3.87E-03 4.15E-03 3.89E-03 3.31E-03 i120 2.39E-03 4.48E-03 5.91E-03 6.33E-03 5.94E-03 5.06E-03 ;

.
'

150 6.84E-03 9.02E-03 9.67E-03 9.06E-03 7.73E-03 i180 1.38E-02 1.48E-02 1.38E-02 1.18E-0: :2K 2.25E-02 2.11E-02 1.80E-02 [
-

! 2e4 3.23E-02 2.75E-02 [270 4.20E-02
|:

! ? Table C16. Fraction of activity in the maternal liver initially and fractions at start of subsequent !

,

* * 30-day periods after introduction of 68Co, as vitamin B-12, into the maternal transfer
'

compartment (blood)

. Days of
[ Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initial Day of Period) i

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270;

t.

| 0 1.00E-01 7.00E-02 4.89E-02 3.42E-02 2.39E-02 1.67E-02 1.17E-02 8.20E-03 5.73E-03 4.01E-03
! 30 1.00E-01 7.00E-02 4.89E-02 3.42E-02 2.39E-02 1.67E-02 1.17E-02 8.20E-03 5.73E-03 !
! 60 1.00E-01 7.00E-02 4.89E-02 3.42E-02 2.39E-02 1.67E-02 1.17E-02 8.20E-03 |
| 90 1.00E-01 7.00E-02 4.89E-02 3.42E-02 2.39E-02 1.67E-02 1.17E-02 [

120 1.00E-01 7.00E-02 4.89E-02 3.42E-02 2.39E-02 1.67E-02 ;

| 150 1.00E-01 7.00E-02 4.89E-02 3.42E-02 2.39E-02 !
! 180 1.00E-01 7.00E-02 4.89E-02 3.42E-02 i
i 210 1.00E-01 7.00E-02 4.89E-02 i
1 240 1.00E-01 7.00E-02 l

270 1.00E-01 !,

! i
i (a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially when
!- activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from administration
j later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.
:

i
;

'
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Table C17. Fraction of activity in the maternal whole body (excluding liver) initially a.'d fractions
at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of "to, as vitamin 8-12. into
the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Stage of Gestation (Initial Day of Periedl
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

~0 9.00E-01 6.30E-01 4.40E-01 3.08E-01 2.15E-01 1.50E-01 1.04E-01 7.19E-02 4.97E-02 3.44E-02
30 9.00E-01 6.29E-01 4.40E-01 3.07E-01 2.14E-01 1.48E-01 1.03E-01 7.IIE-02 4.92E-02

9.00E-01 6.29E-01 4.39E-01 3.06E-01 2.12E-01 1.47E-01 1.02E-01 7.03E-0260
9.00E-01 6.28E-01 4.37E-01 3.03E-01 2.10E-01 1.45E-01 1.01E-0190

8.98E-01 6.25E-01 4.34E-01 3.00E-01 2.08E-01 1.44E-01120
8.93E-01 6.20E-01 4.29E-01 2.97E-01 2.05E-01150 U.86E- 01 6.14 E-01 4. 25E-01 2.94 E-01180 8.77E-01 6.07E-01 4.20E-01

210 8.68E-01 6.00E-01
240 8.58E-01
270

)) Table C18. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of #9Co, as vitamin B-12, into the maternal transfer

|
c)

compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial day of Period)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 __180 __210 240 270

0 N(*) 3.90E-07 4.25E-05 1.59E-04 5.73E-04 1.15E-03 1.61E-03 1.85E-03 1.85E-03 1.68E-03
30 5.58E-07 6.08E-05 2.27E-04 8.19E-04 1.64E-03 2.31E-03 2.64E-03 2.64E-03 2.41E-03

8.68E-05 3.24E-04 1.17E-03 2.34E-03 3.30E-03 3.78E-03 3.78E-03 3.44E-0360
4.64E-04 1.67E-03 3.35E-03 4.71E-03 5.40E-03 5.41E-03 4.92E-0390

2.39E-03 4.78E-03 6.74E-03 7.72E-03 7.73E-03 7.04E-03
i 120

6.84E-03 9.63E-03 1.10E-02 1.10F-02 1.01E-02150 1.38E-02 1.58E 02 1.58E-02 1.44E-02180 2.25E-02 2.26E-02 2.06E-02
210 3.23E-02 2.94E-02
240 4.20E-02
270

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially when
activity is administered immediately after fertilizaticie. Fraction resulting from administration
later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.

_



Table C19. Fraction of activity in the maternal whole body initially and fractions at start of subsequent
1 30-day periods after introduction of "Sr into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)
! Days of

Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Periqd)
f Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 8.18E-01 5.71E-02 2.45E-02 1.22E-02 5.72E-03 2.95E-03 1.70E-03 1.03E-03 6.13E-04 3.57E-04
30

- 8.18E-01 5.71E-02 2.46E-02 1.22E-02 5.72E-03 2.95E-03 1.70E-03 1.03E-03 6.13E-04
60 8.18E-01 5.71E-02 2.46E-02 1.22E-02 5.72E-03 2.95E-03 1.70E-03 1.03E-03
90 8.17E-01 5.71E-02 2.46E-02 1.22E-02 5.72E-03 2.95E-03 1.70E-03

120 8.16E-01 5.70E-02 2.45E-02 1.22E-02 5.71E-03 2.95E-03
.

150 8.11E-01 5.67E-02 2.44E-02 1.21E-02 5.68E-03
8.05E-01 5.63E-02 2.42E-02 1.20E-02

| 180
7.97E-01 5.57E-02 2.40E-02

| 210 7.88E-01 5.51E-02
| 240 7.80E-01 ;270
|

Table C20. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions e start of subsequent
{ 30-day periods after introduction of "Sr into the maternal tra compartment (blood)
~

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Perieal
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 |

0 NW N N N N N N N N N

30 5.07E-07 3.36E-07 2.22E-07 1.47E-07 9.76E-08 6.47E-08 4.28E-08 2.84E-08 1.88E-08
60 7.89E-05 5.23E-05 3.46E-05 2.29E-05 1.52E-05 1.01E-05 6.67E-06 4.42E-06
90 4.21E-04 2.79E-04 1.85E-04 1.22E-04 8.llE-05 5.37E-05 3.5EE-05

2.17E-03 1.44E-03 9.54E-04 6.32E-04 4.19E-04 2.77E-04120
6.21E-03 4.12E-03 2.73E-03 1.81E-03 1.20E-03150

1.25E-02 8.29E-03 5.49E-03 3.64E-03180 2.05E-02 1.3'jE-02 8.99E-03
210 2.93E-02 1.94E-02240 3.82E-02
270

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present throughout ges-
tation when activity is administered imediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from
administration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.
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Table C21. Fraction of activity in the maternal body initially and fractions at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of "Sr (in equilibrium with "Y) into the maternal
transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

8.18E-01 8.61E-02 5.58E-02 4.18E-02 2.95E-02 2.29E-02 1.99E-02 1.82E-02 1.63E-02 1.43E-020
30 8.18E-01 8.61E-02 5.58E-02 4.18E-02 2.95E-02 2.29E-02 1.99E-02 1.62E-02 1.63E-02

8.18E-01 8.61E-02 5.58E-02 4.18E-02 2.95E-02 2.29E-02 1.99E-02 1.82E-0260
8.'17E-01 8.60E-02 5.58E-02 4.18E-02 2.95E-02 2.29E-02 1.99E-0290

8.16E-01 8.58E-02 5.56E-02 4.17E-02 2.94E-02 2.29E-02120
8.llE-01 8.54E-02 5.54E-02 4.15E-02 2.92E-02150 8.05E-01 8.48E-02 5.49E-02 4.12E-02180 7.97E-01 8.39E-02 5.44E-02210 7.88E-01 8.30E-02

240 7.80E-01
270

ITanle C22. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequentn
L 30-day periods after introduction of "Sr (in equilibrium with "Y) into the maternal

transfer compartment (blood)"

Days of
,

Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period) |

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 ISO 210 240 270

N *) N N N N N N N N HI0
5.07E-07 5.06E-07 5.05E-07 5.04E-07 5.03E-07 5.02E-07 5.01E-07 5.00E-07 4.99E-07 ,

30
7.89E-05 7.88E-05 7.86E-05 7.84E-05 7.83E-05 7.81E-05 7.80E-05 7.78E-05 |

60
4.2tE-04 4.20E-04 4.20E-04 4.19E-04 4.18E-04 4.17E-04 4.16E-0490

2.17E-03 2.17E-03 2.17E-03 2.16E-03 2.16E-03 2.15E-03120
6.21E-03 6.20E-03 6.19E-03 6.18E-03 6.16E-03150 1.25E-02 1.25E-02 1.25E-02 1.24E-02180 2.05E-02 2.04E-02 2.04E-02

210 2.93E-02 2.93E-02
|

240 3.82E-02
270

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present throughout ges-
tation when activity is administered imediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from

administration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.



Table C23. Fraction of activity in the maternal body initially and fractions at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of 1%u, in equilibrium with 1%h, into the maternal
transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initisl Day of Period)

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 __]50 180 210 240 2/0

0 1.00E+00 3.66E-01 2.55E-01 2.01E-01 1.69E-01 1.48E-01 1.32E-01 1.20E-01 1.09E-01 1.01E-01
30 1.00E+00 3.66E-01 2.55E-01 2.01E-01 1.69E-01 1.48E-01 1.32L ~ 1.20E-01 1.09E-01
60 1.00E+00 3.66E-01 2.55E-01 f. 01E-01 1.69E-01 1.48E. . 1.32E-01 1.20E-01
90 1.00E+00 3.66E-01 2.55E-01 2.01E-01 1.69E-01 1.48E-01 1.32E-01

120 1.00E+00 3.66E-01 2.55E-01 2.01E-01 1.69E-01 1.43E-01
150 1.00E+00 3.66E-01 2.55E r1 2.01E-01 1.69E-01
180 1.00E+00 3.66E-01 2.55E-01 2.01E-01

| 210 1.00E+00 3.66E-01 2.55E-01
1.00E+00 3.66E-01

| 240
1.00E400

! 270

Table C24. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent
4, 30-day periods after introduction of 1 % u, in equ'. librium with 1 % h, into the maternaln

transfer compartment (blood)w

Days pf'

Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

N a) 1.13E-08 1.23E-06 5.19E-06 2.25E-05 5.60E-05 1.01E-04 1.50E-04 1.96E-04 2.35E-04t0
30 3.10E-08 1.77E-06 6.56E-06 2.68E-05 6.42E-05 le13E-04 1.65E-04 2.14E-04 2.55c-04
60 4.82E-06 9.43E-06 3.39E-05 7.65E-05 1.29E-04 1.85E-04 2.36E-04 2.79E-04
90 2.58E-05 4.87E-05 9.68E-05 1.54E-04 2.12E-04 2.64E-04 3.08E-04

120 1.33E-04 1.39E-04 1.95E-04 2.52E-04 3.03E-04 3.44E-04
3.80E-04 2.80E-04 3.19E-04 3.61E-04 3.95E-04150

7.65E-04 4.59E-04 4.57E-04 4.70E-04180
1.2SE-03 6.57E-04 5.95E-04210

1.79E-03 8.55E-04240 2.33E-03270

(a) N indicates that tne metabolic pattern i:: such that a negligible fraction is present initially
when activity is administered imediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from
administration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.

_
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S and fru.tionsTable C25. Fraction of activity in the maternal body (aninding Lt 'ro.u;.
at start of subsequent 30-day periods after intrvud sf ~ .t e ina' s --

transfer compartment (blood)
|

Days of
Gestation at sta9e of Gestation (Ini.iu Ay_ . . w . g) |

Introduction 0 _ 30 60 90 120 150 _ _j 80 210 240 270

3.71E-02 1.33E-02 9.92E-03 '.40E-03 4.03E-03 2;62E-03 1.58E-03 9.89E-04 5.19E-04 3.87E-040
3.71E-02 1.33E-E2 9.92E-03 6.40E-03 4.03E-03 2.52E-03 1.58E-03 9.89E-04 6.19E-0430

3.71E-J2 . 33E-02 9.92E-03 6.40E-03 4.03E-03 2.52E-03 1.58E-03 9.89E-0460
1.70E-02 1.371-12 9.91E-03 6.40E-03 1.03E-03 2.52E-03 1.58E-0390

3.31E~02 1.31E-02 9.84E-03 6.35E-03 4.00E-03 2.51E-03120 2.95E-02 1.71E-02 9.77E-03 6.31E-03 3.98E-03150 2.5SE-02 1.30E-02 9.71E-03 6.28E-03
180 2.21E-02 1.29E-02 9.65E-03
210 1.85E-02 1.28E-02
240 1.48E-02
270

roid initially and fractions at start of subsequent
? Table C26. Fraction of acti"ity in tb :naternal tFgI into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)12

Z 30-day periods after introJuction of

Days of Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of PeriodiGestation at
Intrnduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 _ 160.__ 210 240 270

2.50E-01 1.62E-01 1.01E-01 6.31E-02 3.95E-02 2.47E-02 1.55E-02 9.68E-03 6.06E-03 3.79E-030
2.50E-01 1.62E-01 1.01E-01 6.31E-02 3.95E-02 2.47E-02 1.55E-02 9.68E-03 6.06E-033C

2.50E-01 1.62E-01 1.01E-01 6.31E-02 3.95E-02 2.47E-02 1.55E-02 9.68E-0360
2.50E-01 1.62E-01 1.3!E-01 6.31E-02 3.95E-02 2.47E-02 1.55E-0290

2.49E-01 1.61E-01 1.00E-01 6.26E-02 3.92E-02 2.46E-02120 2.48E-01 1.59E-01 i s E-02 6.23E-62 3.90E-02
f 150 2.47E-01 1.58E-01 9.87E-02 6.13E-02

180 2.46E-01 1.57E-01 9.81E-02,

210 2.45E-01 1.56E-01
240 2.44E-01
270

__ . . .- . _ m r u
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l initially and fractions
Table C27. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus (excluding thyroid)Irsi into P.he maternal| at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of

|
l transfer compartment (blood)

Days of Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)Gestation at
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 ._2_40 270

0 N(* 1.66E-10 1.94E-08 6.78E-08 3.42E-05 1.33E-06 2.86E-06 4.30E-06 5.17E-06 5.34E-06
2.24E-08 2.58E-08 1.03E-07 5.41E-07 2.11E-06 4.56E-06 6.86E-06 8.26E-06 8.53E-0630

3.49E-06 1.38E-07 8.25E-07 3.29E-06 7.18E-06 1.09E-05 1.31E-05 1.36E-0560
1.86E-05 2.90E-06 7.98E-06 1.43E-05 1.97E-05 2.28E-05 2.29E-05 (

90 i

9.06E-05 1.12E-04 1.37E-04 1.30E-04 1.11E-04 8.8EE-05120
2.35E-04 3.34E-04 3.38E-04 2.79E-04 2.11E-04150 4.20E-04 6.58E-04 5.96E-04 4.46E-04

180 6.00E-04 1.07E-03 8.oSE- 04
l210 7.36E-04 1.56E-03

240 8.02E-04
270

Table C28. Fraction of activity in the total thyroid initially and fractions at start of subsequent
I into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)125

G 30-day periods after introduction of

Days of Staqe of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
.

Gestation at
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 - - - 7.18E-09 1.33E-05 3.25E-05 4.44E-05 4.71E-05 4.30E-05 3.54E-05
30 - - - 1.llE-08 2.11E-05 5.17E-05 7.0?E-05 7.51E-05 6.86E-05 5.65E-05
60 - - - 1.48E-08 3.16E-05 8.04E-05 1.12E-04 1.19E-04 1.09E-04 9.00E-05
90 - - - 1.66E-04 1.57 -04 1.92E-04 2.17E-04 2.13E-04 1.67E-04 1.51E-04

4.01E-03 2.85E-03 1.93E-03 1.29E-03 8.38E-04 5.35E-04120 7.82E-03 5.26E-03 3.34E-03 2.07E-03 1.25E-03150 1.16E-02 7.41E-03 4.47E-03 2.63E-03
180 1.53E-02. 9.31F-03 5.36E-03
210 1.90E-02 1.10E-02
240 2.26E-02
270

N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially(a) when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from admini-
stration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.

~
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Table C29. Fraction of activity in the maternal ' body (excluding thyroid)31 initially and fractions I
at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of I into the maternal i
transfer corspartment (blood)

,

Days'of
Gestation at Staae of Gestatfor. finitial Day of Peried)

.
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 _210 240 270 i

|
0 4.84E-02 1.45E-03 1.14E-04 7.73E-06 5.12E-07 3.37E-08 2.22E-09 1.46E-10 9.60E-12 6.32E-13 !

30 4.84E-02 1.45E-03 1.14E-04 7.73E-06 5.12E-07 3.37E-08 2.22E-09 1.46E-10 9.60E-12 !
60 4.84E-02 1.45E-03 1.14E-04 7.73E-06 5.12E-07 3.37E-08 2.22E-09 1.46E-10 _!

.90 4.83E-02 1.45E-03 1.19E-04 7.73E-06 5.11E-07 3.37E-08 2.22E-09 !

120 4.43E-02 1.44E-03 1.13E-04 7.67E-06 5.08E-07 3.35E-08 [
150 4.04E-02 1.42E-03 1.12E-04 7,62E-06 5.05E-07 '

180 3.65E-02 1.41E-03 1.11E-04 7.57E-06 .!
210 3.2/E-02 1.40E-03 1.11E-04 |
240 2.88E-02 1.39E-03 |
270 2.50E-02 /

9 Table C30. Fraction of activity in the maternal thyroid initially and fractior.s at start of subsequent I

E 30-day periods after introduction of I ir:to the maternal transfer compartment (blood) |
13

Days of (
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period) |
Introductiqn 0 30 50 90 120 150 180 210 240- 270 }

O 2.37E-01 1.77E-02 1.16E-03 7.62E-05 5.01E-06 3.30E-07 2.17E-08 1.43E-09 9.40E-11 6.18E-12
30 2.37E-01 1.77E-02 1.16E-03 7.62E-05 5.01E-06 3.30E-07 2.17E-08 1.43E-09 9.40E-11
60 2.37E-01 1.77E-02 1.16E-03 7.62E-05 5.01E-06 3.30E-07 2.17E-08 1.43E-09
90 2.37E-01 1.77E-02 1.16E-03 7.62E-05 5.01E-06 3.30E-07 2.17E-08

120 2.36E-01 1.75E-02 1.15E-03 7.56E-05 4.98E-06 3.28E-07
150 2.35E-01 1.74E-02 1.14E-03 7.51E-05 4.95E-06
180 2.34E-01 1.72E-02 1.13E-03 7.46E-05
210 2.33E-01 1.71E-02'1.12E-03
240 2.32E-01 I.70E-02 !

270 2.31E-01

>
,

f

I
'
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Table C31. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus (excluding fetal th{31roid) initially and fractionsat start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of 1 into the maternaltransfer compartment (blood)
.

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Int *oduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 N(*3 1.79E-11- 2.20E-10 7.90E-ll 4.30E-11 1.76E-Il 3.99E-12 6.31E-13 7.98E-14 8.67E-15
; 30 2.94E-08 2.19E-09 1.18E-09 6.48E-10 3.47E-10 6.05E-11 9.58E-12 1.21E-12 1.32E-1360 4.58E-06 1.49E-08 9.40E-09 3.95E-09 9.06E-10 1.44E-10 1.83E-11 1.99E-12'

90 2.44E-05 3.20E-07 9.20E-08 1.72E-08 2.50E-09 3.03E-10 3.21E-11
120 1.20E-04 1.22E-05 1.57E-06 1.58E-07 1.41E-OS 1.18E-09
150 3.18E-04 3.65E-05 3.88E-06 3.37E-07 2.67E-08
ISO 5.84E-04 7.17E-05 6.83E-06 S.38E-07
210*

8.63E-04 1.17E-04 1.03E-05
240 1.IlE-03 1.70E-04
270 1.27E-03

S' Table C32. Fraction of activity in the fetal thyroid initially and fractions at start of rubsequent,

] 30-day periods after introduction of 131I into the inaternal transfer compartment (blood)
Days of

Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

| 0 - - - 8.87E-12 1.69E-09 4.32E-10 6.21E-11 6.92E-12 6.64E-12 5.75E-14
30 - - - 1.31E-10 2.53E-08 6.54E-09 9.41E-10 1.05E-10 1.01E-ll 8.73E-13
60 - - - 1.65E-09 3.62E-07 9.67E-08 1.41E-08 1.58E-09 1.52E-10 1.32E-11
90 - - - 1.58E-04 1.74E-05 2.21E-06 2.62E-07 2.70E-08 2.49E-09 2.11E-10

120 3.81E-03 3.12E-04 2.22E-05 1.55E-06 1.06E-07 7.13E-09
150 7.42E-03 5.74E-04 3.83E-05 2.50E-06 1.59E-07
180 1.10E-02 8.08E-04 5.13E-05 3.17E-06'

210 1.45E-02 1.02E-03 6.15E-05
240 1.80E-02 1.20E-03
270 2.15E-02

(a} N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligiole fraction is present initially
when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from admini-
stration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.
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Table t33.: Fraction of activity in the maternal body (excluding thyroid)32 initially and fractions|

|" at start of. subsequent 30-d&y periods after introduction of I into the maternal
' transfer compartment (blood)

Days of-
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period) i

introduction 0: 30- 60 90 120 150 __180 210 240 270
1

-!

, 'O 6.66E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l
j. 30 6.66E-01 0' O O O O O O O

60 6.66E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0i

| 90 6.66E-01 0 0- 0 0 0 0 :'

i 120 6.66E-01 0 0 0 0 0
| 150 6.65E-01 0 0 0 0
l' 180 6.65E-01 0 0 0 i

210 6.65E-01 0 0
240 6.65E-01 0 ;

,

| 270 6.64E-01 :
,

' ? !
roid initially and fraction *, at start of subsequent

E; Table C34. Fraction of activity in the maternal thyI into the maternal transfer compartment (blood) ,

13.30-day periods after introduction of |

Days of
Gestation at Stane of Gestation LLnitial fit of Period)

: Introduction _ 0 30 60 90 120 150 _180 _ 210 240 270 |

0 1.89E-02 0 0 0 0 0' O O O O >
.

30 1.89E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .

60 1.89E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-

90 1.89E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0
-

120 1.89E-02 0 0 0 0 0 *

150 1.89E-02 0 0 0 0 i

180 1.89E-02 0 0 0

210 1.89E-02 0- 0 t

240 1.89E-02 0

270 1.89E-02 i

, e

I !

,

!

!
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Table'C35. Peak fraction of activity in the maternal thyroid at 3 hours and fractions at start

of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of I into the maternal transfer
compartment (blood)

,

Days of
Gestation at Staqg of Gestation (Initial Day of Period) ,

1rLtroduction 0- 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 2.78E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !
3 0.. 2.78E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

>

1

60 2.78E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 2.78E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 !

,

120 2.78E-02 0 0 0 0 0 ;

150 2.78E-02 0 0 0 0 ;'

180 2.78E-02 0 0 0 ;

210 2.78E-02 0 0 :240 2.78E-02 0 '

270 2.78E-02
'''

Table C36. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus (excluding thyroid)* initially and fractionsG at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of I into the maternal
transfer' compartment (blood)

,

Days of
.

-

Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period) >

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 |
'O N("I O O O O O O O O O |
30 4.13E-07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .

"

60 6.43E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 3.43E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

120 .1.77E-03 0 0 0 0 0 :

150 5.06E-03 0 0 0 0
180 1.02E-02 0 0 0 ,

210 1.67E-02 0 0 ;

240 2.38E-02 0
270 3.10E-02

|
(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially r

when activity..is' administered !==adiately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from
administration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.
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Table C37. Fraction of activity in the fetal thyroid initially and fractions at start c# subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of * I into maternal transfer compartment (bicod) -

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial day of Periodi

Introduction' O 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

'

0 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
'

30 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 - .- - 1.98E-07 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 2.91E-04 0 0 0 0 0
150 5.82E-04 0 0 0. 0
180 8.73E-04 0 0 0
210 1,16E-03 0 0

| 240 1.45E-03 0
270 1.75E-03

| q
E$ Table C38. Peak fract'on of activity in the fetal thyroid at 3 hours and fractions at start of I

| subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of *I into the maternal transfer |

compartment (blood)

! Days of ,

Gestationsat Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)

Introduc_ tion 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

i 0 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;

30 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

| 60 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8.46E-07 0 0 0 0 0 090 - - -

120 4.31E-04 0 0 0 0 0

150 8.60E-04 0 0 0 0

180 1.29E-03 0 0 0

210 1.72E-03 0 0 *

240 2.15E-03 0
2.57E-03270

|
|
!

, . .,
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Table C39. Fraction of activity in.the maternal body (excluding thyroid)33I iinitially and fractions
at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of nto the maternaltransfer compartment (blood) ,

'

~ Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Periodi
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150- 180 210 __Z IO ' 270

,

0 8.72E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~0 0 030 8.72E-01
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 060 8.72E-01 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 i

,

90 8.72E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0120 8.72E-01 0 0 0 0 0 [150 8.72E-01 0 0 0 0 !IP,0
8.72E-01 0 0 0210. 8.71E-01 0 0240 8.71E-01 0270 8.71E-01

o

. 63 Table C40. Fraction of activity in the maternal tgyroid initially and fractions at start of subsequent
?0-day periods after introduction of 1 I into the maternai transfer compartmeat (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120- 150 _180 210 240 __2.70

0 2.47E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 2.47E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i

60 ?.47F 02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 2.47E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 !

,

; 120 2.47E-02 0 0 0 0 0 *

150 2.47E-02 0 0 0 0 j
180 2.47E-02 0 0 0 |210 2.47E-02 0 0 '

240 2.47E-02 0
270 2.47E-02

t

i

,

. _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - -
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Table C41. LPeak fraction of activity in ~ the maternal thyroid at 13 hours and fractions at start of
subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of "GI into the maternal transfer
compartment (blood)' ;

Days.of !

| Gestation at- Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)

! Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0~ 1.22E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 1.22E-01 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 1.22E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 1.22E-01 0- 0 0 0 0 0
'

120 1.22E-01 0 0 0 0 0

150 1.22E-01 0 0 0 0 ;

! 180 1.22E-01 0 0 0
'

| 210 1.22E-01 0 0 -

; 240 1.22E-01 0 !'

| 270 1.22E-01 !

initially and fractions i
S' Table C42. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus (excluding thyroid)ual into the maternal '

at start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction ofEs
transfer compartment (blood) j

Days of
Gestation at Staae of _ Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introductien . 0 3 0 .__ 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 ;

N a) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0t.0 ,

30 5.41E-07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '

60 8.42E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
'

90 4.49E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 2.32E-03 0 0 0 0 0

150 6.62E-03 0 0 0 0 i

180 1.33E-02 0 0 0
2.18E-02 0 0210 '3.12E-02 0

240 4.06E-02'270

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially
-

when activity is sdministered immediately after fertilization. Fractions resulting from
administration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1. ;

.. .. . - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ ._ ___ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _
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Table C43. Fraction of activity in the fetal cnyroid initially and fractions at start of subsequent
.30-day periods after introduction of I into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of.
Gestation at Stage of Gestation (Initial Ow of Period)
Introduction C, _,_ __.3_0 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270_

0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0.

- -

30 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 - - - - 2.60E-07 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

120 3.81E-04 0 0 0 0 0
150 7.62E-04 0 0 0 0
180 1.14E-03 0 0 0
210 1.52E-03 0 0
240 1.90E-03 0
270 2.88E-03

[ Table C44. Peak fraction of activity in the fetal thyroid at 13 hours and fractions at start
of subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of mI into the maternal transferw

'

compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period) '

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 160 210 __ 240 270 -

0 - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i

60 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 - - - 1.64E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 1.90E-03 0 0 0 0 0
150 3.78E-03 0 0 0 0
180 5.65E-03 0 0 0
210 7.5]E-03 0 0
240 9.37E-03 0
270 1.12E-02

,

-. w
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Tdle C45. Fraction of activity in the maternal body (excluding thyroid { initially and fractionsat-start of subsequent 30-day periods after-introduction of I into the maternal
transfer compartment (blood) !

Days of
Gestation at _ Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 __l 40 270

0 4.06E-01 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L

30 4.06E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !

60 4.06E-Oi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 4.06E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0

'

120 4.06E-01- 0 0 0 0 0
150 4.06E-01 0 0 0 0
180 4.05E-01 0 0 0
210 s.05E-01 0 0
240 4.05E-01 0
270 4.05E-01

| 7
5

| Table C46. Fractior. 9f activity in the maternal tproid initially and fractions at start of subsequent
.30-day pt.7 lods after introduction of 1 I into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Staae cf Gestation (Initial Day of Period)

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 |

0 1.10E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 1.10E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .

60 1.10E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,

9J 1.10E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 i

120 1.10E-02 0 0 0 0 0

150 1.10E-02 0 0 0 0 :
'

180 1.10E-02 0 0 0

210 1.10E-02 0 0 ;

240 1.10E'02 0

270 1.10E-02 -

;

!

i-
t

'

I

L

. -.. . . __
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Table C47. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus (e>cluding ghyroid) initially and fractions at startof subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of I into the maternal transfer compartment1

(blood);

| Days cf
i Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Per.i_qd)'

Introduction 0 30
- 60 90

. 120..__ 150 ____139_ __219 240 270

H ') 0 0 0 'O O O O O O
00

! 30 2.52E-07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 060 3.92E-05 0 0 0 0 -0 0 090 2.09E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0120 l'.08E-03 0 0 0 0 0
4

150 3.08E-03 0 0 0 0
180- 6.?0E-03 0 0 0210 1.02E-02 0 0240 1.45E-02 0270

1.89E-02

T' Table C48. Fraction of activity in the fetal thyroid initially and fractions at start of subsequent
0% 30-day periods after introduction of 1MI into the mater"21 transfer comoartment iblood)

Days of
Gestation at _. Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introducticn 0 30 ___ 60 ___ 9 0 120 150 180 __210 240 270

0 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,

60 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 - - - 1. 15E-07 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 1.70E-04 0 0 0 0 0 L

150 3.40E-04 0 0 0 0
180 5.10E-04 0 9 0
210 6.80E-03 0 0 |
240 8.50E-04 0

'

270 1.02E-03

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction 1: present initially:

when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Franction resulting from
administration later during the first month can be' approximated as shown on page C-1,

__
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Table C49. Fraction of activity in the maternal Iody (excluding thyroid}3* initially and fractionsat start of subsequent 30-day period: after intreduction of I into the maternal
transfer compartment (blood)<

Days of,

Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Periodi'

IntrodREll2R 0 36 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 ,

0 8.13E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 8.13E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 8.13E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 8.13E-01 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 8.13E-01 0 0 0 0 0
ISO 8.1 E-01 0 0 0 0

180 8.12E-01 0 0 0
210 8.12E-01 0 0

240 8.11E-01 0

270 8.11E-01

'?
9t Table C50. Fraction of activity in the maternal thyroid initially and fractions at start of subsequent

130-day periods after introduction of 3 I into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)

:ntroduction 0 30 60 90 __120 150 180 210 __ 240 270

0 2.30E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 2.30E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 2.50E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 2.30E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 2.30E-02 0 0 0 0 0 ,

'

150 2.30E-02 0 0 0 0

180 2.30E-02 0 0 0

210 2.30E-02 0 0

240 2.30E-02 0
2.30E-02270

. _ _ - - _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Table CSI. Peak frcction of activity in the maternal thyroid at 7 hours and fractions at start '

of sLbsequent 30-day periods after introduction of 135I into the maternal transfer
;compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
1ptroduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

3 6.40E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0
30 6.40E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60' 6.10E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 6.40E-02 0 0 0 0 0 0

I?O 6.40E-02 0 0 0 0 0 i
150 6.40E-02 0 0 0 0

'

100 6.39E-02 0 0 0 ;

210 . 6.39E-02 0 0
240 6.38E-02 0
270 6.37E-02 'I

?
O lable C52. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus (excluding thyroid) initially and fractions at

1start of subsequent 30-day periods after introduct'on of 35I into the maternal transfer
compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestetion at Stace of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introduction 0 30 _ 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

N *I O O' O O O O O O O!0 ,

30- 5.04E-07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 7.84E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SO 4.19E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 2.16E-03 0 0 0 0 0
150 6.17E-03 0 0 0 0
180 1.24E-02 0 0 0
210 2.03E-02 0 0
240 2.91E-02 0
270 3.79E-02

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially when
activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from administration
later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.

-_ _ - - _ ___________- .
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Teble C53. Fraction of activity in the' fetal thyroid initially and fractions at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of 135I into the maternal transfer compartment- (blood):<

Days of
. y

Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Periodl

'Inty.pduction 0 30 _ 60 90 120 150 180 210 _Zf? 270
!

O - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;
'

- . - - - 0 -0 0 0 0 0 030
0 0 0 0 0- 0 050 - - -

2.42E-07 0 0 0 0 0 0 .t90 - - -

'
.120. 3.55E-04 0 0 0 0 0
150 7.10E-04 0 0 0 0
180 1.07E-03 0 0 0

1.42E 03 0 0210 '

240 1.77E-03 0

270 2.13E-03

[ Table C54. Peak fraction of activity in the fetal thyroid at 7 hours and fractions at the start of '

135I into the maternal transfersubsequent 30-day periods after introduction ofm
compartment (blood) ,

rDays of
Gestation at Staoe of Gestation (Initial Day of Periodl :

'

Introduction 0 ___10 60 90 120 150 180___ 210 _ 240 270

- - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0O
-- - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 030

0 0 0 0 0' O O ;60 - - -

90 - - - 5.30E-06 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;

-120 9.92E-04 0 0 0 0 0 !

150 1.98E-03 0 0 0 0 -

t

180' 2.96E-03 0- 0 0

210 3.95E-03 0 0

240 4.92E-03 0
5.90E-03270-

r
'

;

;

t

*
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Table C55. Fraction of activity in the maternal body initialjl and fractions at the start of
subsequent 30-day periods after introduction of Cs into the maternal transfer j1

)compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introductiqn 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 1.00E+00 7.59E-01 5.77E-01 4.38E-01 3.32E-01 2.51C-01 1.89E-01 1.35E-01 8.58E-02 5.45E-02
30 1.00E+00 7.59E-01 5.76E-01 4.37E-01 3.30E-01 2.49E-01 1.78E-01 1.13E-Oi 7.17E-02
60 1.00E+00 7.59E-01 5.75E-01 4.35E-01 3.28E-01 2.34E-01 1.49E-01 9.44E-02

9.99E-01 7.57E-01 5.72E-01 4.31E-01 3.09E-01 1.96E-01 1.24E-0190
9.97E-01 7.54E-01 5.68E-01 4.06E-01 2.58E-01 1.64E-01120

9.92E-01 7.48E-01 5.35E-01 3.40E-01 2.16E-01 |
150

9.SSE-01 7.05E-01 4.47E-01 2.84E-01 l
180 9.75E-01 6.19E-01 3.93E-01210 9.64E-01 6.12E-01
240 9.53E-01
270

7
0; Table C56. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent

30-day periods after introduction of 134Cs into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Stace of Gestation (Initial Day _of Period)
Jntroduction 0 30 60 90 120 150___ 180 210 240 270

N *) 4.71E-07 5.57E-05 2.26E-04 8.85E-04 1.92E-03 2.94E-03 3.47E-03 3.19E-03 2.67E-03I0
30 6.20E-07 7.33E-05 2.97E-04 1.16E-03 2.53E-03 3.87E-03 4.57E-03 4.20E-03 3.51E-03

9.65E-05 3.91E-04 1.53E-03 3.33E-03 5.09E-03 6.02E-03 5.53E-03 4.62E-0360
5.15E-04 2.02E-03 4.38E-03 6.70E-03 7.93E-03 7.29E-03 6.09E-0390

2.66E-03 5.77E-03 8.83E-03 1.04E-02 9.59E-03 8.02E-03120
7.60E-03 1.16E-02 1.37E-02 1.26E-02 1.06E-02150

1.53E-02 1.81E-02 1.66E-02 1.39E-02180 2.50E-02 2.30E-02 1.92E-02210 3.59E-02 3.00E-02
240 4.67E-02
270

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially when
activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting from administration
later during the first month can be approximated as sitown on page C-1.

___ _ .
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Table C57. Fraction of 4;"?tity in the maternal body initially and fractions at start of subsequent
' ntroduction cf 13'Cs into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)30-day pericts afbt- i

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Periodl
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 ___ 180 210 240 270

0 1.00E+00 7.79E-01 6.07E-01 4.73E-01 3.68E-01 2.85E-01 2.20E-01 1.62E-01 1.05E-01 6.86E-02.
30 1.00E+00 7.79E-01 6.07E-01 4.72E-01 3.66E-01 2.83E-01 2.08E-01 1.35E-01 8.81E-09
60 1.00E+00 7.79E-01 6.06E-01 4.70E-01 3.63E-01 2.67E-01 1.74E-01 1.13E-01
90- 9.99E-Ol'7.77E-01 6.03E-01 4.66E-01 3.42E-01 2.23E-01 1.45E-01

120 9.97E-01 7.73E-01 5.98E-01 4.39E-01 2.86E-01 1.86E-01
150 9.92E-01 7.67E-01 5.63E-01 3.67E-01 2.39E-01 '

180 9.85E-01 7.23E-01 4.71E-01 3.07E-01
210 9.75E-01 6.35E-01 4.13E-01 :.

240 9.r4E-01 6.28E-01 '

270 9.53E-01

S' Table C53. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent
E$ 30-day periods after introduction of 37Cs into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)1

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period) - -

Introdu~ction 0 30 60 90 120 150 _,180 210 240 270
1

0 N(*) 4.83E-07 5.86E-05 2.44E-04 9.80E-04 2.18E-03 3.43E-03 4.16E-03 3.92E-03 3.36E-03
30 6.20E-07 7.52E-05 3.;3E-04 1.26E-03 2.80E-03 4.40E-03 5.34E-03 5.03E-03 4.31E-03
60 9.65E-05 4.01E-04 1.61E-03 3.59E-03 5.64E-03 6.85E-03 6.46E-03 5.53E-03 -

90 5.15E-04 2.07E-03 4.61E-03 7.24E-03 8.79E-03 8.29E-03 7.10E-03
120 2.66E-03 5.92E-03 9.29E-03 1.13E-02 1.06E-02 9.12E-03
150 7.60E-03 1.19E 02 1.45E-02 1.36E-02 1.17E-02
180 1.53E-02 1.86E-02 1.75E-02 1.50E-02
210 2.50E-02 2.36E-02 2.02E-02 .

240 3.59E-02 3.07E-02 '

'

270 4.67E-02

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present initially when
activity is administered immediately after fertilization. n-action resulting from administration
la+er during the first month can be approximated as shown on pag'e C-1. ,

Ly
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Table C59. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of uranium into the maternal transfer compartment (bicod)

Days of
Gestation at Staae_.of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 __

|
N ') N N N N N N N N NI0

1.06E-08 4.06E-08 4.06E-08 4.06E-08 4.06E-08 4.06E-08 4.06E-08 4.06E-08 4.06E-0830
6.35E-06 6.35E-06 6.35E-06 6.35E-06 6.35E-06 6.35E-06 6.35E 06 6.35E-0660

5.11E-05 5.11E-05 5.llE-05 5.11E-05 5.11E-05 5.llE-05 5.llE-0590
2.65E-04 2.65E-04 2.65E-04 2.65E-04 2.65E-04 2.65E-04120 7.65E-04 7.65E-04 7.65E-04 7.65E-04 7.65E-04150 2.08E-03 2.08E-03 2.08E-03 2.08E-031r0 3.47E 03 3.47E-03 5.47E-03

210 7.65E-03 7.65E-03
240 1.03E-02
270

embryo / fetus initially and fractions at start of
[] Table C60. Fraction of activity in tosubsequent 30-day periods after introduction of plutonium into the maternal transfer--

compartment (blood)

Days of Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period 1Gestation at
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

N *) N N N N N N N N N
I0

6.77E-08 6.76E-08 6.76E-08 6.75E-08 6.75E-08 6.75E-08 6.74E-08 6.74E-08 6.73E-0830
1.06E-05 1.06E-05 1.06E-05 1.06E-05 1.06E-05 1.06E-05 1.05E-05 1.05E-0560

8.52E-05 8.51E-05 8.50E-05 8.50E-05 8.49E-05 8.49E-05 8.48E-0590
4.42E-04 4.42E-04 4.42E-04 4.42E-04 4.41E-04 4.41E-04120 1.28E-03 1.27E-03 1.27E-03 1.27E-03 1.27E-03150 3.47E-03 3.47E-03 3.47E-03 3.46E-03

180 5.79E-03 5.78E-03 5.78E-03
210 1.27E-02 1.27E-02
240 1.725-02
270

N indicates that the metaoolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present throughout(a) Fraction .'esulting fromgestation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization.
administration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.

-- - .
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Table C61. Fraction of activity in the embryo / fetus initially and fraction at start of subsequent
30-day periods after introduction of 24'Am into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Staae of Gestation (Initial Day of Period)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 _ 180 210 240 270

cs 0 N(*) N N N N N N N N N
da 30 1.35E-08 1.35E-08 1.35E-08 1.35E-08 1.35E-08 1.35E-08 1.35E-08 1.35E-08 1.35E-08

i

""
60 2.12E-06 2.12E-06 2.12E-06 2.12E-36 2.12E-06 2.12E-06 2.12E-06 2.12E-06 '

,

90 1.70E-05 1.70E-05 1.70E-05 1.70E-05 1.70E-05 1.70E-05 1.70E-05 i

120 8.85E-05 8.85E-05 8.85E-05 8.84E-05 8.84E-05 8.84E-05
150 2.55E-04 2.55E-04 2.55E-04 2.55E-04 2.55E-04
180 6.94E-04 6.94E-04 6.94E-Da 6.94E-04 !
210 1.16E-03 1.16E-03 1.16E-03 i

240 2.55E-03 2.55E-03
'

270 2.44E-03
,

:
'(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that a negligible fraction is present throughout

| gestation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Fraction resulting - '

! from administration later during the first month can be approximated as shown on page C-1.

t

!

r

|
|
:
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| APPENDIX D

RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE RATES AND DOSE TO THE EMBBY0/ FETUS OR INDICATEQ

STRUCTURES F0't0 WING INTRODUCTION OF SPECIFIEQ RADIONUCLIDES

AND CHEMICAL FORMS INTO THE MATERNAL TRANSFER COMPARTMENT.
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APPENDIX D

RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE RATES AND DOSE TO THE EKBRYO/ FETUS OR INDICATED

STRl" TURES FOLLOWING INTRODUCTION OF SPECIFIED RADIONUCLIDES.

AND CHEMICAL FORMS INTO THE MATERNAL TRANSFER COMPARTHENT

The antries in the tables presented in this appendix, for selected radio-
| nuclides and chemical forms, were calculated from the corresponding fractional

activities given in Appendix C and the dosimetric models presented in Appen-
dix B, and are based on the operational methodology given in Section III.C.
It has been assumed that 1 pCi of activity is introduced into the maternal
transfer compartment and that this represents the values which would be
obtained using the approaches described in Subsection 1, Assumptions. The
fractional depositions in the embryo / fetus (Appendix C) were determined using
the methodologies presented in Subsection 2, Method. These methodologies were
employed for calculating the dose rates and doses presented in Appendix D.
Pregnancy was assumed to begin at the time of fertilization, roughly 2 weeks
after menses, and gestation was considered to consist of nine 30-day months.

Radiation absorbed dose rates were calculated from the initial fraction
that was present after a single administration at the start of each of these
months or on the assumed final day (270) of gestation. Monthly doses were
determined by integrating under the curve relating the fraction of the activ-
ity in the embryo / fetus at the start of each month after administration and
the fraction at the beginning of the subsequent month of gestation, and are
shown for the inclusive periods, expressed in days. Doses to the embryo / fetus
from radionuclides in maternal organs were calculated; when appropriate, these
are included to provide toto radiation absorbed doses. The tabulated values
of cumulated doses were deter ined as the sum of the monthly doses.

As was noted in Appendix C, ICRP Publication 30 employs a metabolic model
in which a fraction of activity in the first transfer compartment often is
assumed to go immediately to excretion. Because of the minuscule mass of the
conceptus innediately following fertilization, for some materials the biokin-
etic model thus predicts that there would be negHgible initial activity in
the embryo after administration at that time, and that there would be minimal
activity at later times. As a consequence, the dose rate and doses also would
be neglig.ble; this is indicated by N in the table.

It sometimes may be desirable to know the dose rates or doses to the:
embryo / fetus after intakes during the first month (0-30 days) of pregnancy.
These may % estimated by expressing time of intake as a fraction of 30 days
(e.g., 15 aays/30 days or 1/2) and multiplying this by the corresponding dose
rate or monthly dose presented for admit.istration at 30 days.

|
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l Table DI. Radiatior' dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus frcm 1 pCi of 'H, as tritiated water,
-

.

introduced into the maternal transfer compartment (blood) '

,

Days of
Gestation at Dise Rate'frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
_ Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 2.25E-07 6.09E-13 4.85E-16 1.12E-17 2.69E-19.1.16E-20 7.09E-22 5.29E-23 4.48E-24 4.13E-25
30 2.24E-07'1.78E-10 4.13E-12 9.90E-14 4.27E-15 2.60E-16 1.94E-17 1.65E-18 1.52E-19
6C 2.23E-07 5.17E-09 1.24E-10 5.34E-12 3.26E-13 2.43E-14 2.06E-15'1.90E-16
90 2.22E-07 5.31E-09 2.29E-10 1.40E-11 1.04E-12 8.84E-14.8.16E-15

120 2.20E-07 9.51E-09 5.80E-10 4.33E-11 3.67E-12 3.38E-13 ,

150 '2.18E-07 1.33E-08 9.94E-10 8.42E-11.7.77E-12
180 2.16E-07 1.61E-03 1.36E-09.1.26E-10
210 2.12E-07 1.79E-08 1.66E-09
240 2.06E-07 1.90E-08
270 1.99E-07

;

5' .

+

. Days of Cumulated"3

Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose ,

|
l Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-12J 120-150 150-180 180-210 - 210-240 240-270 0-270

I
I

O 9.03E-06 3.96E-11 7.67E-14 2.00E-15 5.31E-17 2.63E-18 1.72E-19 1.34E-20 1.18E-21 9.03E-06
30 1.77E-05 2.64E-08 7.50E-10 1.94E-11 9.70E-13 6.30E-14 4.94E-15 4.33E-16 1.77E-05
60 3.93E-05 8.96E-07 2.47E-08 1.21E-09 7.91E-11 6.17E-12 5.41E-13 4.02E-05
90 3.82E-05 1.06E-06 5.19E-08 3.39E-09 2.64E-10 2.32E-11 3.93E-05

120 4.50E-05 2.14E-06 1.41E-07 1.10E-08 9.63E-13 4.73E-05
150 4.98E-05 3.22E-06 2.53E-07 2.2!E-08 5.33E-05
180 5.28E-05 4.08E-0 3.57E-07 5.72E-05
210 5.40E-05 4.70E-06 5.37E-05
240 5.28E-05 5.28E-05

!

!
'

.

._ _- ___._
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3, as a hexose orHTable D2. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of
lamino acid, introduced into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)
'

Days ofi

Gestation at Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indkated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction _ 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 N(*) N N N N N N N N N

| 30 2.24E-07 8.02E-10 1.34E-10 2.54E-Il 8.75E-12 4.27E-12 2.55E-12 1.73E-12 1.27E-12
| 60 2.23E-07 2.33E-08 4.03E-09 1.37E-09 6.68E-10 3.99E-10 2.70E-10 1.99E-10

90 2.22E-07 2.35E-08 7.45E-09 3.59E-09 2.14E-09 1.45E-09 1.07E-09
|

| 120 2.20E-07 4.28E-08 1.89E-08 1.11E-08 7.51E-09 5.55E-09
| 150 2.18E-07 5.99E-08 3.23E-08 2.16E-08 1.*9E-08J

180 2.16E-07 7.24E-08 4.43E-08 3.23E-08
210 2.12E-07 8.07E-08 5.38E-08
240 2.06E-07 8.57E-08

1.99E-07270

Cumulated? Days of
" Gestation at Dose (rad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) _ Dose

14_-310 210-240 240-270 0-2700Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180

0 N(*) N N N N N N N N N

30 2.21E-05 2.14E-07 4.68E-08 1.04E-08 4.37E-09 2.35E-09 1.50E-09 1.06E-09 2.24E-05
60 6.00E-05 7.27E-06 1.67E-06 6.81E-07 3.68E-07 2.34E-07 1.66E-07 7.04E-05
90~ 5.82E-05 9.25E-06 3.69E-06 1.97E-06 1.26E-06 8.92E-07 7.53E-05

120 7.24E-05 1.97E-05 1.03E-05 6.50E-06 4.62E-06 1.14E-04
150 8.29E-05 3.05E-05 1.89E-05 1.33E-05 1.46E-04
180 8.96E-05 3.93E-05 2.72E-05 1.56E-04
210 9.31E-05 4.58E-05 1.30E-04

1.05E-04 1.05E-04240

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that the dose rates and doses would be negligible
inroughout gestation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Approximations
of doses resulting from administration during the first month are described on page 0-1.

_ _ _ -
,
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|
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1

| Table 03. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of hC, as bicarbonate or as1

| a hexose or amino acid, introduced into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the indicated Staae of Gestation idaYs)

Introdqq11pn 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270
l

H *I N N N N N N N N 'NI| O

30 1.95E-06 6.23E-09 1.16E-09 2.24E-10 7.75E-11 3.80E-Il 2.28E-Il 1.55E-Il 1.15E-11
60 1.94E-06 1.81E-07 3.48E-08 1.21E-08 5.92E-09 3.55E-09 2.42E-09 1.79E-09
90 1.93E-06 1.86E-07 6.44E-08 3.16E-08 1.89E-08 1.29E-08 9.56E-09

120 1.92E-06 3.33E-07 1.63E-07 9.78E-08 6.66E-08 4.94E-08
150 1.90E-06 4.66E-07 2.79E-07 1.90E-07 L.41E-07
180 1.88E-06 5.63E-07 3.83E-07 2.84E-07
210 1.8?C-06 6.27E-07 4.65E-07
240 1.80E-06 6.66E-07
270 1.73E-06

|

| ?) Days of Cumulated

I ** Gestation at bose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose

| Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 110-150 150-180_ 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

IN 'l N N N N N N N N N0
30 1.87E- 04 1.72E-06 4.12E-07 9.18E-08 3.88E-08 2.09E-08 1.34E-08 9.56E-09 1.89E-04
60 4.96E-04 5.83E-05 1.46E-05 6.02E-06 3.26E-06 2.uvE-06 1.49E-06 5.82E-04
90 4.81E-04 7.48E-05 3.24E-05 1.74E-05 1.llE-05 7.95E-06 6.25E-04

120 5.96E-04 1.59E-04 9.09E-05 5.74E-05 4.11E-05 9.44E-04
150 6.80E-04 2.47E-04 1.66E-04 1.17E-04 1.21E-03
180 7.33E-04 3.19E-04 2.39E-04 1.29E-03
210 7.61E-04 3.70E-04 1.13E-03

8.88E-04 8.88E-04240
|

(a) N indicates thet the metabolic pattern is such that the dose rates and doses would be negligible
throughout gestation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Approximations
of doses resulting from administration during the first month are described on page 0-1.

|

;
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Table D4. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from I pCi of 57cq, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / fetus at the Indicated StaQe of G& station (days)

| Introduction' O 30 60 90 120 150 180 - _210 240 270

l
1 0 2.21E-06 4.71E-07 3.57E-O'I 2.96E-07 2.58E-07 2.29E-07 2.05E-07 1.82E-07 1.61E-07 1.44E-07 1

)
1 30 2.99E-06 4.72E-07 3.63E-07 3.10E-07 2.70E-07 2.38E-07 2.09E-07 1.83E-07 1.63E-07

f 60 3.00E-06 4.79E-07 3.80E-07 3.23E-07 2.80E-07 2.43E-07 2.11E-07 1.85E-07
~

3.04E-06 5.02E-07 3.97E-07 3.36E-07 2.87E-07 2.45E-07 2.13E-07
( 90

3.18E-06 5.24E-07 4.12E-07 3.44E-07 2.88E-07 2.47E-07
|

120
3.33E-06 5.44E-07 4.22E-07 3.46E-07 2.92E-07150i 3.45E-06 5.57E-07 4.24E-07 3.50E-07

| 180
3.54E-06 5.59E-07 4.29E-07210 3.56E-06 5.66E-07240 3.60E-06

270

| Cucoulated? Days of
Gestation at Dose (rad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (daYsi Dose|

*

Introductiq11 0-30__ 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 7.30E-04 2.76E-04 2.36E-04 1.97E-04 1.75E-04 1.5eE-04 1.39E-04 1.23E-04 1.09E-04 2.14E-03
30 8.66E-04 2.74E-04 2.45E-04 2.07E-04 1.82E-04 1.60E-04 1.41E-04 1.24E-04 2.202-03
60 8.71E-04 2.82E-04 2.56E-04 2.15E-04 1.88E-04 1.63E-04 1.42E-04 2.12E-03

8.96E-04 2.96E-04 2.67E-04 2.22E-04 1.91E-04 1.64E-04 2.04E-0390
9.37E-04 3.08E-04 2.75E-04 2.25E-04 1.925-04 1.94E-03120

9.78E-04 3.i8E-04 2.79E-04 2.27E-04 1.80E-03150
1.01E-03 3.22E-04 2.83E-04 1.61E-03180 1.03E-03 3.19E-04 1.35E-03210 1.04E-03 1.04E-03240
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Table.DS. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of'Sto, introduced into the ,

maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days-of
Gestation-at Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo /Fotus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 1.74E-05 2.39E-06 1.51E-06 1.01E-06 7.05E-07 4.95E-07 3.52E-07 2.50E-07.1.78E-07 1.28E-C7 :

30 1.88E-05 2.48E-06 1.54E-06 1.05E-06 7.25E-07 5.09E-07 3.56E-07 2.52E-07 1.80E-07
| 60 1.95E-05 2.53E-06 1.60E-06 1.08E-06 7.44E-07 5.14E-07 3.59E-07 2.54E-07
| 90 1.98E-05 2.62E-06 1.64E-06 1.llE-06 7.52E-07 5.18E-07 3.62E-07
| 120 2.06E-05 2.70E-06 1.69E-06 1.12E-06 7.59E-07 5.22E-07
! 150 2.12E-05 2.77E-06 1.71E-06 1.13E-06 7.65E-07

180 2.18E-05 2.80E-06 1.72E-06 1.14E-06
210 2.20E-05 2.82E-06 1.74E-06
240 2.22E-05 2.84E-06
270 2.24E-05

5' Days of Cumulated
Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durino Indicated Gestation Periods (d3Ys) Dose'

introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180_ 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 4.81E-03 1.27E-03 9.03E-04 6.03E-04 4.25E-04 3.00E-04 2.13E-04 1.52E-04 1.09E-04 8.79E-03
30 5.12E-03 1.30E-03 9.30E-04 6.24E-04 4.37E-04 3.06E-04 2.15E-04 1.53E-04 9.08E-03
60 5.26E-03 1.34E-03 9.62E-04 6.41E-04 4.45E-04 3.09E-04 2.17E-04 9.17E-03
90 5.39E-03 1.38E-03 9.E -04 6.54E-04 4.49E-04 3.llE-04 9.17E-03

120 5.59E-03 1.41E-03 1.01E-03 6.59E-04 4.53E-04 9.13E-03 &

150 5.75E-03 1.45E-03 1.02E-03 6.64E-04 8.88E-03 !

180 5.87E-03 1.46E-03 1.03E-03 8.36E-03 i

210 5.95E-03 1.45E-03 7.40E-03
240 6.00E-03 6.00E-03
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Table D6. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of "00, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicatgd Staae of Gestation (days)

| Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270i

0 4.16E-05 7.74E-06 6.49E-06 5.52E-06 5.14E-06 4.86E-06 4.60E-06 4.35E-06 4.12E-06 3.89E-06
30 4.57E-05 8.02E-06 6.34E-06 5.77E-06 5.36E-06 5.01E-06 4.67E-06 4.39E-06 4.12E-06
60 4.73E-05 7.83E-06 6.63E-06 6.01E-06 5.52E-06 5.08E-06 4.72E-06 4.39E-06

4.64E-05 8.19E-06 6.91E-06 6.20E-06 5.61E-06 5.13E-06 4.72E-0690
4.85E-05 8.53E-06 7.12E-06 6.30E-06 5.66E-06 5.13E-06120

5.06E-05 8.80E-06 7.23E-06 6.36E-06 5.66E-06,

' 150
5.21E-05 8.93E-06 7.30E-06 6.36E-06180 5.30E-05 9.02E-06 7.30E-06!

' 210 5.35E-05 9.02E-06240 5.35E-05
270

CumulatedDays ofo
u Gestation at Dose (rad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durino Indicated Gestation Periods (daysl Dose

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 jl0-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 1.28E-02 4.73E-03 4.37E-03 3.79E-03 3.60E-03 3.40E-03 3.22E-03 3.05E-03 2.8SE-03 4.18E-02
30 1.38E-02 4.73E-03 4.40E-03 3.98E-03 3.73E-03 3.48E-03 3.26E-03 3.06E-03 4.04E-02
60 1.39E-02 4.76E-03 4.62E-03 4.12E-03 3.81E-03 3.52E-03 3.27E-03 3.80E-02

1.40E-02 4.99E-03 4.79E-03 4.22E-03 3.86E-03 3.54E-03 3.54E-0290
1.46E-02 5.17E-03 4.90E-03 4.27E-03 3.88E-03 3.28E-02120

1.52E-02 5.29E-03 4.96E-03 4.29E-03 2.97E-02150
1.56E-02 5.35E-03 5.01E-03 2.60E-02180 1.59E-02 5.29E-03 2.12E-02210 1.60E-02 1.60E-02240
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5Table D7. Radiation dose rates and doscs to the embryo / fetus from I gCi of 'Co, as vitamin B-12,
introduced into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

iDays of
Gestation at ' Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (daYsi
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 _._ 210 240 270

0 2.13E-06 1.88E-06 1.23E-06 8.19E-07 5.61E-07 3.83E-07 2.61E-07 1.75E-07 1.15E-07 7.62E-08
30 2.86E-06 1.88E-06 1.25E-06 8.57E-07 5.86E-07 3.98E-07 2.67E-07 1.76E-07 l~.16E-07 i

60 2.87E-06 1.91E-06 1.31E-06 8.94E-07 6.08E-07 4.08E-07 2.68E-07 1.78E-07 1

90 2.92E-06 2.00E-06 1.37E-06 9.29E-07 6.23E-07 4.10E-07 2.72E-07 :
'

120 3.05E-06 2.09E-06 1.42E-06 9.51E-07 6.26E-07 4.15E-07
| 150 3.18E-06 2.17E-06 1.45E-06 9.56E-07 6.33E-07 ,

180 3.31E-06 2.22E-06 1.46E-06 9.67E-07. 't
,

| 210 3.39E-06 2.23E-06 1.48E-06
240 3.40E-06 2.25E-06 ;

;

! 270 3.44E-06 t

[ Days of Cumulated

Gestation at Dose (rad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina IndJcated Gestation Periods (days) Dose -

| Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210. 210-240 240-270 0-270 1

0 1.47E-03 1.11E-03 7.18E-04 4.88E-04 3.34E-04 2.28E-04 1.54E-04 1.02E-04 6.74E-05 4.67E-03 i
i

i 30 1.67E-03 1.10E-03 7.44E-04 5.10E-04 3.48E-04 2.35E-04 1.56E-04 1.03E-04 4.87E-03
; 60 1.68E-03 1.14E-03 7,80E-04 5.31E-04 3.59E-04 2.38E-04 1.57E-04 4.89E-03

90 1.74E-03 1.19E-03 8.13E-04 5.49E-04 3.64E-04 2.40E-04 4.90E-03
120 1.82E-03 1.24E-03 8.38E-04 5.56E-04 3.67E-04 4.82E-03

'

150 1.89E-03 1.28E-03 8.48E-04 5.60E-04 4.58E-03
'

1.95E-03 1.30E-03 8.55E-04 4.10E-03| 180
1.98E-03 1.31E-03 3.29E-03210

1.99E-03 1.99E-03240
|

.
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Table D8. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of 'Co, as vitamin 8-12,5

introduced into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated StaQe of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 4.02E-05 3.08E-05 2.23E-05 1.53E-05 1.12E-05 8.14E-06 5.87E-06 4.17E-06 2.94E-06 2.06E-06
30 4.41E-05 3.19E-05 2.18E-05 1.60E-05 1.16E-05 8.39E-06 5.96E-06 4.21E-06 2.94E-06
60 4.56E-05 3.12E-05 2.28E-05 1.66E-05 1.20E-05 8.52E-06 6.02E-06 4.21E-06
90 4.46E-05 3.26E-05 2.38E-05 1.71E-05 1.22E-05 8.60E-06 6.02E-06

120 4.66E-05 3.40E-05 2.45E-05 1.74E-05 1.23E-05 8.60E-06 |

150 4.86E-05 3.50E-05 2.49E-05 1.76E-05 1.23E-05 l

180 5.01E-05 3.56E-05 2.51E-05 1.76E-05 l

210 5.09E-05 3.59E-05 2.51E-05 ;

5.14E-05 3.59E-05240
5.13 E-05270

Cumulated]| Days of
Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / fetus DurinQ Indicated Gestation Periods (d8Ys) Do s e ___

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 2.54E-02 1.90E-02 1.33E-02 9.38E-03 6.88E-03 4.98E-03 3.56E-03 2.52E-03 1.77E-03 8.68E-02 |

30 2.71E-02 1.90E-02 1.34E-02 9.82E-03 7.10E-03 5.09E-03 3.61E-03 2.53E-03 8.76E-02
60 2.70E-02 1.91E-02 1.40E-02 1.02E-02 7.28E-03 5.16E-03 3.62E-03 8.64E-02

120 2.74E-02 2.00E-02 1.45E-02 1.04E-02 7.38E-03 5.18E-03 8.49E-02
150 2.86E-02 2.08E-02 1.49E-02 1.05E-02 7.41E-03 8.22E-02
180 2.97E-02 2.13E-02 1.51E-02 1.06E-02 7.67E-02
210 3.04E-02 2.15E-02 1.51E-02 6.70E-02

3.08E-02 2.16E-02 5.24E-02240
3.10E-02 3.10E-02270

_ _ _ _ _ I |



Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from I pCi of "Sr, introduced into theTable D9.
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation t' days)

Gestation at
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

1.88E-05 1.31E-06 5.60E-07 2.77E-07 1.29E-07 6.62E-08 3.77E-08 2.24E-08 1.29E-08 7.29E-09
|

0 i

2.77E-05 1.37E-06 5.67E-07 2.77E-07 1.28E-07 6.54E-08 3.70E-08 2.18E-08 1.25E-0830
3.51E-05 3.43E-06 8.36E-07 3.39E-07 1.48E-07 7.26E-08 3.98E-08 2.29E-0860

3.58E-05 3.55E-06 1.08E-06 4.43E-07 1.93E-07 9.34E-08 5.01E-0890
3.61E-05 5.38E-06 1.89E-06 8.00E-07 3.63E-07 1.79E-07120 3.59E-05 7.06E-06 2.84E-06 1.30E-06 6.30E-07150 3.54E-05 8.24E-06 3.69E-06 1.81E-06

180 3.46E-05 9.03E-06 4.35E-06
210 3.36E-05 9.48E-06
240 3.23E-05
270

Cumulated' Days of
-3 Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dosg_

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

4.09E-03 5.66E-04 2.92E-04 1.37E-04 6.64E-05 3.59E-05 2.10E-05 1.23E-05 7.01E-06 5.23E-03
i

0
5.35E-03 5.74E-04 2.95E-04 1.36E-04 6.57E-05 3.53E-05 2.05E-05 1.20E-05 6.49E-0330

9.01E-03 1.20E-03 3.84E-04 1.63E-04 7.45E-05 3.86E-05 2.18E-05 1.09E-0260
9.09E-03 1.36E-03 5.06E-04 2.12E-04 9.67E-05 4.93E-05 1.13E-0290

1.07E-02 2.24E-03 8.99E-04 3.90E-04 1.84E-04 1.44E-02120 1.19E-02 3.15E-03 1.40E-03 6.55E-04 1.71E-02150 1.26E-02 3.87E-03 1.89E-03 1.84E-02
180 1.29E-02 4.38E-03 1.73E-02.
210 1.31E-02 1.31E-02
240

,
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80Table DIO. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of Sr (in equilibrium with
"Y), introduced into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
,

Gestation at Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Etnbryo/ Fetus at the Indicated Staquf Gestation (days) l

| Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 3.66E-05 3.83E-06 2.47E-06 1.84E-06 1.29E-06 9.96E-07 8.54E-07 7.65E-07 6.67E-07 5.67E-07 |

30 5.06E-05 4.01E-06 2.50E-06 1.83E-06 1.28E-06 9.83E-07 8.40E-07 7.46E-07 6.46E-07
60 6.68E-05 9.87E-06 2.76E-06 2.24E-06 1.47E-06 1.09E-06 9.04E-07 7.85E-07
90 6.85E-05 5.49E-06 4.70E-06 2.92E-06 1.92E-06 1.40E-06 1.13E-06

4.46E-05 1.55E-05 8.22E-06 5.26E-06 3.60E-06 2.68E-06120
6.91E-05 2.04E-05 1.24E-05 8.55E-06 6.25E-06150

6.82E-05 2.38E-05 1.61E-05 1.19E-05180
6.67E-05 2.61E-05 1.90E-05

> 210 6.49E-05 2.74E-05
f 240 6.24E-05
l 270

Cumulated
;. Days of

Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (daysl . .. ... Do s e-

Jntroduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-15Q__ 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

| 0 9.07E-03 2.01E-03 1.57E-03 1.10E-03 8.07E-04 6.58E-04 5.81E-04 5.15E-04 4.43E-04 1.68E-02
30 1.13E-02 2.04E-03 1.57E-03 1.09E-03 7.99E-04 6.49E-04 5.69E-04 5.00E-04 1.35E-02
60 2.03E-02 3.60E-03 1.72E-03 1.33E-03 8.94E-04 7.10E-04 6.04E-04 2.92E-02
90 1.50E-02 3.31E-03 2.80E-03 1.67E-03 1.17E-03 8.98E-04 2.48E-02

1.90E-02 7.93E-03 4.71E-03 3.llE-03 2.22E-03 3.70E-02120
150 7 2.69E-02 1.10E-02 7.41E-03 5.23E-03 5.05E-02

2.86E-02 1.36E-02 1.00E-02 5.22E-02180
2.95E-02 1.54E-02 4.49E-02210 2.93E-02 2.93E-02240

- - - - - _
,
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Table Dll. Radiation dose. rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of 3"Ru (in equilibrium with
H5 h), introduced into the maternal transfer compartment (blood)R

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 __180 _ 210 240 270

0 3.42E-06 1.48E-06 1.40E-06 1.17E-06 9.89E-07 8.73E-07 7.83E-07 7.08E-07 6.43E-07 5.84E-07
4.05E-06 2.01E-06 1.48E-06 1.18E-06 1.00E-06 8.76E-07 7.80E-07 7.02E-07 6.35E-0730

5.48E-06 2.12E-06 1.49E-06 1.19E-06 1.00E-06 8.73E-07 7.74E-07 6.94E-0760
5.80E-06 2.14E-06 1.51E-06 1.20E-06 1.00E-06 8.66E-07 7.65E-0790

5.85E-06 2.17E-06 1.51E-06 1.19E-06 9.93E-07 8.55E-07120
5.92E-06 2.18E-06 1.51E-06 1.18E-06 9.80E-07150 5.94E-06 2.17E-06 1.50E-06 1.17E-06180 5.92E-06 2.15E-06 1.48E-06

210 5.87E-06 2.12E-06
240 5.80E-06
270

Cumulated
5' Days of Dose _
R; Gestation at __D ,e (rad) to the Embryc/ Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days)

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 1HQ-11Q_ 210-240 240-270 0-270
'

0 1.56E-03 1.00E-03 9.36E-04 7.68E-04 6.67E-04 5.94E-04 5.35E-04 4.85E-04 4.41E-04 6.99E-03
2.02E-03 1.21E-03 9.48E-04 7.77E-04 6.72E-04 5.94E-04 5.32E-04 4.80E-04 7.23E-0330

2.42E-03 1.23E-03 9.56E-04 7.80E-04 6.70E-04 5.90E-04 5.27E-04 7.17E-0360
2.50E-03 1.24E-03 9.68E-04 7.84E-04 6.68E-04 5.85E-04 6.74E-0390

2.53E-03 1.25E-03 9.63E-04 7.77E-04 6.62E-04 6.18E-03120
2.55E-03 1.26E-03 9.59E-04 7.69E-04 5.54E-03150 2.55E-03 1.25E-03 9.55E-04 4.75E-03180 2.54E-03 1.23E-03 3.77E-03

210 2.53E-03 2.53E-03
240

____. . ,



Table 012. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 gCi of 125 , introduced into theI
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 _ 150 180 ____ 210 240 270

| 0 4.97E-08 1.80E-08 1.35E-08 9.31E-09 2.91E-08 1.07E-08 7.65E-09 5.19E-09 3.42E-09 2.45E-09
30 7.91E-08 1.81E-08 1.44E-08 2.06E-08 1.71E-08 1.22E-08 8.27E-09 5.47E-09 3.92E-09

| 8.57E-08 1.93E-08 3.13E-08 2.67E-08 1.93E-08 1.31E-08 8.70E-09 6.25E-0960
| 4.88E-07 1.03E-07 5.62E-08 3.55E-08 2.28E-08 1.47E-08 1.04E-0890

2.21E-06 6.41E-07 2.50E-07 1.13E-07 5.57E-08 3.26E-08
i

| '. 20
1.74E-06 6.56E-07 2.83E-07 1.33E-07 7.36E-08' .50 1.41E-06 6.llE-07 2.81E-07 1.52E-07180 1.21E-06 5.66E-07 3.05E-07210

| 1.08E-06 6.05E-07
240

| 1.14E-06
270

|

l

Cumul atad
$ Days of DoseGestation at _ Dose (rad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days)

|
"'

Introduction U-30 _30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270
,

0 2.08E-05 1.12E-05 7.34E-06 1.34E-05 1.46E-05 6.07E 06 4.65E-06 3.01E-06 2.07E-06 8.31E-05
2.72E-05 1.05E-05 1.27E-05 1.40E-05 1.04E-05 7.27E-06 4.83E-06 3.31E-06 9.02E-0530

2.74E-05 1.70E-05 2.23E-05 1.63E-05 1.15E-05 7.66E-06 5.28E-06 1.07E-0460
1.64E-04 5.21E-05 3.23E-05 2.05E-05 1.31E-05 8.84E-06 2.91E-0490

8.79E-04 2.88E-04 1.22E-04 5.70E-05 3.05E-05 1.38E-03120
7.81E-04 3.12E-04 1.40E-04 7.08E-05 1.30E-03150 6.78E-04 2.99E-04 1.48E-04 1.12E-03180 5.97E-04 2.98E-04 8.95E-04

210 5.33E-04 5.33E-04
240

b

'

-

-

,)
.
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Table 013. Radiation dose rates and doses to the fetal thyroid from 1 pCi of itsI, introduced into the !

maternal transfer compartment (blood)

| Days of
i Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days) ,

| Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270
'

0 2.21E-08 8.06E-06 8.00E-06 5.46E-06 3.31E-06 1.87E-06 7.94E-07 i

30 3.43E-08 1.28E-05 1.27E-05 8.71E-06 5.27E-06 2.99E-06.1.27E-06
60. 4.58E-08 1.91E-05 1.98E-05 1.38E-05 8.36E-06 4.74E-06 2.02E-05 s
90 2.97E-04,9.48E-05 4.72E-05 2.67E-05 1.50E-05 8.14E-06'3.39E-06 :'

120 2.42E-03 7.01E-04 2.37E-04 9.06E-05 3.65E-05 1.20E-05 .

150 1.92E-03 6.47E-04 2.35E-04 9.01E-05 2.80E-05 !

180 1.43E-03 5.20E-04 1.94E-04 5.89E-05 -;
210 1.07E-03 4.05E-04 1.20E-04 ;

240 8.27E-04 2.46E-04 .i
270 5.06E-04 ;

|

c
Ja Days of Cumulated,

'' Gestation at Dose (rad) to the Embryo / Fetus Surina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose
Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150. 153-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 1.45E-03 7.96E-03 4.51E-03 3.14E-03 1.82E-03 9.10E-04 1.98E-02
| 30 2.30E-03 1.26E-02 7.18E-03 5.00E-03 2.90E-03 1.46E-03 3.14E-02

60 3.38E-03 1.94E-02. 1.13E-02 7.93E-03 4.60E-03 2.31E-03 4.89E.02 -

;.

90 1.22E-01 4.72E-02 2.57E-02 1.45E-02 8.llE-03 3.92E-03 2.21E-01 i

120 9.70E-01 2.99E-01 1.07E-01 4.25E-02 1.58E-02 1.43E+00
i 150 8.25E-01 2.85E-01 1.08E-01 3.81E-02 1.26E+00

180 6.34E-01 2.36E-01 8.12E-02 9.51E-01
210 4.92E-01 1.6BE-01 6.60E-01
240 3.86E-01 3.86E-01

,

!
t

i

i

i

'

i
,

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table.D14. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of 31, . introduced'into the1 1 '

maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at -Dose Rate frad/hrl to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (daYsl
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 __]80 210 240 270 ;

O 3.26E-07 1.06E-08 8.20E-10 5.85E-Il=1.40E-Il 7.92E-13 8.77E-14 6.36E-15 2.74E-16 1.92E-17 I
30 6.41E-07 1.06E-08 8.65E-10 2.09E-10 1.21E-Il 1.33E-12 9.65E-14 4.17E-15 2.92E-16
60 6.90E-07 1.12E-08 3.02E-09 1.79E-10 2.00E-Il 1.45E-12 6.29E-14 4.42E-15
SD 3.24E-06 1.15E-07 3.66E-09 3.58E-10 2.44E-Il 1.01E-12 6.99E-14

i

120 2.33E-05 4.02E-07 2.64E-08 1.26E-09 3.65E-Il 2.07E-12
150 9.63E-06 6.69E-07 3.04E-08 8.30E-10 4.46E-Il *

180 1.28E-05 6.25E-07 1.67E-08 8.71E-10 3210 1.09E-05 3.21E-07 1.66E-08 1

240 5.44E-06 3.12E-07
270 5.25E-06

.

)$ Days of Cumulated -

Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durino Indicated Gestation Per.iods (daysl Dose
'n

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270
,

1 0 5.93E-05 2.53E-06 1.88E-07 2.20E-08 3.39E-09 2.10E-10 2.29E-11 1.32E-12 6.35E-14 6.21E-05
30- 9.73E-05 2.31E-06 3.38E-07 5.05E-08 3.22E-09 3.47E-10 2.01E-Il 9.66E-13 1.00E-04

1 60' 9.44E-05 4.14E-06 7.60E-07 4.75E-08 5.23E-09 3.02E-10 1.46E-11 9.94E-05
90 6.52E-04 2.11E-05 9.30E-07 9.12E-08 5.01E-09 2.33E-10 6.74E-04

120 3.54E-03 8.90E-05 '6.03E-06 2.33E-07 7.82E-09 3.64E-03
150 2.35E-03 1.49E-04 5.56E-06 1.75E-07 2.50E-03
180 2.88E-03 1.15E-04 3.48E-06 3.00E-03 -

: 210 1.98E-03 6.80E-05 2.05E-03
i -240 1.00E-03 1.00E-03 .

c

.

b

i

L
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Table D15. Radiation dose rates and doses to the fetal thyroid from I pCi of l, introduced into the

maternc1 transfer compartment (blood)

Gestation at Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

1.81E-10 8.69E-09 8.82E-10 6.14E-ll 4.24E-12 2.47E-13 8.80E-150
2.67E-09 1.30E-07 1.33E-08 9.31E-10 6.44E-Il 3.76E-12 1.34E-1330
3.39E-08 1.86E-06 1.97E-07 1.39E-08 9.69E-10 5.66E-11 2.02E-1260
2.18E-03 8.94E-05 4.51E-06 2.59E-07 1.66E-08 9.27E-10 3.23E-Il90

1.96E-02 6.37E-04 2.20E-05 9.50E-07 3.94E-08 1.09E-09 |

120
1.51E-02 5.68E-04 2.35E-05 9.30E-07 2.43E-08150 1.09E-02 4.95E-04 1.91E-05 4.85E-07180 8.89E-03 3.79E-04 9.41E-06210 6.70E-03 1.84E-04

240 3.29E-03
270

o Cumulated
2. Days of
* Gestation at Dose (rad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Lose

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

2.44E-06 3.37E-06 1.99E-07 1.50E-08 9.87E-10 5.02E-Il 6.03E-060
3.63E-05 5.05E-05 3.00E-06 2.28E-07 1.50E-08 7.64E-10 9.00E-0530
5.07E-04 7.36E-04 4.46E-05 3.41E-06 2.26E-07 1.15E-08 1.29E-0360
4.42E-01 1.92E-02 1.01E-03 6.04E-05 3.83E-06 1.87E-07 4.62E-0190

3.76E+00 1.23E-01 4.51E-03 1.99E-04 7.42E-06 3.89E+00120
3.01E+00 1.16E-01 4.86E-03 1.73E-04 3.13E+00150 2.31E+00 1.02E-01 3.52E-03 2.42E+00180 1.89E+00 6.99E-02 1.96E+00210 1.42E+00 1.42E+00

240

__ .n
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Table D16. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of u*l, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
\

Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 2.54E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 3.18E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 3.82E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 3.93E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 4.26E-05 0 0 0 0 0

150 4.38E-05 0 0 0 0

180 4.52E-05 0 0 0

210 4.54E-05 0 0
4.56E-05 0240

4.57E-05270

Cumulated
!$ Days of
'd Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose -

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 - 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 8.43E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.43E-05

30 1.06E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.06E-04

60 1.27E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.27E-04

90 1.30E-04 0 0 0 0 0 1.30E-04

120 1.51E-04 0 0 0 0 1.51E-04

150 1.53E-04 u 0 0 1.53E-04

180 1.56E-04 0 0 1.56E-04

210 1.56E-04 0 1.56E-04 |

1.56E-04 1.5dE-04240

i

y
_ _ _ _ - -

_ . , . . . ., ,
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Table D17. Radiation dose rates and doses to the fetal thyroid from.1 pCi of 1321, introduced into the -

maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of L

Gestation at Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
|

Introduction. 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 -[
t

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '!

30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 3.17E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 2.55E-03 0- 0 0 0 0
150 2.45E-03 0 0 0 0 .

.180 1.97E-t3 0 0 0 '

210 1.53E-03 0 0
240 1.19E-03 0
270 9.44E-04

o
1. Days of Cumulated

Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durino Indjiated Gestation Periods (days) Dose*

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 15_Q-10_0_. 180-210. 210-240. 240-270 0-270 ;

O O O O O O O O
'

30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 1.87E-04 0 0 0 0 0 1.87E-04 {
120 2.19E-02 0 0 0 0 2.19E-02
150 2.10E-02 0 0 0 2.10E-02 !

180 1.68E-02 0 0 1.68E-02 ;

210 1.30E-02 0 1.30E-02 !

240 1.02E-02 1.02E-02 j

|

|
t

7

i

r
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Table 018. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from I pCi of 1, introduced into the

maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate trad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the _ Indicated Stace of Gestation (days)
Jntroduction 0 30 60 90 120 - __150 __J30 210 240 270

0 9.33E-06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 1.77E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 2.28E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 2.31E-05 0 0 3 0 0 0

120 2.46E-05 0 0 0 0 0

150 2.50E-05 0 0 0 0

180 2.54E-05 0 0 0

210 2.52E-05 0 0

240 2.50E-05 0
2.46E-05270=

' o
Cumulated2. Days of

Gestation at Dose (rad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durino Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose"'

Jntroduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-lEQ_ 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 2.81E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.81L-04
30 5.32E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.32E-04

60 6.85E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.85E-04

90 7.04E-04 0 0 0 0 0 7.04E-04

120 9.04E-04 0 0 0 0 9.04E-04

150 8.59E-04 0 0 0 8.59E-04

180 8.49E-04 0 0 8.49E-04

210 _
8.27E-04 0 8.27E-04

8.llE-04 8.llE-04240

i

'

|

|
'

a
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1Table D19. Radiation dose rates and doses.to the fetal- thyroid..from 1 pCi of "I, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment -(blood)

,

Days of
Gestation at Dose" Rate f rad /hrl to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestat!on (days) f

'

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 t

.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i

-60 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0- '

-90 1.55E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0-
120 3.20E-01 0 0 0 0 0 ''
150 3.01E-03 0 0 0- 0-
180 2.33E-03 0 0- 0
210 1.79E-03 0 0 )

240 1.36E-03 0
270 1.33E-034 ,

i ' c,
i- 4, Days of Cumulated |

Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose i

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270 ;
4

! O O O O O O O O i

'30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !

'60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !

'90 1.35E-02 0 0 0 0 0 1.35E-02 i

120 6.01E-01 0 0 0 0 6.01E-01 :
"

150 5.64E-01 0 0 0 5.64E-01

180 4.34E-01 0 0 4.34E-01 :

210 3.33E-01 0 3.33E-01 |

240 2.53E-01 2.53E-01 !
!:

!
1 !

!

L

t

1

:
,

___ - _
-- --,2 , e _.___ _ , _ _ __-



Table D20. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of U"I, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 1.75E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 2.21E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 2.71E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 2.76E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 3.01E-05 0 0 0 0 0

150 3.09E-05 0 0 0 0

180 3.18E-05 0 0 0

210 3.82E-05 0 0

240 3.20E-05 0
3.20E-05 ]270

k Days of Cumulated

,
Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose""

| Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 2.22E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.22E-05
30 2.79E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.79E-05
60 3.44E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.44E-05
90 3.50E-05 0 0 0 0 0 3.50E-05

120 3.81E-05 0 0 0 0 3.81E-05
'

I 150 3.91E-05 0 0 0 3.91E-05
180 4.03E-05 0 0 4.03E-05'

210 4.83E-05 0 4.83E-05
4.06E-05 4.06E-05240

-.

__ . .

. . . . . .. . . , . . .
. . . . . _ . y..-
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Radiation dose rates and doses to the fetal thyroid from 1 pCi of *I, introduced into the
Table D21.

maternal transfer compartment (blood)
;

Days of
Dose Rate f rad /hr) to the Embryo / fetus at the Indicated Stage of Gest & tion (days)Gestation at

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i

90 2.14E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 |

1.74E-03 0 0 0 0 0
120 1.71E-03 0 0 0 0

I150 1.39E-03 0 0 0
180 1.06E-02 0 0
210 8.52E-04 0
240 6.80E-04
270

o Cumulated
4 Days of Dose

Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durino Indicated Gestation Periods (days)"

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 _30-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 2.7]E-05 0 0 0 0 0 2.71E-05

2.20E-03 0 0 0 0 2.20E-03
120

2.16E-03 0 0 0 2.16E-03
150 1.76E-03 0 0 1.76E-03
180 1.35E-02 0 1.35E-02
210 1.08E-03 1.08E-03
240

__-_ __ . ,



|

|
|

Table D22. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of 135 , introduced into the1

maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dipe Rate f rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

O 2.04E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'

30 2.76E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 3.21E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 3.17E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0

120 3.41E-OS 0 0 0 0 0

3.51E-05 0 0 0 0
150 3.61E-05 0 0 0
183 3.63E-05 0 0
210 3.65E-05
240 3.62E-05
270

o CumulatedA Days of
Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose"

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 1.95E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.95E-04

30 2.63E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.63E-04

60 3.07E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.07E-04

90 3.04E-04 0 0 0 0 0 3.04E-04

120 3.65E-04 0 0 0 0 3.65E-04 |

3.66E-04 0 0 0 3.66E-04
150 '

3.72E-04 0 0 3.72E-04
180 3.69E-04 0 3.69E-04
210 3.70E-04 3.70E-04
240

i

--- ----y - - - . - - -

'n, '-
'

' -
g
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Table 023. R-diation dose rates and doses to the fetal thyroid from 1 pCi of mI, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo /Fetas at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1

30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 2.57E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0
g

120 2.71E-03 0 0 0 0 0
7

150 2.50E-03 0 0 0 0
1.96E-03 0 0 0

180
1.49E-03 0 0 |210 1.14E-03 0

240 8.88E-04
270

Cumulated ,? Days of
% Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose !

Introduction 0-30 _30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 J50-180_ 180-210 2I0-240 240-27C 0-270 |

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i
1

60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 1.63E-03 0 0 0 0 0 1.63E-03

120 1.08E-01 0 0 0 0 1.08E-01

150 9.90E-02 0 0 0 9.90E-02
7.69E-02 0 0 7.69E-02 1

180 5.84E-02 0 5.84E-02 |210 4.44E-02 4.44E-02 !

240

!
!

!

1

n | - . . , ,, ~ . ,



Table D24. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pC1 of udCs, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 ,_

0 3.77E-05 3.30E-05 2.67E-05 2.07E-05 1.65E-05 1.30E-05 1.02E-05 7.49E-06 4.86E-06 3.15E-06
30 4.35E-05 3.51E-05 2.73E-05 2.17E-05 1.71E-05 1.35E-05 9.86E-06 6.40E-05 4.15E-06
60 4.62E-05 3.59E-05 2.86E-05 2.25E-05 1.77E-05 1.30E-05 8.43E-06 5.47E-06
90 4.73E-05 3.76E-05 2.96E-05 2.33E-05 1.71E-05 1.llE-05 7.20E-06

120 4.95E-05 3.90E-05 3.07E-05 2.25E-05 1.46E-05 9.48E-06
150 5.14E-05 4.04E-05 2.96E-05 1.93E-05 1.25E-05
180 5.32E-05 3.90E-05 2.53E-05 1.64E-05
210 5.40E-05 3.51E-05 2.27E-05

5.46E-05 3.54E-05 |240
5.52E-05 |270

$ Days of Cumulated
"' Gestation at Do;e trad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durino Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose

introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 212-240 240-270 0-270 '

0 2.55E-02 2.15E-02 1.69E-02 1.33E-02 1.05E-02 8.29E-03 6.35E-03 4.37E-03 2.81E-03 1.10E-01
30 2.82E-02 2.23E-02 1.75E-02 1.38E-02 1.09E-02 8.38E-03 5.75E-03 3.71E-03 1.11E-01
60 2.92E-02 2.30E-02 1.82E-02 1.44E-02 1.10E-02 7.59E-03 4.88E-03 1.08E-01
90 2.03E-02 2.40E-02 1.89E-02 1.45E-02 9.98E-03 6.43E-03 1.04E-01

120 3.13E-02 2.49E-02 1.91E-02 1.31E-02 8.46E-03 9.72E-02
150 3.28E-02 2.51E-02 1.73E-02 1.12E-02 8.64E-0E
180 3.30E-02 2.28E-02 1.46E-02 7.04E-02
210 3.14E-02 2.03E-02 5.17E-02

3.24E-02 3.24E-02240



_ . _ _ _ __
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!Table D25. Radiation. dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of "7Cs, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

.:
Days'of

Gestation at Oose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation fdays)
Introduction 0 _ . 30 60 90 120 150 180 210. 240 270

_

0 1.52E-05 1.69E-05 1.42E-05 1.14E-05 9.18E-06 7.36E-06 5.89E-05 4.40E-06 2.92E-06 1.93E-06
30 2.16E-05 1.82E-05 1.46E-05 1.18E-05 9.44E-06 7.55E-06 5.65E-06 3.74E-06 2.48E-06 i-

60 2.33E-05 1.87E-05 1.51E-05 1.21E-05 9.69E-06 7.25E-06 4.80E-06 3.18E-06 :

90 2.40E-05 1.94E-05 1.56E-05 1 24E-05 9.30E-06 6.16E-06 4.08E-06
120 2.49E-05 2.00E-05 1.60E-05 1.19E-05 7.91E-06 5.24E-06 :

150 2.56E-05 2.05E-05 1.53E-05 1.02E-05 6.72E-06 |

180 2.63E-05 1.97E-05 1.30E-05 8.62E-06 !'

210 2.65E-05 1.76E-05 1.16E.05
240 2.67E-05 1.77E-05 i

{270 2.68E-05
>

C3
.

J. Days of .

Cumulated !

Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Sose' ;

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 ___0-270 .

0- 1.18E-02 1.13E-02 9.13E-03 7.36E-03 5.91E-03 4.74E-03 3.70E-03 2.60E-03 1.71E-03 5.83E-02 }

30 1.43E-02 1.17E-02 9.43E-03 7.59E-03 6.08E-03 4.74E-03 3.33E-03 2.19E-03 5.94E-02' ,

!

60 1.50E-02 1.21E-02 9.72E-03 7.80E-03 6.09E-03 4.27E-03 2.81E-03 5.78E-02
90 1.55E-02 1.25E-02 1.00E-02 7.79E-03 5.48E-03 3.60E-03 5.49E-02

120 1.60E-02 1.29E-02 1.00E-02 7.022-03 4.63E-03 5.05E-02- (
150 1.65E-02 1.29E-02 9.05E-03 5 L6E-03 4.44E-02'
180 1.65E-02 1.16E-02 7.60E-03 3.57E-02-

1.56E-02 1.03E-02 2.59E-02 ;
,

; 210
1.60E-02 1.60E-02240, ,

I

E

f

i

!

!
L



Table D26. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of 22DU, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

N 'l N N N N N N N N NI
| 0

30 1.26E-05 8.07E-08 1.51E-08 2.90E-09 1.00E-09 4.92E-10 2.95E-10 2.01E-10 1.49E-10
60 1.26E-05 2.35E-06 4.53E-07 1.57E-07 7.70E-08 4.62E-08 3.15E-08 2.33E-08
90 1.89E-05 3.64E-06 1.26E-06 6.19E-07 3.72E-07 2.53E-07 1.88E-07

120 1.89E-05 6.57E-06 3.22E-06 1.93E-06 1.31E-06 9.75E-07
150 1.89E-05 9.28E-06 5.57E-06 3.79E-06 2.81E-0C
180 2.53E-05 1.51E-05 1.03E-05 7.65E-06
210 2.53E-05 1.72E-05 1.27E-05

3.79E-05 2.81E-05240
3.79E-05270

Cumulated
5' Days of
C3 Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durino Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose

Introduction 0-30 30-60 _E0-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

N *) N N N N N N N N NI0 I

30 1.41E-03 2 31E-05 5.30E-06 1.19E-06 5.01E-07 2.71E-07 1.74E-07 1.24E-07 1.44E-03
60 4.30E-03 7.86E-04 1.89E-04 7.84E-05 4.25E-05 2.72E-05 1.94E-05 5.44E-03
90 6.29E-03 1.52E-03 6.29E-04 3.42E-04 2.19E-04 1.56E-04 9.16E-03

120 8.10E-03 3.25E-03 1.78E-03 1.13E-03 8.09E-04 1.51E-02
150 9.51E-03 5.llE-03 3.28E-03 2.34E-03 2.02E-02
180 1.40E-02 8.88E-03 6.36E-03 2.92E-02
210 1.49E-02 1.06E-02 2.55E-02

2.38E-02 2.38E-02 i240

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that the dose rates and doses would be negligible
throughout gastation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Approximations
of doses resulting from administration during the first month are described on page D-1.

4
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CHTable D27. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of U, introduced into the

maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)

Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 __ 110 240 270

0 N(*) N N N N N N N N N

30 1.25E-05 8.02E-08 1.50E-08 2.88E-09 9.98E-10 4.89E-10 2.94E-10 2.00E-10 1.48E-10
60 1.25E-05 2.34E-06 4.50E-07 1.56E-07 7.65E-08 4.59E-08 3.13E-08 2.32E-08
90 1.88E-05 3.62E-06 1.26E-06 6.16E-07 3.69E-07 2.51E-07 1.86E-07

120 1.88E-05 6.53E-06 3.20E-06 1.92E-06 1.31E-06 9.69E-07
150 1.88E-05 9.22E-06 5.53E-06 3.77E-06 2.79E-06
180 2.51E-05 1.51E-05 1.03E-05 7.60E-06
210 2.51E-05 1.71E-05 1.27E-05
240 3.76E-05 2.79E-05
270 3.76E-05

o
4. Days of .

Cumulated

Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose'

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-160 180-210 210-240 240-27Q_ 0-270

N *) N N N N N N N N NI0
30 1.40E-03 2.30E-05 5.26E-06 1.18E-06 5.00E-07 2.70E-07 1.73E-07 1.23E-07 1.43E-03
60 4.27E-03 7.82E-04 1.87E-04 7.79E-05 4.22E-05 2.70E-05 1.93E-05 5.41E-03
90 6.25E-03 1.51E-03 6.28E-04 3.39E-04 2.17E-04 1.55E-04 9.10E-03

120 8.C5E-03 3.23E-03 1.77E-03 1.73E-03 8.07E-04 1.50E-02

| 150 9.46E-03 5.07E-03 3.26E-03 2.32E-03 2.01E-02
1.40E-02 8.88E-03 6.34E-03 2.92E-02180'

| 210 1.48E-02 1.05E-02 2.53E-02
2.36E-02 2.36E-02

| 240

;

|
.(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that the dose rates and doses would be negligible

throughout gestation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Approximations
of doses resulting from administration during the first month are described on page D-1.

,
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Table D28. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from I pCi of U5U, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

,

Days of
Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

0 N(*) N N N N N N N N N
30 1.15E-05 7.38E-08 1.38E-08 2.65E-09 9.18E-10 4.50E-10 2.70E-10 1.84E-10 1.36E-10
60 1.15E-05 2.15E-06 4.14E-07 1.44E-07 7.04E-08 4.22E-08 2.88E-08 2.13E-08
90 1.73E-05 3.33E-06 1.16E-06 5.66E-07 3.40E-07 2.31E-07 1.72E-07

120 1.73E-05 6.00E-06 2.94E-06 1.76E-06 1.20E-06 8.91E-07
150 1.73E-05 8.48E-06 5.09E-06 3.47E-06 2.57E-06
180 2.31E-05 1.38E-05 9.43E-06 6.99E-06
210 2.31E-05 1.57E-05 1.17E-05
240 3.46E-05 2.57E-05
270 3.46E-05

e
Days of Cumulated

*
,

"' Gestation at Dose frad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose
Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-leQ_ 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 N(*) N N N N N N N N N
30 li29E-03 2.llE-05 4.84E-06 1.09E-06 4.60E-07 2.48E-07 1.59E-07 1.13E-07 1.32E-03
60 3.93E-03 7.19E-04 1.73E-04 7.18E-05 3.88E-05 2.49E-05 1.77E-05 4.98E-03

,

90 5.75E-03 1.39E-03 5.78E-04 3.12E-04 2.00E-04 1.43E-04 8.37E-03
120 7.40E-03 2.97E-03 1.62E-03 1.04E-03 7.41E-04 1.38E-02
150 8.70E-03 4.67E-03 3.00E-03 2.14E-03 1.85E-02
180 1.28E-02 8.12E-03 5.82E-03 2.67E-02
210 1.35E-02 9.69E-03 2.33E-02
240 2.17E-02 2.17E-02

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that the dose rates and doses would be negligible
throughout gestation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Approximations
of doses resulting from administration during the first month are described on page D-1.

.
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Table D29. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of r"U, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of
Gestation at- Dose Rate (rad /hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

N *) N N N N N N N N NI0
30 1.10E-05 7.03E-08 1.31E-08 2.52E-09 8.75E-10 4.29E-10 2.57E-10 1.75E-10 1.30E-10
60 1.10E-05 2.05E-06 3.95E-07 1.37E-07 6.71E-08 4.02E-08 2.74E-08 2.03E-08 1

90 1.65E-05 3.18E-06 1.10E-06 5.40E-07 3.24E-07 2.20E-07 1.63E-07
120 1.65E-05 5.72E-06 2.80E-06 1.68E-06 1.15E-06 8.49E-07
150 1.65E-05 8.09E-06 4.85E-06 3.30E-05 2.45E-06
180 2.20E-05 1.32E-05 8.99E-06 6.66E-06
210 2.20E-05 1.50E-05 1.llE-05
240 3.30E-05 2.45E-05
270 3.30E-05

2$ Days of Cumulated
c) Gestation at Dose (rad) to the Embryo / Fetus Durino Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270
'

N a) N N N N N N N N Nt0
30 1.23E-03 2.01E-05 4.59E-06 1.04E-06 4.38E-07 2.36E-07 1.51E-07 1.08E-07 1.26E-03
60 3.75E-03 6.86E-04 1.54E-04 6.83E-05 3.70E-05 2.37E-05 1.69E-05 4.75E-03
90 5.49E-03 1.32E-03 5.49E-04 2.98E-04 1.90E-04 1.36E-04 7.98E-03

120 7.06E-03 2.83E-03 1.55E-03 9.91E-04 7.08E-04 1.31E-02 !

150 8.30E-03 4.45E-03 2.86E-03 2.04E-03 1.77E-02
'

180 1.22E-02 7.76E-03 5.54E-03 2.55E-02
210 1.30E-02 9.23E-03 2.22E-02
240 2.07E-02 2.07E-02

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that the dose rates and doses would be negligible
throughout gestation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Approximations t

of doses resulting from administration during the first month are described on page 0-1.
.
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Table D30. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from I pCi of sePu, introduced into the
maternal transfer compartment (blood)

|
Days of

Gestation at Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / Fetus at the Indicated Staae of Gestation (days)
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

N *I N N N N N N N N NI0
30 2.40E-05 1.53E-07 2.86E-08 5.50E-09 1.91E-09 9.33E-10 5.60E-10 3.81E-10 2.82E-10
60 2.40E-05 4.47E-06 8.61E-07 2.98E-07 1.46E-07 8.76E-08 5.96E-08 4.42E-08

,

| 90 3.60E-05 6.93E-06 2.40E-06 1.18E-06 7.05E-07 4.80E-07 3.55E-07
| 120 3.60E-05 1.25E-05 6.11E-06 3.66E-06 2.49E-06 1.85E-06

s

| 150 3.60E-05 1.76E-05 1.06E-05 7.20E-06 5.33E-06'

4.80E-05 2.88E-05 1.96E-05 1.45E-05
| 180

4.80E-05 3.27E-05 2.42E-05
| 21J

7.20E-05 5.34E-05
| 240 7.20E-05270

Cumulated? Days of
U Gestation at Dose frad) the to Embryo / Fetus Durina Indicated Gestation Periods (days) Dose j

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270 0-270

0 N(*) N N N N N N N N N

39 2.68E-03 4.38E-05 1.00E-05 2.26E-06 9.55E-07 5.14E-07 3.30E-07 2.35E-07 2.74E-03
60 8.19E-03 1.50E-03 3.58E-04 1.49E-04 8.05E-05 5.16E-05 3.67E-05 1.04E-02 i

'

90 1.20E-02 2.89E-03 1.20E-03 6.50E-04 4.15E-04 2.96E-04 1.75E-02
120 1.54E-02 6.18E-03 3.37E-03 2.15E-03 1.54E-03 2.86E-02 |

1.81E-02 9.70E-03 6.24E-03 4.43E-03 3.85E-02 1

150
2.66E-02 1.69E-02 1.21E-02 5.56E-02180

2.84E-02 2.01E-02 4.85E-02210 4.51E-02 4.51E-02240

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that the dose rates and doses would be negligible
throughout gestation when activity is administered immediately after fertilization. Approximations
of doses resulting from administration during the first month are described on page 0-1.
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Table D31. Radiation dose rates and doses to the embryo / fetus from 1 pCi of Pu, introduced into theZ38

maternal transfer compartment (blood)

Days of Dose Rate frad/hr) to the Embryo / fetus at the IndlCated Stage of Gestation Idays)Gestation at
Introduction 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 ___ 210 240 270

N N N N N N N N N !

IN 8) !0
2.25E-05 1.44E-07 2.68E-08 5.16E-09 1.79E-09 8.78E-10 5.26E-10 3.58E-10 2.66E-1030

2.25E-05 4.20E-06 8.08E-07 2.80E-07 1.37E-07 8.23E-08 5.61E-08 4.16E-0860
3.38E-05 6.50E-06 2.25E-06 1.10E-05 6.62E-07 4.51E-07 3.346-0790

3.38E-05 1.17E-05 5.74E-06 3.44E-06 2.34E-06 1.74E-06120 3.38E-05 1.65E-05 9.92E-06 6.76E-06 5.01E-06
150 4.50E-05 2.70E-05 1.84E-05 1.36E-05
180 4.50E-05 3.06E-05 2.27E-05
210 6.75E-05 5.01E-05
240 6.75E-05
27L

Cumulated
[ Om u 00se_ Dm e trad) to the ErbrYo/ Fetus Durina 10dicated Gestation Periods (days)~ Gestaion at

Introduction 0-30 30-60 60-90 90 ~ 20 120-150 150-180 180-210 210-240 240-270- 0-270

N N N N N N N N N
h *)i0

2.52E-03 4.12E-05 9.40E-06 2.12E-06 8.97E-07 4.83E-07 3.10E-07 2.21E-07 2.57E-0330
7.68E-03 1.40E-03 3.36E-04 1.40E-04 7.56E-05 4.85E-05 3.46E-05 9.71E-0360

1.12E-02 2.71E-03 1.12E-03 6.07E-04 3.90E-04 2.78E-04 1.63E-0290
1.45E-02 5.80E-03 3.17E-03 2.02E-03 1.44E-03 2.69E-02120 1.70E-02 9.09E-03 5.85E-03 4.17E-03 3.61E-02

150 2.50E-02 1.59E-02 1.13E-02 5.22E-02
180 2.66E-02 1.88E-02 4.54E-02
210 4.23E-02 4.23E-02
240

(a) N indicates that the metabolic pattern is such that the dose rates and doses would be negligible
throughout gestation when activity is administered imediately after fertilization. Approximations
of doses resulting from administration during the first month are described on page D-1.
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3 Table El. Fractions of injected activities that are present in the fetus at the end of the ninth
h month of gestation (270 days of term) after introduction of I uti of selected

radionuclides *3 and forms into the maternal trar.sier compartment (blood) at thetf
; beginning of each month of pregnancy
y
T Months of Sr-90/Gestation
5E at Intake H-3 H-3Ib3 C-14(63 Co-57 Co-57 *3 Co-58 Co-60 Co-60(*3 Sr-89 Y-90g I

k
0 6.0E-13 - - 1.8E-03 9.3E-04 2.5E-04 3.2E-03 1.7E-03 - -

1 5.5E-12 3.0E-07 3.lE-07 2.0E-03 1.4E-03 3.5E-04 3.4E-03 2.4E-03 1.9 E-08 5.0E-07
| 2 4.5E-11 4.7E-05 4.8E-05 2.3E-03 2.2E-03 5.0E-04 3.6E-03 3.4E-03 4.4E-06 7.SE-05

3 1.9E-09 2.5E-04 2.6E-04 2.6E-03 2.3E-03 7.1E-04 3.9E-03 4.9E-03 3.6E-05 4.2E-04
4 7.9E-08 1.3E-03 1.3E-03 3.0E-03 5.1E-03 1.0E-03 4.2E-03 7.0E-03 2.8E-04 2.2E-03
5 1.8E-06 3.7E-03 3.8E-03 3.6E-03 7.7E-03 1.5E-03 4.6E 03 1.0E-02 1. 2 E-0'l 6.2E-03

6 3.0E-05 7.6E-03 7.7E-03 4.3E-03 1.2E-02 2.2E-03 5.2E-03 1.4E-02 3.6E-03 1.2E-02j

7 3.9E-04 1.3E-02 1.3E-02 5.2E-03 1.8E-02 3.4E-03 6.0E-03 2.1E-02 9.0E-03 2.0E-02
8 4.5E-03 2.0E-02 1.8E-02 6.9E-03 2.8E-02 5.6E-03 7.4E-03 2.9E-02 1.9E-02 2.9E-02g
9 4.7E-02 4.7E-02 4.7E-02 4.4E-02 4.2E-02 4.4E-02 4.4E-02 4.ZE-02 3.8E-02 3.8E-02q

-

Ra 7
~

h Months of
Fj Gestation Ru-106/
% It Intake Rh-106 I-125(d3 I-125(*3 I-131(d) I-131('l Cs-134 Cs-1;7 Pu-239 U Am-241

L-^ 0 2.4E-04 5.3E-06 - 8.7E-15 - 2.7E-03 3.4E-03 - - -

X 1 2.6E-04 8.5E-06 - 1.3E-13 - 3.5E-03 4.3E-03 6.7E-08 4.lE-08 1.4E-08

$ 2 2.8E-04 1.4E-05 - 2.0E-12 - 4.6E-03 5.5E-03 1.lE-05 6.4E-06 2.lE-06
m 3 3.1E-04 2.3E-05 1.5E-04 3.2E-II 2.1E-10 6.1E-03 7.lE-03 8.5E-05 5.1E-05 1.7E-05 ,

4 3.4E-04 8.BE-05 5.4E-04 1.2E-09 7.1E-09 8.0E-03 9.lE-03 4.4E-04 2.7E-04 8.8E-05
|

5 4.0E-04 2.1E-04 1.3E-03 2.7E-08 1.6E-07 1.1E-02 1.2E-02 1.3E-03 7.7E-04 2.6E-04
6 4.7E-04 4.5E-04 2.6E-03 5.4E-07 3.2E-06 1.4E-02 1.5E-02 3.5E-03 2.1E-03 6.9E-04
7 6.0E-04 9.0E-04 5.4E-03 1.0E-05 6.2E-05 1.9E-02 2.0E-02 5.8E-03 3.5E-03 1.2E-03
8 8.6E-04 1.6E-03 1.1E-02 1.7E-04 1.2E-03 3.0E-02 3.lE-02 1.3E-02 7.7E-03 2.6E-03
9 2.3E-03 8.0E-04 2.3E-02 1.3E-03 2.2E-02 4.7E-02 4.7E-02 1.7E-02 1.0E-02 3.4E-03

(a) Radionuclides with negligible burden are not included in this table.
(b) Organic forms such as a hexose or an amino acid.
(c) As vitarain B-12.
(d) Exclusive of tetal thyroid.
(e) For fetal thyroid.

.----_ _ _ ,
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COMHENTS REGAPDING TABLE E;

Table E2 illustrates an initial approach toward estimation of relative
fetal to maternal radionuclide concentrations and associated radiation doses
under conditions that are likely to be e>perienced under operational condi-
tions. These qualitative estimates were prepared from the information that
was used as the basis for the synopses in Section IV of text and for the cal-
culations used for development of the tables in Appendix C and D. These
results are presented under the title " Generalized Estimates of fetal to
Maternal Concentration and Radiation Dose Ratios for Selected Internal Radio-
nuclides and forms" to signify that they are obvious oversimplifications that
provide a tentative supplement to the direct calculations. The entries sum-
marize general extrapolations of qualitative biokinetic and dosimetric infor-
mation relating to the most commonly encountered isotope of each nuclide, and
there was not a formal process available for such estimates. Such an approach
necessarily remains incomplete until quantitative assessments are undertaken.
Revisions will be required when and if specific quantitative relationships
become available.

Nevertheless, the entries may provide a basis to anticipate other
exposure patterns before pregnancy or at various stages of gestation and allow
f.he approximations of concentrations and radiation doses to the conceptus
relative to the pregnant woman for adjustment of dose. However, before Table
E2 is used for predicted approximations, the reader is warned that the
extrapolation and kinetics in the gestational stage lacks quantitative
precision.

!
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Table E2. Generalized estimates of fetal to maternal concentrations and radiation dose ratios for
Selecteo internal radionuclides in humans

Form at Develemental Stages er Times Enco cassed Ect_ntial fer Selectiviltpniti;n

Exposure Dosing Pre and Early Imbryo-Fetus overall itssue !? age er Placenta or
Z-Nuclide or in Blood Pattern Implastliinn_ frin2 Transit 1cn fetus Gut 311tn_ cr Orce Tine Mee ra-es

1-Hydrogen Inorganic Existing 5 5 5 5 5 ho No 4

-

Repeated 5 5 5 5 5 No No No

| Single 5 5 5 5 5 No No ho

1-Hydrogen Glucose ixisting NA NA NA NA NA NA NA M

Repeated 5 5 5 5 5 No No No

Single 5 5 5 5 5 No No ho

1-Hydrogen Amino

7 Acid Existing u a u u u No No No

w Rep 2ated 5 5 5 5 5 N:? No? No

Single 5 5 5 5 5 No? No? No

1-Hydrogen Thymidine Existing a u u u u u u u
Repeated < < < < < No Yes? ha

Single < < < < < Yes? Yes? No
___ ...______.

......___ ___.... __. ..__. ._.______._____....._

6-Carbon Gluc.se Existing MA NA M %A NA M M NA

Repeated 5 5 5 5 5 Na No No

Single 5 5 5 5 5 h No %e

6-Carbon Amino Acid Existing u u u u u So No No

Repeated 5 5 5 5 5 Na? No? No

Single 5 5 5 5 5 N9? No? No

6 Carbon Thymidine Existing u a u u u hA u u
Repeated < < < < < 43 Yes? No

Single < < < < < Yes? Yes? No

, . .
. . .

.
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! Table E2. (contd)
!

I ' Form at- Develcomental Stages or Times Encomcassed Potential fer Selecttre , - _.ition

Exposure Dosing. Pre and Early Embryo-Fetus Overall itssue Stage or Pi.eenta or ,

.'I-Muc11de E.jn Blood Pattern Imolantation- Embryo Transitten Fetus _ Gestation or Orcan Time Membranes
t

I t

i 27-Cobalt lonic Existing u u u u u NA NA M ?

| Repeated S 5 S S S Yes? Yes? No

; Single- S S S S S Yes? Yes? No
;

i I
1

! 27-Cobalt Vitamin Existing < < < < < NA NA NA
'

B-12 Repeated S S S S S Not No No'

;[
! Single 5 5 5 $ 5 No No No

; .. .............................................................. ;

j 38-Strontium lenic Existing < < < <? < Yest No No !

Repeated < < 3 5 5 Yes Yes No !
Single < < $ $ 5 Yes Yes No .tm

[* .................................................................
.

44-Ruthenien Ionic Existing a u u u u No? No? 7 1=

Repeated u u u u. u No? No? Yes f'

; Single a u u u u Not No? Yes t

: .................................................................
'

53-Iodine Ionic Existing < < < S? .) $7 1 y,37 y,3 g, j' t 1

Repeated < < S >> S Yes Yes No j

Single < < S >> $ Yes Yes No

\

| 53-Iodine Organte Existing u u u- u u 7 7 No !

!
Repeated < < S (>) S Yes Yes No ?

Single < < S (>) S Yes Yes No .

j . ...................................._ ......................... ji

{ 55-Cesium Ionic Existing S S S S S No No No

|
Repeated S 5 5 S S No No No ,

Single 5 S S S S No No No f
i

i

I
;

!
i

6

!
i

. t
I !
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Table E2. (contd)

Form at Develoesental Staats er Times Enceecassed Potential for Selective DeccijtionExposure Dosing Pre and Early Embryo-Fetus Overall Ittsee Stage or Placenth orZ-Muclide or in Blood Pattern Irelantation Erbryo Transition fetus _ Gest:tica_ cr_ Organ Time __ Membranes

82-tead Ionic Existing 8 B 3 B B NA KA No
Repeated 57 57 5 5 5 Yes Yes No?Single 57 57 5 5 5 Yes Yes No?-................................................................

B4-Polonium 77 Existing <<? <<? <<? <<? <<7 NA kA 7
Repeated << << << << << RA RA Yes
$1ngle << << << << << NA RA Yes

.................................................................
E6-Radon Gas and Existing << << < < < No? No? No

Daughters Repeated B B B B B B No? Yes?g' Single B B B B B B No? Yes7
un -------------------------------------------------------- --------

88-Radium lenic77 Existing < < 5 5 5 Yes Yes No
Repeated <? <? 5 5 5 Yes Yes No
Single <? <7 5 5 5 Yes Yes No

.................................................................
94-Plutontum Organic Existing << << < << KA RA NA KA

Complex Repeated NA < 57 > ? ? Yes? Yes
Single << <? <? <? Yes? Yes? Yes? Yes

(a) Applicable to Icnger half-lived 1setopes only.
7 Indicates there is no basis for decision. Yes? or No? indicate weak empirical results, or inferrential evidence only.

Explam tion of Symbols and Ranges

Range of Range of
W. Ratics Sydal Raticsi

,,
5 ' O.7-1.5 B ((1x0.7 to 1+0.7))
< 0.2-0.7 > 1.5-2.5
<< 0-0.2 >> 2.5-=

!

. _ . -. -_- _
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Table E3. Simpitfied categorization by placental transfer
and biokinetic features

1. Free transfer with uniform concentration in the embryo /
fetus that is similar to that in the woman. EXAMPLES:
tritium (most forms), carbon (most forms), cobalt, and
cesium.

2. Free transfer with higher local concentrations in com-
parable organs of the embryo / fetus than in those of the
woman. {XAMPLE,: inorganic iodide. This apparently is
the only case, although pertechnetate released from
radiopharmaceuticals may follou a similar pattern. The
fetal thyroid dose from radiciodines may be higher at
some gestational stages than the thyroid dose to the
woman, but average whole body dose might not be corres-
pondingly greater.

3. Moderate transfer with deposition patterns in the
embryo / fetus that are similar to deposition patterns in
comparable tissues of the woman. EXAMPLES: strontium,
lead, and radium.

4. Limited transfer with most tissue concentrations in
the embryo / fetus less than in tissues of the woman.
EXAMPLES: plutonium, polonium, and thorium.

5. Selective deposition in extra-embryonic structures,
independent of extent of transfer. EXAMPLES: ruthenium,
polonium, and plutonium. This category involves dosin-
etric concepts that are not currently included among
regulatory concerns, but they may warrant subsequent
consideration.

6. Placental transfer and biokinetics are still undefined;

this category includes radionuclides that have not yet
been evaluated, and others for which inadequate informa-
tion is available. Quantitative relationships have been
inferred for some materials in this category, based on
available information and homologies, but more adequate
approaches must be established for these and other groups
of radionuclides.

E-6
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APPENDIX f

f.f1MITTED DOSE E0VlyALDiT_ LID _IllE NONPREGNANT UTERUS FROM 1 uCi

QF RADIONUCLIDES IN MATERNALQLOOD FOR ESTIMAllRG CORBLSPONDING

CUMULATIVE GEjlA110NAL RADIATION A0]iORBE_D J10SL
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APPENDIX f

[QtiMIT TED_ DOSE EQQlyM.ENTS TO THE NONPREGN. ANT UTERUS FROM 1 uC.i

QE_f/DIONUCLIDES IN MIBtLALJLOOD FOR ESTIMATING CORRESP0.t!D]M

CUMULATIVE GESTAll0NAl R60_lAT10N ABSORBED 001[

[QUIVALENIS TO THE EMBRYO / FETUS

Entries in Table F-1, Appendix f were calculated from tabulated values of
,) and fractional absorption

committed dose equivalent per unit intake (H,tibulations, which had been(f from the gastrointestinal tract. These
del)erminedforinclusioninICRPReport30,weresuppliedtotheNRCasfiles
on computer disk by Dr Keith F. Eckerman of Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

The doses presented in the table are expressed relative to activity in
blood so that they would correspond to other usage in these recommendations.

To obtain these values, each of the committed doses (H,f)f in the originalcomputer tabulation were divided by the highest value o for the radio-
nuclide, which is appropiate for the most soluble form. Tbisapproachresults
in the value that would correspond to the introduction of 1 pCi of radio-
nuclide into maternal blood and give the maximal estimates of doses. These
values are provided for use as surrogate estimates of corresponding radiation
absorbed dose equivalents received by the embryo / fetus throughout the
remainder of gestation.

It is important to emphasize that these derived values are based on com-
mitted dose equivalent, as was discussed in the text of the report. This dif-
ference thus yields a marked overestimate for nuclides with long effective
half-lives, in which the 50-year dose to uterus is assigned to the embryo /
fetus with its 9-month duration. Othee aspects of the validity and inherent
accuracy of using values of uterine dose from maternally distributed activity
as a surrogate for estimating photon dose to the embryo / fetus were discussed
in Section III.C 3, and include stage related deviations related to target
sizes, offect on geometric relationships, and spectilc absorbed fraction.
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Table F1. Committeddoseequivalentstothenonpregnantuterusthatresul}4
from introduction of 1901 of radionuclides into maternal blood|

H,,, H,,, H,,g
Nuclide (rem /pCi) Nuclide irem/pC1) Nuclide (rem /pCi)

H-3 6.40E-05 Cr-51 6.96E-04 Ga-68 5.66E-02
Be-7 1.67E-02 Mn-51 3.65E-04 Ga-70 8.99E-05
Be-10 1.79E-02 Hn-52 4.70E-02 Ga-72 1.53E+00
C-11 1.21E-05 Mn-52M 2.80E-04 Ga-73 9.36E-02
C-14 2.09E-03 Mn-53 5.77E-05 Ge-66 1.42E-04
F-18 1.32E-05 Mn-54 1.s6E-02 Ge-67 1.11E-05
Na-22 1.06E-02 Hn-56 2.18E-03 Ge-68 8.81E-04
Na-24 1.21E-03 Fe-52 1.30E-02 Ge-69 3.02E-04 '

Mg-28 3.83E-03 Fe-55 3.88E-03 Ge-71 6.99E-06
Al-26 5.33E-01 Fe-59 4.63E-02 Ge-75 1.61E-05
Si-31 3.85E-05 Fe-60 1.47E+00 Ge-77 3.40E-04
Si-32 4.33E-02 Co-55 4.01E-03 Ge-78 1.08E-04
P-32 3.03E-03 Co-56 3.43E-02 As-69 2.46E-05
P-33 4.33E 04 Co-57 3.06E-03 As-70 2.90E-04
S-35~ 3.53E-04 Co-58 9.68E-03 As-71 1.21E-03
Cl-36 2.96E-03 Co-5BM 5.17E 05 As-72 2.70E-03
Cl-38 3.17E-05 Co-60 8.79E-02 As-73 3.02E-04
Cl-39 3.89E-05 Co-60M 4.12E-07 As-74 2.90E-03
K-40 1.84E-02 Co-61 4.50E-05 As-76 1.11E-03
K-42 7.73E-04 Co-62M 5.33E-05 As-77 1.88E-04
K-43 7.10E-04 Ni-56 5.39E-02 As-78 1.85E-04
K-44 1.94E-05 Ni-57 3.60E-02 Se 70 1.61E-04
K-45 1.2iE-05 Ni-59 2.71E-03 Se-73 3.66E-04
Ca-41 3.21E-05 Ni-63 6.29E-03 Se-73M 3.21E-05
Ca-45 6.61E-04 Ni-65 1.43E-03 Se-75 8.79E-03
Ca-47 5.18E-03 Ni-66 2.81E-03 Se-79 4.19E-03
Sc-43 2.48E+00 Cu-60 9.32E-05 Se-81 1.00E-06
Sc-44 4.59E+00 Cu-61 2.69E-04 Se-81M 1.46E-05
Sc-44M 2.56E+01 Cu-64 2.09E-04 Se-83 3.62E-05
Sc-46 3.15E+01 Cu-67 6.50E-04 Br-74 3.33E-05
Sc-47 1.86E+00 Zn-62 1.38E-03 Br-74M 6.18E-05
Sc-48 3.52E+01 Zn-63 5.92E-05 Br-75 6.07E-05
Sc-49 4.18E-04 Zn-65 3.49E-02 Br-76 1.20E-03
Ti-44 1.36E+00 Zn-69 3.09E-06 Br-77 3.27E-04
Ti-45 1.54E-02 Zn 69M 5.54E-04 Br-80 3.01E-06
V-47 2.29E-03 Zn-71H 5.75E-04 Br-80M 1.46E-04
V-48 4.37E-01 Zn-72 5.28E-03 Br-82 1.87E-03
V-49 8.36E-05 Ga-65 9.18E-03 Br-83 2.72E-05
Cr-48 5.77E-03 Ga-66 9.95E-01 Br-84 2.56E-05
Cr-49 3.51E-04 Ga-67 2.50E-01 Rb-79 1.15E-05

(a) These may be used as surrogate estimates of absorbed dose equiva-
lents to the embryo / fetus throughout gestation. Calculations and
interpretations are discussed in Section Ill.C.3 and page F-1.
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Table Fl. (contd)

H,,, H,,w H,,,
Nuclide (rem /Cil Nuclide (rem /pCi) Nuclide (rem /pCil

Rb-81 8.18E-05 Nb-90 2.39E-01 Rh-105 1.93E-03
Rb-81H 1.0SE-05 Nb-93M 9.29E-04 Rh-106M 6.86E-03
Rb-82M 3.49E-04 Nb-94 3.04E-01 Rh-107 8.51E-05
Rb-33 7.07E-03 Hb-95 1.24E-01 Pd-100 3.94E-01
Rb-84 1.05E-02 Nb-95M 1.27E-02 Pd-101 3.33E-02
Rb-86 8.14E-03 Nb-96 2.03E-01 Pd-103 1.39E-03
Rb-87 4.22E-03 Nb-97 4.llE-03 Pd-107 7.33E-05
Rb-88 1.02E-05 Nb-98 9.66E-03 Pd-109 1.27E-03
Rb-89 1.20E-05 Ho-90 7.77E-04 Ag-102 3.76E-04

-

Sr-80 3.96E-04 Mo-93 4.36E-04 Ag-103 8.58E-04
Sr-81' l.22E-04 Mo-93H 4.76E-04 Ag-104 3.05E-03
Sr-82 1.25E-02 Ho-99 9.39E-04 Ag-104M 1.09E-03
Sr-83 2.31E-03 Mo-101 1.48E-05 Ag-105 1.94E-02
Sr-85 4.03E-03 Tc-93 1.33E-04 Ag-106 2.12E-04
Sr-85M 4.81E-05 Tc-93H 4.67E-05 Ag-106M 8.21E-02
Sr-87M 1.62E-04 Tc-94 4.56E-04 Ag-108M 6.59E-02
Sr-89 2.96E-03 Tc-94M 7.08E-05 Ag-110M 1.04E-01
Sr-90 1.86E-02 Tc-95 3.86E 04 Ag-lll 1.41E-03
Sr-91 1.49E-03 Tc-95M 1.23E-03 Ag-112 2.18E-03
Sr-92 7.79E-04 Tc-96 2.62E-03 Ag-ll5 1.98E-04
Y-86 2.18E+01 Tc-96M 2.29E-05 Cd-104 3.30E-03
Y-86M 1.26E+00 Tc-97 4.67E-05 Cd-107 1.95E-04
Y-87 1.01E+01 Tc-97M 2.42E-04 Cd-109 2.12E-02
Y-88 3.96E+01 Tc-98 2.97E-03 Cd-ll3 2.77E-01
Y-90 4.66E-04 Tc-99 2.79E-04 Cd-ll3M 2.55E-01
Y-90M 1.21E+00 Tc-99M 3.32E-05 Cd-ll5 9.47E-03
Y-91 6.03E-02 Tc-101 2.96E-06 Cd-115M 1.27E-02
Y-91M 2.13E-01 Tc-104 2.07E-05 Cd-117 4.23E-03
Y-92 4.81E-01 Ru-94 2.32E-03 Cd-ll7M 9.62E-03
Y-93 4.18E-01 Ru-97 6.89E-03 In-109 7.95E-03
Y-94 1.10E-01 Ru-103 1.97E 02 In-110 4.01E-02
Y-95 3.56E-02 Ru-105 4.09E-03 In-110 4.50E-03
Zr-86 8.62E-01 Ru-106 1.12E-01 In-lll 3.05E-02
Zr-88 3.87E-01 Rh-99 2.19E-02 In-112 9.47E-05
Zr-89 7.31E-01 Rh-99M 3.51E-03 In-ll3M 1.24E-03
Zr-93 8.79E-05 Rh-100 3.86E-02 In-ll4H 3.05E-02
Zr-95 6.16E-01 Rh-101 3.33E-02 In-ll5 8.99E-01
Zr-97 5.24E-01 Rh-10lH 9.40E-03 In-ll5M 2.16E-03
Nb-88 1.17E-03 Rh-102 1.93E-01 In-ll6M 4.92E-03
Nb-89 1.83E-02 Rh 102M 3.48E-02 In-ll7 1.22E-03
Nb-89 1.30E-02 Rh-103H 1.18E-06 In-117M 2.61E-03
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Table F1. (contd)
!H,,, H,,, H,,,

Nuclide (rem /tr[.il Nuclide (rem /pci) Nuclide (rem /pci) |

In-119M 1.39E-04 Te-127M 1.82E-03 Ba-131M 1.32E-05
Sn-llo 2.11E-02 Te-129 2.35E-05 Ba-133 1.27E-02
Sn-ll! 8.81E-04 Te-129M 3.39E-03 Ba-133M 8.77E-042

Sn-ll3 2.63E-02 Te-131 2.18E-04 Ba-135M 7.03E-04
Sn-ll7M 1.57E-02 Te-131M 6.64E-03 Ba-139 4.55E-05
Sn-119M 2.29E-03 Te-132 8.57E-03 Ba-140 1.54E-02 |

Sn-121 3.70E-05 Te-133 3.26E-05 Ba-141 9.47E-05 |

Sn-121M 5.70E-03 Te-133M 5.48E-04 Ba-142 2.74E-04
Sn-123 6.35E-03 Te-134 3.98E-04 La-131 3.77E-02
Sn-123M 2.48E-04 1-120 9.36E 05 La-132 5.07E-01
Sn-125 2.37E-02 1-120M 8.73E 05 La-135 3.43E-02
Sn-126 2.35E-01 1-121 1.79E-05 La-137 7.55E-02
Sn-127 1.14E-02 1-123 2.27E 05 La-138 2.84E+00
Sn-128 7.14E-03 1-124 2.16E-04 La-140 2.32E+00
Sb-ll5 2.00E-04 1-125 1.09E-04 La-141 9.43E-03
Sb-ll6 1.59E-04 1-126 2.23E-04 La-142 1.91E-01
Sb-ll6M 1.49E-03 1-128 5.25E-06 La-143 2.85E-03
Sb-117 3.34E-04 1-129 5.llE-04 Ce-134 3.13E400
Sb-118M 6.59E-03 1-130 2.29E-04 Ce-135 4.44E+00
Sb-119 2.08E-04 1-131 1.59E-04 Ce-137 7.13E-02
Sb-120 3.70E-05 I-132 9.95E-05 Ce-137M 3.31E-01
Sb-120 3.42E-02 1-132M 6.14E-05 Ce-139 1.15E+00
Sb-122 5.85E-03 1-133 1.39E-04 Ce-141 5.56E-01
Sb-124 2.98E-02 1-134 4.59E-05 Ce-143 1.05E+00
Sb-124h 4.88E-05 i-135 1.42E-04 Ce-144 3.79E-01

- Sb-125 8.51E-03 Cs-125 1.33E-05 Pr-136 4.12E-02
Sb-126 4.37E-02 Cs-127 5.96E-05 Pr-137 1.26E-01i

Sb-126M 1.69E-04 Cs-129 2.13E-04 Pr-138M 9.61E-01
Sb-127 9.66E-03 Cs-130 6.99E-06 Pr-139 1.16E-01,

i Sb-128 1.33E-04 Cs-131 '2.27E-04 Pr-142 1.36E-01
' Sb-128- 8.73E-03 Cs-132 2.10E-03 Pr-142M 1.73E-03

Sb-129 3.36E-03 Cs-134 8.25E-02 Pr-143 4.53E-08
Sb-130 9.40E-04 Cs-134M 2.66E-05 Pr-144 8.44E-04
Sb-131 3.36E-OS Cs-135 7.07E-03 Pr-145 1.41E-02
Te-IIG 1.45E-03 Cs-135M 2.42E-05 Pr-147 1.95E-02
Te-121 4.87E-03 Cs-136 1.42E-02 Nd-136 3.59E-01
Te-121M 7.90E-03 Cs-137 5.33E-02 Nd-138 8.26E-01
Te-123 3.09E-05 Cs-138 2.95E-05 Nd-139 4.11E-02 i

Te-123M 2.94E-03 Ba-125 1.14E-03- Nd-139M 1.74E+00
'

Te-125M 9.75E-04 Sa-128 1.17E-02 Nd-141 4.33E-02
Te-127 6.31E-05 Ba-131 7.40E 03 Nd-147 8.45E-01
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Table F1. (contd)
,

H,,, H,,, H,,,.

Nuclide (rem /pC1) Nuclide (rem /pC1) Nuclide (rem /gCl)

Nd-149 1.37E 01 Gd 149 2.47E+00 Tm 166 2.37E+00
Nd-151 2.53E-02 Gd-151 4.99E-01 im-167 1.03E+00i

Pm-141 3.63E-02 Gd-152 0.00E-01 Tm-170 5.38E-02
Pm-143 1.79E+00 Gd-153 8.92E-01 Tm 171 8.13E-03
Pm-144 8.68E+00 Gd-159 1.52E-01 Tm-172 1.89E400|

| Pa-145 2.58E-01 Tb-147 6.76E-01 Tm-173 5.88E-01
'

Pm-146 4.34E400 Tb-149 1.27E+00 Tm-175 2.70E-02
Pm-147 3.49E-05 Tb-150 1.01E400 Yb-162 8.97E-02,

Pm-148 2.60E+00 Tb-151 2.33E+00 Yb-166 6.08E+00
Pm-14BM 1.08E+01 Tb-153 1.16E+00 Yb-167 1.23E 02
Pm-149 4.70E-02 Tb-154 5.65E400 Yb-169 2.47E400,

'

Pm-150 6.86E-01 Tb-155 9.52E-01 Yb-175 2.10E-01
Pm-151 1.llE+00 Tb-156 8.65E400 Yb-177 6.98E-02
Sm-141- 4.11E-02 Tb-156M 9.32E-01 Yb-178 4.llE-02
Sm-141M -1.42E-01 Tb 156M 2.89E-01 Lu-169 3.60E400
Sm-142 2.11E-01 Tb-157 2.39E-02 Lu-170 8.42E400
Sm 145 - 5.56E-01 Tb-158 4.79E+00 Lu-171 3.72E+00
Sm-146 0.00E-01 10-160 6.08E+00 Lu-172 9.20E+00
Sm-147 0.00E-01 Tb-161 2.64E-01 Lu-173 1.10E+00
Sm-151 1.26E-05 Dy-155 1.08E+00 Lu-174 8.93E-01
Sm-153 3.54E-01 Dy-157 5.81E-01 Lu-174M 5.54E-01,

Sm-155 5.65E-03 Dy-159 4.19E-01 Lu-176 3.45E+00,
'

Sm-156 3.55E-01 Dy-165 1.38E-02 Lu-176M 1.53E-02
Eu-145 2.00E+00 Dy-166 3.56E-01 Lu-177 2.24E-01
Eu-146 3.38E+00 Ho-155 1.41E-01 Lu-177H 6.80E+00
Eu-147 8.51E-01 Ho-157 2.57E-02 Lu-178 8.18E-03
Eu-148 3.53E+00 Ho-159 3.47E-02 Lu-178M 5.54E-02
Lu-149 1.40E-01 Ho-161 4.70E-02 Lu-179 3.03E-02
Eu-150 2.92E-02 Ho-162 4.66E-03 Hf-170 4.74E-01
Eu-150 3.02E+00 Ho-162M 1.43E-01 Hf-172 4.63E-01
Eu-152 2,20E+00 Ho-164 3.10E 03 Hf-173 2.26E-01

'Eu-152M 1.38E-01 Ho-164M 1.32E-02 Hf-175 3.70E-01
Eu-154 2.28E+00 Ho-166 1.04E-01 Hf-177M 5.22E-02
Eu-155 1.60E-01 Ho-166M 1.07E+01 Hf-17BM 2.94E+00
Eu-156 1.90E+00 Ho-167 2.38E-01 Hf-179M 8.51E-01

'

Eu-157 2.01E-01 Er-161 6.29E-01 Hf-180M 1.71E-01
Eu-158 3.56E-02 Er-165 1.12E-01 Hf-181 4.96E-01
Gd-145 1.09E-01 Er-169 1.34E-04 Hf-182 1.16E+00 i

Gd-146 4.llE+00 Er-171 5.88E-01 Hf-182M 2.61E-02
Gd-147 4.91E+00 Er-172 2.59E+00 Hf-183 2.33E-02
Gd-148 0.00E-Ol Tm-162 6.87E-02 Hf-184 1.94E-01

, ,
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Table Fl. (contd)

H,,g H,,a H,,a
Nuclide (rem /pC1) Nuclide (rem /pCi) Nuclide (rem /pC1)'

Ta-172 4.07E-02 Os-189M 5.11E-06 Hg-193M 3.23E-04
Ta-173 1.94E-01 Os-191 1.99E-02 Hg-194 1.81E-01
Ta-174 4.25E-02 Os-191M 1.12E-03 Hg-195 7.47E-05 ,

Ta-175 4.96E-01 Os-193 8.55E-03 Hg-195M 5.48E-04 t

Ta-176 8.25E-01 Os-194 8.69E-02 Hg-197 2.38E-04
Ta-177 1.30E-01 Ir-182 2.23E-03 Hg-197M 2.97E-04
Ta-178 1.47E-01 Ir-184 3.24E-02 Hg-199M 7.55E-06
Ta-179 9.40E-02 Ir-185 3.85E-02 Hg-203 5.33E-03
Ta-180 1.16E+00 Ir-186 1.12 E- 01 T1-194 6.44E-06 ;-

Ta-180M 3.47E-02 Ir-187 2.08E-02 T1-194M 2.16E-05
Ta-182 2.15E+00 Ir-188 1.60E-01 T1-195 3.49E-05
Ta-182M 2.65E-03 Ir-189 1.96E-02 T1-197 3.85E-05
Ta-183 5.44E-01 Ir-190 2.52E-01 T1-198 1.94E-04
Ta-184 7.40E-01 Ir-190M 1.01E-03 T1-198H 8.36E-05
Ta-185 9.2SE-03 Ir-192 1.63E-01 T1-199 5.55E-05
Ta-186 7.03E-03 Ir-192M 8.99E-02 T1-200 6.55E-04
W-176 6.55E-04 Ir-194 7.55E-03 T1-201 2.48E-04
W-177 3.66E-04 Ir 194M 4.55E-01 T1-202' 1.38E-03
W-178 6.43E-04 Ir-195 1.24E-03 T1-204 2.43E-03
W-179 8.12E-06 Ir-195M 1.03E-02 Pb-195M 1.65E-04
W-181 2.80E-04 Pt-186 2.06E-02 Pb-198 3.92E-04
W-185 3.51E-07 Pt-188 1.21E-01 Pb-199 6.51E-04
W-187 1.04E-03 Pt-189 2.08E-02 Pb-200 3.37E-03
W-188 1.68E 04 Pt-191 4.88E-02 Pb-201 1.78E-03
Re-177 1.49E-05 Pt-193 1.07E-04 Pb 202 6.77E-02 i

*

Re-178 8.37E-06 Pt-193M 2.71E-03 Pb-202M 1.91E-03
Re-181 4.61E-04 Pt-195M 1.58E-02 Pb-203 2.02E-03
Re-182 4.56E-04 Pt-197 2.64E-03 Pb-205 3.63E-04
Re-182 1.92E-03 Pt-197M 1.12E-03 Pb-209 9.93E-06
Re 184 1.64E-03 Pt-199 5.40E-04 Pb-210 2.31E400
Re-184M- 1.31E-03 Pt-200 2.04E-02 Pb-211 3.63E-04 i

Re-186 4.53E-04 Au-193 1.63E-03 Pb-212 3.29E-02
'

Re-186M 9.43E-04 Au-194 1.10E-02 Pb-214 5.64E-04
Re-187 1.82E-06 Au-195 2.35E-03 Bi-200 1.66E-03'
Re-188 3.73E-04 Au-198 5.66E-03 Bi-201 4.07E-03
Re-188M 8.19E-06 Au-19BM -1.05E-02 Bi-202 4.83E-03 ,

Re-189 2.46E-04 Au 199 1.68E-03 Bi-203 2.54E-02 '

Os-180 1.78E-03 Au-200 1.01E-04 Bi-205 4.82E-02
Os-181 1.75E-02 Au-200M 1.61E-02 81-206 9.03E-02
Os-182 1.07E-01 Au-201 1.15E-05 81-207 4.88E-02 -

- Os-185 1.33E-01 Hg 193 4.88E 05 Bi-210 1.46E-03

|

I
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Table F1. (contd)

H .so H .',o H .sor r r
Nuclide (rem /pCi) Nuclide (rem /pci) Nuclide (rem /pci)

Bi-210M 8.66E-02 U-233 1.94E-01 Am-245 2.68E-04
Bi-212 1.70E-03 U-234 1.91E-01 Am-246M 1.51E-02
Bi-213 4.36E-04 U-235 1.86E-01 Am-246 2.03E-02
Bi-214 3.52E-04 U-236 1.81E-01 Cm 238 1.31E-01
Po-203 1.07E-03 U-237 5.42E-03 Cm-240 3.50E-02
Po-205 1.64E-03 U-238 1.70E-01 Cm-241 8.69E-01
Po-207 4.03E-03 U-239 5.52E-05 Cm 242 3.30E-02
Po-210 3.05E+00 U-240 4.17E-03 cm-243 3.74E-01
At-207 8.32E-04 Np 232 8.69E-03 Cm-244 3.19E-02
At-211 3.92E-02 Np 233 2.85E-03 Cm-245 3.llE-01
Fr-222 2.13E-03 Np-234 1.45E400 Cm-246 1.27E-01
Fr-223 8.58E-03 Np-235 2.99E-03 Cm-247 9.51E-01
Ra-223 7.84E-01 Np-236 4.29E-01 Cm-248 3.49E401
Ra-224 3.85E-01 Np-236 5.25E-02 cm 249 1.07E-03
Ra-225 6.23E-01 Np-237 3.59E-01 Cm-250 2.76E+02
Ra-226 1.69E+00 Np-238 6.07E-01 Bk-245 4.llE-01
Ra-227 6.10E-05 Np-239 2.55E-01 Bk-246 1.04E+00
Ra-228 2.90E+00 Np-240 7.07E-02 8k-247 2.83E-01
Ac-224 9.47E-02 Pu-234 1.24E-01 Bk-249 8.40E-04
Ac-225 3.68E-01 Pu-235 1.72E-03 Bk-250 1.54E-01
Ac-226 1.66E-01 Pu-236 6.81E-02 Cf-244 9.25E-05
Ac-227 2.60E-01 Pu-237 1.07E-01 Cf-246 2.88E-02
Ac-228 3.12E-01 Pu-238 2.98E-02 Cf-248 4.18E-02
Th-226 3.02E-03 Pu-239 2.79E-02 Cf-249 9.80E-01
Th-227 3.52E+00 Pu-240 2.80E-02 Cf-250 3.30E-01
Th-228 4.40E+01 Pu-241 2.96E-04 Cf-251 4.26E-01
Th-229 8.51E401 Pu-242 2.81E-02 Cf-252 1.15E+01
Th-230 1.26E+01 Po-243 9.62E-03 Cf-253 8.55E-04
Th-231 8.97E-02 Pu-244 1.07E+00 Cf-254 3.70E+02
Th-232 2.26E+01 Pu-245 2.22E-01 Es-250 4.77E-02
Th-234 2.33E-01 Pu-246 1.34E+00 Es-251 1.24E-01
Pa-227 2.42E-03 Am-237 2.60E-02 Es-253 3.58E-02
Pa-228 9.58E-01 Am-238 7.81E-02 Es-254M 5.22E-01
Pa-230 1.04E+00 Am-239 1.63E-01 Es-254 1.33E+00
Pa-231 2.25E-01 Am-240 1.16E+00 Fm-252 2.61E-02
Pa-232 8.95E-01 Am-241 1.llE-01 Fm-253 1.38E-01
Pa-233 3.81E-01 Am-242M 3.64E-02 Fm-254 6.llE-03
Pa-234 6.77E-01 Am-242 1.32E-02 Fm-255 2.85E-02
U-230 6.13E-01 Am-243 4.74E-01 Fm-257 2.60E 01
U-231 2.63E-03 Am-244M 1.05E-05 Md-257 3.69E-02
U-232 6.02E-01 Am 244 3.92E-01 Md-258 5.96E-02
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iO. SUPPLtutNTaMY NOTts

"T$YfEe'pir*I?3escribesapproachesforcalculatingandexpressingradiationdosestothe
embryo / fetus from internal radionuclides. Information was obtained for selected, occupa-
tionally significant radionuclides to provide metabolic and dosimetric characteristics.
Fractional placental transfer and ratios of concentration in the embryo / fetus to that
in the woman were calculated. This information was integrated with data from blokinetic
transfer models to estimate the levels of radioactivity in the embryo / fetus as a function
of stage of pregnancy and time after entry. The MIRb methodologies were extended to
describe details for calculating radiation doses to the embryo / fetus. To accommodate
the stage dependence of geometric relationships and biological behaviors, calculations
were performed for a representative situation of an introduction of l'pci into a woman's
transfer compartment (blood) at successive months of pregnancy. Detailed taYies of the
initial and retained fractions of activity in the embryo / fetus, and the corresponding
radiation dose rates and doses are presented. These approaches yield radiation absarbed
doses, and multiplication by quality factor (Q) converts them to dose equivalent. This
is the most common quantity for stating prenatal dose limits and is appropriate for the
unique effects of prenatal exposure. Our knowledge is currently inadequate to warrant
the use of effective dose equivalent or committed dose equivalent.
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